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9 Tools and Test Equipment

29 Piece 
Titanium Drill Bit Set
•Includes sizes from 1⁄6"~1⁄2" in 1⁄64" 
increments •Titanium pilot point for longer 
bit life •Starts on contact for cleaner holes 
•No-spin shanks •Organized in a three-tier 
Tough Case®

 MCM Part #
 22-16810 $79.99

12V MAX Cordless Li-Ion Drill/
Driver/Impact Driver Combo Kit
•3⁄8" drill/driver features two speed transmission (0~400/0~1,500) 
•1⁄4" impact driver features 3 LED lights to provide visibility without 
shadows •Includes two 12V MAX Li-Ion batteries and fast charger

 MCM Part #
 22-24015 $199.00

Power - Drills

20V MAX Lithium Ion 
Compact Drill/Driver Kit

•Compact, lightweight design fits into tight areas •High 
performance motor delivers 300 unit watts out (UWO) •High speed 
transmission delivers 2 speeds (0~450 & 1,500 rpm) •1⁄2" single 
sleeve ratcheting chuck Includes drill, charger, two batteries, and 
case 

 MCM Part #
 22-25940 $149.00

20 Volt 
Max XR 
Lithium-Ion 
Brushless 
Compact 
Drill
•Compact size and lightweight for work in tight spaces •Brushless 
motor delivers up to 57% more run time than brushed motors 
•XR Lithium-ion batteries provide 33% more run time •15 clutch 
settings and no load speed of 0~600/0~2,000RPM •Includes (2) 
20V Max XR compact Lithium-ion batteries, fast charger, belt hook, 
on-board bit holder and kit box

 MCM Part #
 22-20065 $219.00

20V Max* XR Lithium 
Ion Brushless Impact 
Driver
•Brushless motor delivers up to 57% 
more run time •3 Speed design with 
1⁄4" hex chuck •Compact (5.25" front to 
back), lightweight design (3.6lbs) •Two 
XR™ Li-Ion batteries with fuel gauge

 MCM Part #
 22-24045 $249.00

20V Max ½"  
Li-Ion Drill/Driver
•High performance motor delivers 283 Units 
Watts Out •2 speed gear box (0-350/ 
0-1500 RPMs) •1/2" Keyless 
chuck for quick bit changes •LED 
light brightens dark work areas 
•Compact size (8.25" long) and 
light weight (3.5lbs) •Includes one 
battery and charger 

 MCM Part #
 22-24050 $129.00

Round Hole Cutter with 
Adjustable Radius Blades
•Cuts up to a 10" round hole •Cuts plywood, plasterboard, and 
acrylic up to 1" thick •Can be used with any variable speed drill

 MCM Part #
 22-7385 $64.99

IMPACT READY®  
Step Drill Bits 
•Titanium two flute spiral design for better 
chip removal •Works with impact drivers 
and rotary drills •Split point tip increases 
speed •Laser engraved sizes increase 
visibility •#22-21135 is a three piece set

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Size Range Steps
 22-21115 DWA1783IR 1⁄8"~1⁄2" 13 $20.49
 22-21125 DWA1786IR 3⁄16"~7⁄8" 11 39.99
 22-21130 DWA1789IR 7⁄8" and 11⁄8" 2 59.99
 22-21135 DWA1790IR 1⁄8"~7⁄8" 19 59.99

21 Piece 
Titanium Drill Bit Set
•Patented pilot point tip •Titanium 
coating for longer life •No-spin shanks 
•Sizes from 1⁄6" up to 1⁄2" •Tough 
Case® organizer

 MCM Part #
 22-16808 $33.4912V 

Cordless 
Drill with 
Studfinder
•The two most used tools in 
any renovation or installation 
•Variable speed drill with a 24 
position clutch •Stud sensor 
detects studs through walls 
up to ¾" thick

 MCM Part #
 22-25600 $59.99

20V MAX 
Lithium Ion 
1⁄4" Impact 
Driver Kit 
•Compact (5.55" front 
to back), lightweight 
(2.8 lbs) design fits 
into tight areas •3 LED 
lights provide visibility without 
shadows •One-handed loading 1⁄4" hex chuck 
accepts 1" bit tips •Belt hook included for portability

 MCM Part #
 22-25945 $199.00

20V 
MAX* XR 
Lithium Ion 
Brushless 
1⁄4" Impact 
Driver Kit
•DEWALT brushless motor delivers up to 57% more run time 
over brushed •Compact (5.55" front to back), lightweight (2.9 lbs) 
design fits into tight areas •3 LED lights provide visibility without 
shadows •One-handed loading 1⁄4" hex chuck accepts 1" bit tips 
•Belt hook included for portability

 MCM Part #
 22-25950 $219.00

Impact-Ready Shears
•Turn your Impact driver into heavy duty cutting shears 
•Ring Magnet secures fastener, and helps to reduce slipping 
& wobble •True 90° head allows tight access when using 1" bit tip 
•IMPACT READY(R) performance - designed for use in impact 
drivers

 MCM Part #
 22-25970 $49.99

Drill not 
included
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3.6 Volt Li-Ion Drill  
and Driver
•Compact size, length 107⁄8" in straight form 
•Lightweight, only 1.1 lbs. •Boosts a powerful 39 in. 
lbs. of torque and up to 600rpm to help fasten and 
loosen screw and bolts •1.5Ah Li-Ion battery pack 
lasts up to 21⁄2 times longer than a Ni-Cd pack •30 minute quick 
charging system •1⁄4" hex quick change chuck •21-stage clutch 
with auto shut-off for a wide variety of applications •LED work light 
illuminates dark and tight areas Kit includes: •Drill driver •Two 
1.5Ah Li-Ion batteries •30 minute charger •Carrying case •Mfr. 
#EY7410LA2S

 MCM Part #
 22-9618 $144.19

8V Max Gyroscopic 
Screwdriver Kit

•Motion activated screwdriver with variable speed and reversing 
control •Hold the trigger and twist left or right to loosen or 
tighten fasteners •Two-position handle for in-line or pistol-grip use 
•Integrated work light for working in confined, low light spaces 
•Includes two 8V Max batteries, one hour charger and kit bag  
•Mfr. #DCF680N2

 MCM Part #
 22-21085 $109.00

4 Volt Cordless  
Lithium-Ion Screwdriver Kit
•21-position clutch with auto shut-off stops rotation once required 
torque is met •Quick-change chuck for one-handed bit changes 
•Drill mode drills pilot holes or removes damaged screws •Two-
speed gear box (200/600rpm) •Includes two 3.0Ah batteries and 
charger 

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 22-14895 0490-22 Kit $179.00
 22-14900 0490-20 Tool only 74.99

4.8 Volt Cordless 
Screwdriver Kit
•Comes with a 102 
piece accessory kit for 
countless projects 
•Ergonomic design 
with soft grip handle 
•Forward/Reverse 
for screw driving and 
removal •LED worklight 
•Overload protection 

 MCM Part #
 22-14675 $25.99

4V Max Lithium Pivot Driver Kit
•Lithium battery holds a charge up to 18 months •Pivot allows 
for accessing tight spaces •Battery status indicator •USB Fast 
Charger •LED light 

 MCM Part #
 22-24615 $39.99

8 Volt ¼" 
Cordless Drill Driver
•Variable Speed for increased control •Li-Ion 
battery holds charge up to 18 months •LED Light for 
better visibility •2,200 RPM with 125 in/lbs of torque

 MCM Part #
 22-24055 $59.99

Scan to watch 
product video:

32 Piece 
Security  
Bit Set
•Bits fit any standard 1⁄4" 
hex driver and most power 
screwdrivers

 MCM Part #
 22-1875 $8.49

148 Piece Master Bit Set
•Huge assortment of popular bit types and sizes •Includes 1", 
2" and 3" bits as well as clutch and spline drives and 3⁄8" socket 
adapters •Features slotted, square, Phillips, star, pozi, SAE and 
metric hex, tamper-resistant star and hex bits •Set is stored in a 
plastic storage case

 MCM Part #
 22-20970 $34.99

Security Bit 
Drivers
Used for removing tamper 
proof fasteners often found in 
Nintendo and Sega video 
games and cartridges. 
11⁄2" length, these bits fit 
any standard 1⁄4" driver.

 MCM Part # Size
 22-1145 3.8mm $1.89
 22-1150 4.5mm 1.99

80-Piece Professional  
Drill and Drive Bit Set

•Variety of industrial fastening •17 black-oxide drill bits up to 3⁄8" 
size •Magnetic parts tray •Jobsite-ready plastic carry case 

 MCM Part #
 22-16804 $59.99
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4000 High Performance Rotary  
Tool Kit with 50 Accessories
•Dremel 4000 High performance rotary tool •Selection of high 
quality accessories •Included Storage Case •Quick Start Book 
•No-Load Speed from 5,000~35,000 RPM •Mfr. #4000-2/50

 MCM Part #
 22-16455 $186.00

3000 High Performance  
Rotary Tool Kit with 24 Accessories
•Dremel 3000 High performance rotary tool •Selection of high 
quality accessories including a Sanding/Grinding Guide •No-Load 
Speed from 5,000~32,000 RPM •Mfr. #3000-1/24

 MCM Part #
 22-16465 $84.49

Compact Cordless Saw
•Cuts wood up to 1" •Makes quick, straight cuts, 
or accurate curved cuts •Stays charged and ready 
to use for up to 18 months •Keyless blade change 
allows easy cutting position changes

 MCM Part #
 22-11410 $39.99

5 Amp Jigsaw with CurveControl™
•Adjust the saw's Orbit in 1 of 4 customized settings •5 Amp 
variable- speed motor generates up to 3,000 SPM of cutting power 
•Make bevel cuts of up to 45° •Adjustable shoe for a stable cutting 
platform •Wire Guard provides clear line of sight for precise cuts

 MCM Part #
 22-24590 $39.99

1⁄4 Sheet Detail Sander
•2A motor provides up to 1600 orbits per minute •Dust collection 
system nearly eliminates surface debris •On/Off paddle switch

 MCM Part #
 22-24595 $29.99

5" Random Orbit Sander
•Compact design gives this sander the ability to sand in tight 
spaces •High-performance dust collection system •Paddle switch 
for natural sander actuation 

 MCM Part #
 22-24600 $39.99

Eight Outlet Power Strip  
with Cord Management
•Three transformer spaced outlets •Five standard spaced outlets 
•Heavy-duty metal housing •6' 14AWG grounded power cord 
•Designed for indoor use 

 MCM Part #
 22-8915 $19.99

41⁄2" Angle Grinder
•Use to cut, grind, and sand all types of materials •Safety on/off 
switch and metal guard •4.3 Amp motor turns at 11,000 RPM 

 MCM Part #
 22-24720 $29.99

71⁄4" Lightweight 
Circular Saw
•8.8 pound circular saw is one of the lightest in its class •Powerful 
15A motor provides 1,950 watts of power •2 9⁄16" depth of cut 
capacity •Has an electronic brake stop •No load speed: 5,200RPM 
•Mfr. #DWE575SB

 MCM Part #
 22-20130 $139.00

5.5A Keyless  
Compact Jigsaw

•Keyless blade clamp allows for quick blade change •5.5 Amp 
motor deliver powerful cuts in the hardest materials •Variable 
speed delivers 0~3,100 strokes per minute for optimal cutting 
speed •4-position orbital action allows for faster, more aggressive 
cuts in a variety of materials •Shoe bevels 0°~45° for beveled cuts

 MCM Part #
 22-25955 $99.00
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High Resolution Borescope 
Inspection Camera
•2.4" high resolution color LCD •1.5m waterproof 
camera shaft with LED’s •Rotate image with the touch of 
a button •Powered by 4 AA batteries (not included) •Hook, mirror 
and magnet attachments •Compact carry case 

 MCM Part #
 22-25595 $79.99

The Palmscope
•Probe is self-stored on unit for a compact, pocket-sized package 
•Obedient probe is 24" and waterproof •Four LED’s on end of 
camera light up any area •2.7" LCD display with up to 4x video 
zoom •Includes nylon pouch

 MCM Part #
 22-24395 $139.00

Scan to watch 
product video:

USB Snakescope 
Inspection Camera
•Allows for easy inspection of hard to 
reach areas •Waterproof camera head 
and cable •Two adjustable LED lights 
•Snap shot camera function •Flexible 
snakescope with 6.5' cable, clip on 
magnetic pick-up tool, software and 
driver, owner’s manual, and storage case included 

1500 Watt  
Heat Gun
•1500W heat gun delivers high heat and multiple 
fan settings •Integrated support stand allows and 
hanging hook for storage •Two speed selector 
delivers high and low fan speed settings •Variable 
temperature dial allows for easy adjustment of 
temperatures

 MCM Part #
 22-17215 $46.19

900W Handheld 
Steamer
•Non-toxic - no dangerous chemicals, 
fumes or residues •Clean grease, 
grime, dirt, soap scum, wrinkles, stains, 
bacteria, insects, doors, windows, floors 
•Heating time: 3-4 min; Continuous use: 8-10 min •Includes nine 
accessories •Max. Volume: 10oz.

 MCM Part #
 22-25745 $39.99

Electric Blower 
•Moves 1,200 cubic feet per minute of air •Feel the air flow up to 
30 feet away •3-speed switch allows different levels of air speed 
•Grounded convenience outlets and CSA approved

 MCM Part #
 22-25785 $129.00

TLM65 Laser Distance 
Measurer
•Measure distance, calculates area and volume 
•Range 65’ •Accurate to within 1⁄8" or 3mm 
•Simple two button design

 MCM Part #
 22-24000 $69.99

Laser Distance Meter
•Measure up to 148' (45m) with 
exceptional 2mm accuracy •Calculate 
area, volume, and even indirect height 
•Continuous or momentarily measurement 
•Selectable meter, inch, or foot 
•Dimensions: 4.4" x 1.9" x 1" 

 MCM Part #
 72-2570 $99.99

5.2 Amp 3⁄8” Drill/Driver
•Powerful and compact size to get the job 
done •Variable speed for controlled drilling/
driving from 0~1500 •On board bit storage for 
convenience

 MCM Part #
 22-24620 $29.99

6 Amp 3⁄8" Drill/Driver
•Powerful motor and compact size •Variable 
speed for controlled drilling/driving •On-board bit 
storage 

 MCM Part #
 22-24625 $39.99

 MCM Part #
 22-15945 $39.99
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E-A-R® Hi-Fi™ 
Attenuating  
Ear Plugs
•Reduces volume without distortion or muffling •Secure, 
comfortable fit •Noise reduction rating: 12dB •Reusable

 MCM Part #
 108-4345 $12.79

Safety

Digital 
Worktunes® 
Earmuffs with  
AM/FM Stereo
•Digital tuning with LCD 
display •10 programmable 
station presets •MP3 and iPod® 
compatible •Noise reduction rating: 
22dB

 MCM Part #
 108-4350 $67.99

Peltor® E-A-R® 
Buds Headphones
•Noise isolating ear buds for listening 
to audio devices and reducing harmful 
external noise •Audio limiting technology 
and volume controls keeps sound at or 
below 82dB •Works with any device 
with a 3.5mm stereo audio jack •Includes 
Ultrafit™ 20dB and Skull Screws™ 29dB 
replacement ear tips

 MCM Part #
 108-4920 $46.89

Protective  
Earmuffs
•Folding design for easy 
storage •Lightweight and 
comfortable for all day use 
•Noise reduction rating: 25db 

 MCM Part #
 21-19170 $6.99

Peltor™ Optime™ 
H10A Earmuffs
•Over the head earmuffs 
provide comfortable hearing 
protection •Stainless steel 
headband •Earcup pivot points 
for comfort and efficiency 
•H10A earmuffs provide 
protection up to 105 dBA, 
Noise reduction rating: 30 dB

 MCM Part #
 108-4725 $24.99

TEKK 
Protection™  
Indoor Safety  
Eyewear –  
Pack of Four
•Provides lightweight, 
comfortable eye 
protection •Absorbs 
99.9% of UV •Impact-
resistant •Meets 
ANSI Z87. 1-2003 
requirements

 MCM Part #
 108-5085 $10.89

Tinted Safety Glasses
•Protects eyes from injury •Durable polycarbonate tinted lenses 
•Meets or exceeds ANSI spec Z87.1 

 MCM Part #
 22-24730 $2.99

TEKK Protection™ Holmes 
Workwear™ Premium Safety Glasses 
•Lightweight safety glasses have a black frame with yellow 
accents •Gray anti-scratch and anti-fog coated lenses •Contoured 
frame has a protective wraparound fit •Made of impact-resistant 
polycarbonate •Meets ANSI Z87.1-2003 requirements

 MCM Part #
 108-5090 $19.39

ShuBee™ Shoe Covers
•Protect customer carpets and flooring while protecting shoes from 
dirt and contamination •Disposable shoe covers fit up to a size 18 
boot •50 pair per box

 MCM Part # Description Color
 21-7508 Original  Blue $29.99
 21-7509 Waterproof  Blue 31.40

Particulate Respirator 8210, N95
•Helps protect yourself from dusts caused by sanding, grinding, 
processing minerals, coal, iron ore, flour, and certain other 
substances •20 pieces per box

 MCM Part #
 108-3166 $17.99

Aura® Particulate Respirators
•Braided headbands, contoured nose panel and a chin tab for 
comfort and easy positioning •Embossed top panel reduces 
fogging of eyewear •Individually wrapped for protection from 
contamination •Folds flat for portability •#108-4930 has a Cool 
Flow™ valve to release exhaled breath 

 MCM Part # Description
 108-4925 20 pack $24.49
 108-4930 10 pack w/Cool Flow™ valve 21.89

Cooling Towel
•Use to keep cool while playing sports or working outdoors 
•Simply wet the towel, wring out, shake, and begin to use 
•Machine washable and reusable •30" x 13.5" •Sold individually 
and color will vary

 MCM Part #
 22-24745 $7.99

NEW
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General 
Utility Plus
•Abrasion resistant 
and double stitched for 
extended life •Extensive asphalt reinforcement make them more 
durable than leather •Incredibly ergonomic design for greater 
dexterity and natural feel 

 MCM Part # Size
 21-8624 Large $21.10
 21-8626 X-large 21.10

Pro XT Utility 
Glove
•Youngtown Equipment’s 
toughest work glove •Triple layer 
palm and index finger for superior 
durability •One-piece saddle made 
of non-slip reinforcement for grip •Double knuckle protection on 
back of hand •Supportive FlexMesh™ flared cuff protects more 
of your wrist •Terry cloth brow wipe on back of thumb •Double-
stitched for extended life •Incredibly ergonomic design for greater 
dexterity and natural feel •More durable than leather

 MCM Part # Size
 21-8660 Medium $26.25
 21-8662 Large 26.25

Close Fitting Nitrile 
Coated Gloves
•Nitrile palm dip for chemical resistance 
and grip •High dexterity •Enhanced 
abrasion resistance •Washable  
•Sold as a single pair

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Size
 21-15770 Small Black $1.29
 21-15775 Medium Black 1.29
 21-15780 Large Black 1.29
 21-15785 X-Large Black 1.29
 21-15790 XX-Large Black 1.29

Close Fitting Nylon Gloves
•Great sensitivity and dexterity •Textured polyurethane palm 
coating •Textured coating •Knitted wrist band •Washable

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Size
 21-15720 Small Black $1.29
 21-15725 Medium Black 1.29
 21-15730 Large Black 1.29
 21-15735 X-Large Black 1.29
 21-15740 XX-Large Black 1.29
 21-15750 Medium Gray/White 1.29
 21-15755 Large Gray/White 1.29
 21-15765 XX-Large Gray/White 1.29

Latex Dipped 
Gloves – Cold 
Use
•Fleece lined for cold 
environments •Textured 
grip with latex palm coating 
•Ribbed knit wrist

 MCM Part # Size
 21-15710 Large $3.99
 21-15715 XLarge 3.99

Disposable  
Latex Gloves
•Lightly powered premium 
industrial grade disposable 5 mil 
latex •Offers textured fingertips 
for added grip •Resistant to snags 
and punctures •Most commonly used with 
acid base materials •Size: Large •100 gloves per box

 MCM Part #
 21-7125 $9.19

Disposable 
Vinyl Gloves
•Industrial grade 
disposable 5 mil lightly 
powdered vinyl •Great 
general purpose glove, 
commonly used for food 
handlers •Size: Large •100 per box

 MCM Part #
 21-7130 $7.19

Black Nylon 
Polyurethane  
Coated Gloves
•Use to protect hands from grease, dirt, or 
injuries while working around the home, garage, or workshop •Soft 
and flexible nylon with polyurethane coating that is stronger than 
leather and allows for greater finger movement and grip

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Size
 22-10965 54720 Medium $1.99
 22-10967 54722 Large 1.89

Comfort 
Grip Glove 
•Nitrile palm coating over a 
breathable nylon stretch liner •Light, flexible and abrasion-resistant 
•Excellent grip, even in wet or oily conditions •Elastic knit wrist cuff 
keeps out debris •Long-lasting, durable and washable

 MCM Part # Size
 21-18610 Medium $3.59
 21-18611 Large 3.59
 21-18612 Extra Large 3.59

Cut Resistant 
Comfort Grip 
Glove
•Breathable, high dexterity liner 
•Cut Level 3 for hand protection 
from mechanical risks •Foamed 
nitrile palm for excellent grip •Long-lasting, durable and washable 

 MCM Part # Size
 21-18615 Medium $14.19
 21-18616 Large 14.19

Gripping 
Material Work 
Gloves
•Synthetic suede leather 
•3M™ Gripping Material 
GM110 sewn into the palm 
and fingers •Slip resistant, 
vibration dampening, and easy 
release properties •Size Large •Sold in pairs

 MCM Part #
 21-18622 $22.99

Mechanics 
Gloves
•Constructed of comfortable, 
breathable materials for comfort 
•Polyurethane coated palm for improved 
grip •Reinforced saddle and thumb for 
durability •Machine washable 

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Size
 22-21005 W89005 Medium $9.99
 22-21010 W89006 Large 9.99
 22-21015 W89007 X-Large 9.99

Flex Grip™  
Form Fitted High Dexterity Gloves
•Wing closing wrist strap for perfect adjustments and easy-on, 
easy off •Stretch Spandex for flexibility and fit •Padded palm pads 
for more comfort •Lycra side panels for improved dexterity •Elastic 
wrist cuff keeps debris out

 MCM Part # Size
 22-8690 Small $24.99
 22-8694 Large 28.31

 MCM Part # Size
 22-8696 X-large $29.99
 22-8698 XX-large 29.99

 MCM Part # Size
 21-8597 Small $11.99
 21-8599 Medium 11.99

 MCM Part # Size
 21-8600 Large $11.99
 21-8601 X-Large 11.99

Disposable 
Nitrile Gloves
•Industrial 4 mil nitrile •Nitrile is 
chemical resistant and becomes more 
comfortable over wear time •Textured 
finger tips for better grip •Powder free •Size: Large •100 per box

NEW
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Ratcheting 
Modular Crimper/Stripper/Cutter
•Cuts, crimps and strips paired conductor cables •Crimps 4,6 and 
8 position RJ22, RJ11/12 and RJ45 connectors •Steel body with 
black-oxide finish •Crimping dies are precision ground from high- 
carbon steel •Full cycle-ratchet mechanism prevents release of 
connector before full compression

 MCM Part #
 22-18170 $31.99

Installer - Crimpers and Kits

EZ RJPRO™  
HD Crimp Tool Kit
•Built-in wire cutters and strippers •Crimps and 
trims extended wire in EZ connectors in a single 
cycle •Compatible with all other RJ-45, RJ-12 
and RJ-11 modular plug connectors except 
AMP •Kit includes EZ-RJPRO™ HD crimp tool 
and 50 EZ-RJ45® connectors 

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 22-10805 100016MCM Kit $129.00
 22-10800 100054C Crimp tool only 76.49
 22-10801 100054BL Four piece 6.72
   replacement blades

Scan to watch 
product video:

Universal  
Compact Compression Tool
•Crimps standard compression connectors (“F”, RCA, BNC) 
on RG-6, RG-59, RG-7 and RG-11 cable •Rotating connector 
positioner allows for quick change of connectors •Molded, 
cushioned handle •Adjustable crimp stroke 

 MCM Part #
 22-14545 $29.99

Adjustable Compression Crimp Tool
•Works with “F”, BNC and RCA compression connectors for RG-
59, RG-58 and RG-6 cables •Interchangeable sockets with handle 
storage •Built in cable cutter •Black oxide steel frame 

 MCM Part #
 22-14540 $25.99

91⁄2" Crimp Tool
Designed for solderless terminals from 10~22AWG. Also features 
insulated handles and handy wire cutters.

 MCM Part #
 22-1780 $9.89

Precision Wire 
Stripper
•ESD Safe •Cut and strip wire 
sizes from 10~26 AWG •For 
both solid and stranded 
wire •Swiss made 
precision

 MCM Part #
 22-24535 $17.49

Professional Wire Strippers
•Strips, cuts and clamps stranded wire accurately and easily •Wire 
gauge is marked on blade with mm conversion •Blade lock for user 
safety •TPR handle for comfort •Length: 6" 

 MCM Part # Description
 22-16292 10~22AWG stripper $6.49
 22-16294 16~26AWG stripper 6.49
 22-16296 22~30AWG stripper 6.49

T® Stripper
Preferred by professionals 
for over 30 years. Originated by Ideal, 
these quality strippers feature looping holes, 
cushioned plastic grips, and precision, form-ground, knife 
type blades that give an accurate, easy strip every time. Black 
oxide finish resists corrosion; built-in wire cutter on all models; 
spring loaded for automatic operation.

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 28-2695 T-5 10~18AWG solid $13.99
 28-2700 T-6 16~26AWG stranded 14.49
 28-2705 T-8 8~16AWG stranded 15.49
 28-2710 T-7 22~30AWG solid 16.49

Coax and UTP Wire Stripper
•Strips RG-59, RG-6, RG-6 Quad, RG-7, RG-59 and UTP cables 
•Dual cartridges for multi cable stripping and additional cartridge in 
tool body •Connector holder to insert cable into connector easily 
•Blades are pre-set to industry standards 

 MCM Part #
 22-14550 Wire strippers $8.79
 22-14552 Replacement cartridge 3 pack 3.09

Automatic 
Wire Stripper
•The automatic wire stripper is made by precision 
machines for a long-life use •For striping wire 24~10AWG 
•Crimps insulated and non-insulated terminals 22~10AWG •Overall 
length: 81⁄4" •Mfr. #8PK-371

 MCM Part #
 22-10810 $18.49

Telecom Crimp  
Tool with Built-In Tester
•Cuts, strips, and crimps all kinds of modular plugs •Immediately 
test terminated cables •Tests 8 pin connectors plus ground/shield 
•Detachable tester for testing long runs or to map cables •Use 
with 8,6, or 4 pin modular connectors (RJ-11/RJ-12/RJ-45) •Uses 
3xLR-44 batteries •Low battery indicator 

 MCM Part #
 22-26095 $39.99

Quick Change Twin-Head Crimper
•Twin heads slide out without tools •Adjustable crimping force 
•Color coded side for butt connectors from 22~10 AWG •Metric 
crimping from 1.5~10mm2 •Heat treated steel die for excellent 
longevity

 MCM Part #
 22-24515 $39.99

Ergo Crimp Tool 
•Cable types: RG-6, RG-6 Quad Hex, 8281, 1694A, 1695, 1505, 
9259, 9231 •Hex crimp: .360"/.324"/.068" •Connectors: BNC, 
TNC, F Type

 MCM Part #
 22-24340 $42.46

NEW

NEW
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Electronics Master Kit
•A complete tool kit including professional quality pliers, 
screwdrivers, tweezers, crimpers, soldering iron, and much more 
•See www.MCMelectronics.com for more details

 MCM Part #
 22-3282 $239.99

153 Piece Tool Set
•This kit includes a variety of pliers, wrenches, screwdrivers and 
other hand tools •Hex keys, combination spanners, drill bits, 
sockets, nail punches, fasteners and various specialty tools also 
included •Supplied in a heavy-duty tool case with molded insert 
trays 

 MCM Part #
 22-15465 $189.00

Jumbo Tool Kit
•Handy kit contains everything you need for a wide variety of 
applications •Removable pallets for easy tool access •See 
MCMelectronics.com for complete list of included parts

 MCM Part #
 22-3283 $379.99

Solar MC3/MC4  
Crimp Kit

•Kit designed to install MC3 and MC4 solar connectors •Supplied 
in a zipper case for easy transport •See MCMelectronics.com for 
complete list of included parts

 MCM Part #
 22-14670 $136.99

3 Piece Electricians Tool Set
•Digital multimeter measures AC/DC voltage, DC current, 
resistance, and diode test •7” diagonal wire cutting pliers •7” 
wire stripper/cutter for 10-20 AWG wire •Includes test leads, 9V 
battery and user manual

 MCM Part #
 22-25740 $29.99

Tele-Titan XG 2.0  
Combo Pack
•10Gig termination in a single 
tool •Straight action crimp 
achieved with minimal hand 
force •Crimps shield with built in 
secondary crimper •Terminates to 
industry specified crimp heights •Kit includes ten 10Gig 
connectors 

 MCM Part #
 22-24630 $53.13

Modular 
Plug Crimp 
Tool Kit
•Crimp tool contains 
three separate crimp 
cavities for a variety 
of terminations including: •Ratchet mechanism with quick release 
assures optimum termination •For use with the following modular 
plug connectors, stranded and solid: RJ-45 Cat 3/5/5e/6, RJ-12 
and RJ-11 Kit Includes •Modular plug crimp tool •Coax and round 
wire cable cutter •Cat 5/Cat 6 cable jacket stripper •Six in one 
screwdriver •Nylon zippered case 

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 22-10780 90145MCM Kit $59.99
 22-10785 12503 Crimp tool only 28.86

10Gig Termination Kit 
•Solution for terminating larger cables like Cat6E, Cat6A, Cat7 
and larger Cat5e/6 Ethernet cables for audio, video and data 
applications •Kit includes the Tele-TitanXg® (MCM #22-20885) 
crimp tool, Cyclops®2 (MCM #22-11155) cable jacket stripper, 
CT-360 (MCM #22-20905) external ground crimp tool and 100 
RJ45 Cat6A/10Gig shielded connectors •Tele-TitanXg® terminates 
Cat6A/10Gig connectors •Cyclops®2 self-adjusts to score PVC, 
Plenum and more without damaging •CT-360 provides 360° crimp 
on external ground tab of RJ45 connectors

 MCM Part #
 22-20900 $204.00

28 Piece Electricians Tool Set
•Essential tools for any electrician •Contains a canvas zipper 
bag and 16" canvas tool bag •Contains four types of pliers, eight 
types of screwdrivers, seven nut drivers, an adjustable wrench, a 
tape measure, a torpedo level, one crimper/cutting tool, one wire 
stripper/cutter, a utility knife and protective eyewear

 MCM Part #
 22-18175 $399.00

EZ-RJPRO™  
Termination Pod
•EZ-RJPRO HD Crimp tool •Jacket stripper 
•Electrician’s scissors •Cat5e EZ connectors 
(100), Cat6 EZ connectors (100), and RJ12/11 
EZ connectors 

 MCM Part #
 22-21795 $242.25

Scan to watch 
product video:

NEW
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Creep-Zit Fiberglass  
Wire Running Kit
•Consists of five 6' (30' total) fiberglass rods that connect 
together •Bullet shaped head with cross hole to attach wire for 
pull •Eggbeater shaped head is used as a guide to keep rods from 
getting stuck •Kit is stored in heavy-duty PVC case

 MCM Part # Description
 22-2665 Creep-Zit  $84.99
  22-2667 Screw-on lighted bull nose tip 12.99

Creep-Zit™ 24' Compact Kit
•Provides shorter 3" rods for more versatility and functionality in 
tight spaces •Eight FiberFuse™ 3" push/pull rods with male and 
female threaded connector ends one is glow in the dark with a fixed 
bull nose end and a female threaded connector end •Comes with 
a whisk threaded connector tip, 12" ball chain lanyard and shoulder 
case

 MCM Part #
 22-13350 $76.99

Glowfish II Kit
•5⁄32" diameter luminous fiberglass rods for pushing and pulling wire 
•Rods actually glow in dark areas, making them easy to spot and 
use •Plastic coated rods are super flexible for all tight jobs •Five 
6' sections screw together as needed •Rods feature durable, zinc-
plated, rustproof, machined steel end fittings •Comes packaged 
in a handy clear case that allows light to charge rods for luminous 
use •Optional attachment kit available (fish hook, directional tool, 
magnet head, pull ring, ball chain, and two replacement tips)

 MCM Part #
 22-9790 $89.99

32' Basic Cable Rod Kit
•Helps install cables into awkward areas like inside walls, under 
floors and through walls •Includes ten 3.37' GRP rods and mini 
eye, mini hook and flexi lead attachments

 MCM Part #
 22-16148 $34.99

Rasping Jab Saw
•Integrated rasping holes expand holes or smooth rough edges in 
drywall •6" plaster/drywall blade •Rubber over mold grip

 MCM Part #
 22-14910 $9.99

Charge TTi 
Multitool
•Stainless steel with titanium 
alloy handles •19 tools in one 
•S30V® knife

 MCM Part #
 22-10335 $169.85

 YEAR LIMITED25 WARRANTY

Wingman™ Multitool
•Outside accessible, one hand 
opening blade with spring-action 
jaws •Stainless steel body 
and handles •14 tools-in one 
including various knifes, 
screwdrivers, pliers, wire 
cutters and strippers •Bottle 
and can opener, 1" ruler, 
package opener and wood/metal 
file also included

 MCM Part #
 22-13440 $34.99

Super Tool 300 EOD
•A military redesign of the popular 
Super Tool 300 •Features EOD 
cap crimpers, fuse wire cutters, 
and rod/brush adapter •Black 
low-glare finish •Glove-friendly 
comfort-grip handle •Also 
includes pliers, wire cutters, 
wire crimper, wire stripper, 
knives, saws, ruler, can 
openers, and more 

 MCM Part #
 22-24455 $99.85

Wave®

The Wave® features sharp blades, new 
jaw design, and scissors that are strong 
enough to cut zip ties and fabric. 
Includes 17 tools: •Needlenose pliers 
•Regular pliers •Wire cutters 
•Hard-wire cutters •Clip-point 
knife •Serrated knife •Saw 
•Scissors •Wood/metal file 
•Diamond-coated file •Large bit driver •Small bit 
driver •Two double-end bits •Large screwdriver •8" ruler 
•Bottle/can opener •Wire stripper •Premian leather sheath •Tool is 
4" long and weighs 8.5 ounces.

 MCM Part #
 22-8775 $89.85

 YEAR LIMITED25 WARRANTY

Jumbo Utility Knife
•1" wide razor is made of robust steel •Snap-off style 
maintains a fresh, sharp edge •Five self-storing blades 
included •8" overall length 

 MCM Part #
 22-24695 $7.99

16 Oz Fiberglass  
Claw Hammer

•Drop forged, heat treated, mirror polished head •Rubber grip with 
50% fiberglass handle •Handle length - 12"

 MCM Part #
 22-24750 $6.99

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Moving Pads
•Ideal for storage and transport of various items •Prevents dust 
build-up and damage •Square corners can be folded easily •Size: 
72" x 80" 

 MCM Part # Description
 22-13840 Superior cotton/cotton pad $11.99
 22-13842 Ultimate polyester/cotton pad 10.99
 22-13844 Economy non-woven fabric pad 7.69

#22-13840 #22-13844

#22-13842

Furniture Covers
•Useful for keeping furniture clean and preventing and damage 
•Ideal for storing or transporting •Made of polyester 

 MCM Part # Description Dimensions
 22-13848 Washer/dryer/range 40" x 34" x 47" $20.99
 22-13858 Fitted refrigerator 40" x 40" x 68" 25.99

Door Jamb Protector
•Designed to protect door jambs from nicks and scratches 
•Double stitched for added durability •Metal binders form a sure fit 
•Made of polyester •Dimensions: 11" x 69" 

 MCM Part #
 22-13864 $22.99

Movers Dollies
•Great for moving furniture, television, plants, and appliances •Four 
swivel casters for easy maneuvering •Padded ends for protection 
•600 lbs. max capacity

 MCM Part # Size (L) x (W) x (H)
 22-5120 30" x 1" x 5.6" $19.99
 22-5122 18" x 12" x 5.25" 14.99

#22-5120

#22-5122

Compact Collapsible Cart
•Folds flat when not in use •44 lbs. capacity 
•Aluminum handle extends to 32" •Open 
dimensions: 15" (H) x 141⁄4" (W) x 
113⁄4" 

 MCM Part #
 22-14130 $15.49

Three Wheel Jumbo Movers Dolly
•2" swivel casters allow for easy movement of over-sized, awkward 
or heavy objects •Depressed center for moving objects with legs 
•Padding on each arm prevents damage to objects

 MCM Part #
 22-17415 $12.49

Three Wheel Dolly Caster Mover 
•Ideal and easy way to move heavy objects from room to room 
•Soft cushions protect surface of object you are moving •1" 
casters •3" base width •2" high

 MCM Part #
 22-9124 $4.99

Rolling Service Cart
•Useful for moving heavy objects 
or as a mobile work surface •Heavy 
duty steel construction for durability 
•Ball bearing swivel casters (two with 
locks) •Maximum capacity: 200 lbs. 
•Dimensions: 195⁄8" (W) x 153⁄4" (D) x 
337⁄8” (H) 

 MCM Part #
 22-13882 $61.99

Multi Purpose 
Folding Work Bench
•Safe working load of up to 200 
lbs. •Folding design for compact 
storage •Includes tool storage rail 
•Grid, ruler and protractor printed on table top •Four 
bench dogs to hold odd shaped pieces

 MCM Part #
 22-11278 $34.99

Folding 
Plastic Stool

•Folds quickly down to 2" for easy storage •Supports up to 250 
lbs •Anti-skid bottom and slip-resistant step pads •Unfolded 
dimensions: 12" W x 81⁄2" D x 111⁄2" H •Folded dimensions: 18" L 
x 14" W x 2" H

 MCM Part # Color
 22-17435 Red $14.99
 22-24495 Camo 14.99

Collapsible Totes
•Save space while unused in storage or transit •Pops up and ready 
to use in a second •Folds down to less than 25% of open size 
•Matted label areas on each end of the tote •Reinforced bottom 
and sides 

 MCM Part # Open Dimensions Folded Height
 22-25900 14" x 201⁄2" x 121⁄4" 3" $14.99
 22-25905 10" x 14" x 101⁄4" 21⁄2" 7.99

Elastic Strap Set
•Stretchy bands are great for bundling and 
securing cargo •Six piece set comes in 
storage container •Includes two each of 12", 
16", and 24" lengths

 MCM Part #
 22-24700 $3.49

NEW

NEW

#22-13848

#22-13858
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Magnetic Pickup Tool
•Used to retrieve dropped nails, screws, bolts, and other 
ferrous metal objects •3" magnetic head which can lift up 
to 25 lbs. •Extends from 24" to 38" to access hard to 
reach areas •Comfortable rubber handle 

 MCM Part #
 22-13880 $11.99

FatMax 70 Piece Screwdriver Set
•Magnetic tips with black oxide tips provide a secure grip on 
fasteners •Color coded handles •Full-size and stubby ratcheting 
drivers •Six piece precision set •Variety of 34 bits and 14

 MCM Part #
 22-24570 $39.99

105 Piece Security/
Standard Screwdriver Bit Set
•All bits fit any 1⁄4" hex driver and most power screwdrivers •Please 
visit www.MCMelectronics.com for complete list

 MCM Part #
 22-3495 $20.99

Five Piece Plier Set
•10" tongue-and-groove pliers •6" slip joint pliers •8" linesman 
pliers •6" long nose pliers •6" diagonal cutting pliers

 MCM Part #
 22-24740 $22.99

Pickup/Bottle/Scratcher Tool
•Claw will handle those otherwise unreachable itches •Bottle 
opener integrated in underside of claw •Magnetic pickup tool 
retrieves metal parts •Telescopic shaft extends to over 20”

 MCM Part #
 22-25765 $4.99

Rolling Work Seat
•Lightweight and durable 
composite seat with 4 swivel 
casters •Storage trays and 
built-in storage compartment 
•Great for working around 
wheels and brakes •Size: 18" x 
13.4" x 12.4" •Weight capacity 330lb

 MCM Part #
 22-25775 $24.99

40" Folding Creeper Cool Weave
•Heavy duty cool weave fabric with a steel power coated frame 
•Weather-resistant, lightweight, and provides extra comfort •Folds 
for convenient transportation or storage •350 lbs. weight capacity

 MCM Part #
 22-25780 $49.99

24-in-1 Ratcheting Box Wrenches
•These two versatile wrenches replace 24 wrenches in your tool 
box •Each wrench includes 12 sizes in one reversible wrench for 
ease of use •72-teeth gear design delivers 5° swing arch making 
these tools useful in tight spaces •Heat treated steel with full polish 
adds to durability •High torque capacity •Features forward, fixed and 
reversible functions Sizes: •8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19mm •5⁄16", 
3⁄8", 7⁄16", ½", 9⁄16", 5⁄8", 11⁄16", ¾" •E10, E12, E14, E16, E18, E20, 
E22, E24

 MCM Part #
 22-11615 $48.99

Spot Spray 
Non-Aerosol 
Sprayer 
•80~150psi operating 
pressure •Refillable •Not 
for use with paint products 
or flammable chemicals •Eliminates 
dangerous or harmful propellants

 MCM Part # Color
 22-25815 Red $31.50
 22-25820 Blue 31.50

12V Oil Extraction Pump
•Efficiently remove up to 3 quarts per minute •Self-priming 12v 
5 amp DC pump •Approx. speed: 1400 RPM •Includes: Pump, 
hoses, clamps and detailed instructions.

 MCM Part #
 22-25730 $29.99

10.5" Magnetic 
Parts Dish
•Holds onto metal parts during projects •Anti-rust, durable, 
stainless steel strainer is perfect for washing dirty tools •Rubber 
coated magnet prevents scuffing •101⁄2" diameter; 31⁄2" deep

 MCM Part #
 22-25805 $11.70

NEW

500 lbs Shop Stand
•Portable, easy to adjust and stores flat •Capacity rating: 500 lbs. 
•Adjustable height: 33"~44" •Adjustable width: 15"~34" •Fixed 
length: 40"

 MCM Part #
 22-25735 $49.99

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Oil Filter Wrench
•Quick gripping, precision machined jaws •Slip joint design enables 
greater range and optimum grip and torque •Fits oil filter elements 
on most vehicles •12" overall length

 MCM Part #
 22-24735 $6.99

Magnetic Socket Disks
•Compact, convenient socket organization •Magnetic base •Easy-
to-ID colors for each socket size •14 cut-out socket holes in each 
disk 

 MCM Part # For Socket Size Diameter
 22-24480 ¼" drive 3½" $3.99
 22-24485 3⁄8" drive 4½" 5.99
 22-24490 ½" drive 6½" 9.99

#22-24480 #22-24485 #22-24490

39 Piece 
Screwdriver 
Set with Rack
•Organizing rack features 
built-in bit holders and 
magnetizer/demagnetizer 
•Slotted and Phillips 
screwdrivers •Torx, Slotted, 
and Phillips precision 
•Slotted, Phillips, Pozi. Torx, 
hex 1⁄4" hex bits •Nut driver 
bits •Magnetic Bit Driver

 MCM Part #
 22-25750 $27.39

Ratcheting Wrench Set
•Premium quality six-piece wrench set •Oil and corrosion resistant 
black finish •Drop forged chrome vanadium steel •72 gear teeth for 
a tight 5° sweep

 MCM Part # Sizes Included
 22-25755 5⁄16", 3⁄8", 7⁄16", 1⁄2", 9⁄16", 5⁄8" $34.99
 22-25760 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 17mm 34.99

Magnetic Bit Puck
•Easy to identify bit type •36 bit (1⁄4" 
hex) capacity •Dimensions: 31⁄2" x 7⁄8" 
•Does not include bits

 MCM Part #
 22-24725 $4.99

148 Piece Professional Tool Set
•The 72-tooth ratchets require only a 5° swing •Ergonomic 
designed 1⁄4", 3⁄8", 1⁄2" quick-release ratcheting drivers •Wide 
selection of standard and deep sockets •12 piece combination 
wrench set (6 SAE, 6 metric) 

 MCM Part #
 96-1965 $129.00

32' Anti-Fatigue Floor Mat Roll
•Protect your floors from damage and reduce noise and vibration 
•Diamond plate finish provides grip and durability •Lightweight 
and easy to clean •32' roll that can be cut to fit any size or shape 
•Shock absorbent •Mfr. #W88981

 MCM Part #
 22-17074 $24.99

Automotive  
Wire Spooler
•Variety of 12 spools of wire 
for automotive, boat, and maker 
projects •Durable steel housing 
sorts spools for easy identification 
•400' (combined) wire from 
10AWG to 22AWG

 MCM Part #
 22-24705 $37.99

10 Piece Micro Flex Bit Driver
•Reversible, offset, flex-head bit driver •Chrome plated polish 
prevents corrosion & rust •Set includes Phillips, Slotted, Torx, and 
Square bits •Convenient bit holder

 MCM Part #
 22-25810 $18.00

Telescopic Inspection Mirror with 
LED
•An added LED light makes this inspection mirror easier to use 
•See clearly under vehicles, in wall cavities, and other confined 
areas •Telescopes up to 32"

 MCM Part #
 22-24710 $6.49

NEW

NEW

Mechanics Tool  
and Socket Set

•Professional assortment of sockets, wrenches, and driving tools 
•Quick Release, 72 Tooth Ratchet for high torque ratcheting 
•Durable anti-slip vinyl bit driver with maximum comfort •Knurled 
Beauty Rings help reduce slippage for hand tightening applications 
•Exceed ANSI specifications

 MCM Part # Description
 22-25790 108 Piece kit $99.99
 22-25792 142 Piece kit 139.00
 22-25794 168 Piece kit 169.00

#22-25794

NEW
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15 Piece Precision 
Screwdriver Set
•Precision molded handles and swivel 
caps •Marked for easy identification 
•See through carrying case •Various 
slotted, Phillips, Torx and hex drivers 

 MCM Part #
 22-13515 $15.49

Precision

7-Piece 
Precision Slotted and 
Phillips Screwdriver Set
•Precision tapered handles •Exact fit hardened tool steel tips •Set 
includes: 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0mm slotted and #00, #0, #1 Phillips

 MCM Part #
 22-2796 $26.26

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

Long Slotted & Phillips 
Precision Set

•A five piece precision set featuring extra-long 150mm (~6”) shafts 
•Perfect for reaching screws in deep cases or tight areas •2.5, 3, 
and 4mm slotted •#0 and #1Phillps

 MCM Part #
 22-21610 $19.98

35 Piece Precision Tool Kit
•Molded handles provide a non-slip, comfortable grip •Needle 
nose and diagonal pliers, flexible shaft and tweezers included 
•Screwdriver handle with extension bit and 30 popular slotted, 
Phillips, Pozi, Torx and hex bits 

 MCM Part #
 22-13520 $18.99

Pentalobe Tech Divers
•Feature five point tips designed for use on Apple® brand products 
•Exact fit precision machined tips •Made of high performance 
CRM72 tool steel •40mm blade with 4.7" overall length •22-21525 
is a six piece set that includes all six sizes

 MCM Part # Tip Size
 22-21510 IPR1 $6.74
 22-21512 IPR2 6.74
 22-21514 IPR3 6.74
 22-21516 IPR4 6.74
 22-21518 IPR5 6.74
 22-21520 IPR6 6.74
 22-21525 IPR1~IPR6 39.74

Pentalope Screwdriver Tool for 
iPhone®

•Designed to open Apple® brand devices for servicing •Spin cap 
and ergonomic handle for ease of use and comfort •Suction cup 
included to lift screen •Length: 4.5" 

 MCM Part #
 22-13510 $2.49

58 Piece Precision Screwdriver Set
•Ergonomic and double structure, non-slip handle •Magnetic 
bit holder •Slim design (285g/set) •Mfr. #SD-9808N •See 
MCMelectronics.com for complete list of included parts

 MCM Part #
 22-11065 $29.99

Pocket Screwdrivers
 Fig. MCM Part # Blade
 A 22-885 Flat with magnet $2.19
 B 22-895 Flat with Phillips top 1.09

A

B

Insulated 1000V Precision 
Screwdrivers
•VDE/GS drivers provide up to 1000V of electrical insulation 
•Nonslip grip and rotating cap •6" overall length and 21⁄2" shaft 
length •Storage case lid folds underneath case for easy access 

 MCM Part # Description
 22-25575 Ph# 00, 0, 1; Slotted 2.0, 2.5, 3.0mm $9.99
 22-25580 Torx T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10 9.99

#22-25575 #22-25580

Micro Torque Screwdriver
•Adjustable from 3 to 15" pounds •Comfortable rubberized grip 
•1⁄4" Hex Drive with 1⁄4" socket adaptor 

 MCM Part #
 22-25770 $99.99

NEW

33 Piece Precision 
Driver Set
•High quality chrome vanadium 
tips for long life •Handle adjusts 
from 5"~9.5" •Smooth rotating cap 
•Bits included: Pozi Drive, Phillips, 
Slotted, Torx®, Hex, M5 and M6 Socket 

 MCM Part #
 22-24350 $17.81
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Platoshear 
Lead Cutters
•Effortless shearing action, 
requires 50% less operator effort •Thin 
profile designed for those hard-to-reach areas in electronic 
assembly •Comfortable, lightweight, cushioned handles

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 22-8705 170 Lead cutter $4.99
 22-8710 170SD Lead cutter, ESD safe 11.99
 22-8720 175 Lead cutter w/safety clip 7.79

Micro Series 
Shearcutter
•Equipped with flat spring •5" length

 MCM Part #
 22-1050 $7.69

Micro Shear
•ESD safe •Rockwell hardness of 
55~57RC •5" overall length •0.55" jaw 
capacity •Swiss-made precision 

 MCM Part #
 22-24525 $13.39

Maxi-Shear™ 
Flush Cutter
•Extremely durable and versatile wire 
•ESD safe •Can cleanly cut material less than 
1 mm thick •6" overall length •Swiss made precision

 MCM Part #
 22-24540 $18.49

Black Epoxy Tweezers Set
•Epoxy coated for better grip •Nonmagnetic stainless steel 
•Includes styles 7Sa bent tip, 2ASa round tip, and SSSa, 4Sa, 
00Sa, and 3CSa fine tips •Approximately 5" in length 

 MCM Part #
 21-13780 $10.99

Five Piece ESD Safe Tweezer Set
•ESD Safe carbon fiber •41⁄2" length •Swiss made precision

 MCM Part #
 22-24530 $14.99

Music Wire Shear
•For cutting music wire and other 
hardened wire •ESD Safe •Cuts wire up to 
12 AWG •51⁄2” overall length

 MCM Part #
 22-24545 $18.99

Kevlar® Fiber Shear
•For cutting the Kevlar® fiber of fiber optic 
cables •Serrated edge prevents the fibers 
from sliding •ESD safe •Cutting edges hardened to 
58-60 RC •73⁄4” overall length

 MCM Part #
 22-24550 $24.99

Stainless Steel Tweezers Set
•Stainless steel tweezers in six popular styles •Non-magnetic 
•Includes locking, bent tip, blunt tip, serrated tip, fine tip, and self-
closing •Includes storage pouch 

 MCM Part #
 21-13755 $7.49

Precision Tweezers
•High-quality, stainless steel precision tweezers at incredible prices •Perfect for technician, production, or hobbyist use •Anti-magnetic

 Fig. MCM Part # Description Style Length Handle Width
 A 22-10070 Fine point 1 43⁄4" 3⁄8" $3.29
 B 22-10074 Slanted 5A 43⁄4" 3⁄8" 3.29
 C 22-10076 Curved 7A 45⁄8" 3⁄8" 3.29
 D 22-10078 Fine point narrow SS 51⁄2" 1⁄4" 3.29
 E 22-10080 Reverse action, insulated grip (n/a) 61⁄2" 3⁄8" 3.29
 F 22-10084 Angled with guide pin (n/a) 61⁄4" 1⁄4" 4.39
 G 22-10086 Round object (n/a) 47⁄8" 3⁄8" 3.29

A B C D

E F G

All Purpose Snip
•Cut cloth, carpet, linoleum, leather, cardboard, tin plate, paper, 
branches, foam rubber and more •Micro tip for precision cuts 
•Stainless steel spring and blades resist rust and corrosion 
•Positive safety latch

 MCM Part #
 22-10185 $5.59
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Consumer Electronics Tool Kit
•Repair and mod most smartphones, video game consoles, and 
tablets •30 assorted bits including security and pentalobe style bits 
•Suction cup and a variety of pry tools help separate cases •Bit 
compatibility chart for the most popular brands of electronics

 MCM Part #
 22-24510 $19.99

Apple Device Repair Kit
•For repairing iPhones®, iPads®, and Mac® books •Phillips #00 and 
Pentalobe 0.8/1.2mm drivers •Four styles of nylon and metal pry 
tools •Suction cup and SIM card ejector 

 MCM Part #
 22-25565 $9.99

19 Piece 
Mobile 
Electronics 
Repair Kit
•This compact, high 
quality tool kit •Essential 
tools needed to repair phones and tablets •Phillips, Slotted, Torx, 
and Pentalobe screwdrivers •Pry tools, suction cup, SIM remover, 
microfiber, and tweezers 

 MCM Part #
 22-25570 $19.99

26 Piece Ratchet and Driver Set
•1/4" ratcheting wrench and ratcheting screwdriver •10 metric 
sockets 4mm-13mm •2" socket extension •12 bits include slotted, 
phillips, security torx, and socket adapter •High-impact case keeps 
parts organized 

 MCM Part #
 22-25585 $29.99

Magnetic 
Project Mat 
•Magnetic mat holds 
metals parts •White 
board coating allows 
you to label the mat 
•Dry erase marker with 
magnetic eraser cap 
•8" x 10" 

 MCM Part #
 22-25545 $7.99

Precision Pry Tool Kit
•Open mobile phones, laptops, tablets, and more •Sturdy carbon 
fiber, metal, and plastic tools •Eight different tools 

 MCM Part #
 22-25550 $4.99

Small Panel 
Suction Cups
•Get a heavy duty grip on 
glass panels, LCD screens, 
metal sheets, and more •21⁄4" size for consumer 
electronics •Safely and securely lift and remove 
glass from LCD screens 

 MCM Part #
 22-25555 $4.99

Rubber Bulb  
Dust Blower
•Removes dust from screens, camera 
lenses, and more •Sturdy metal 
tips •Compact size 

 MCM Part #
 22-25560 $3.99

Top 12 All Purpose 
Alignment Tool and 
Service Aid Kit

•Choice selection of the 12 most popular TV 
alignment tools and service aids •Durable roll-up 
plastic case can be easily stored in service kit 
Kit contains: •K-tran tool, core aligner, duplex 
aligner, “shorty” aligner, 5" hex wrench, 16" 
screwdriver, 143⁄8" screwdriver, Zenith alignment 
tool, brush/forked tip tool, TV aligner, hex wrench 
core tool and hex alignment tool

 MCM Part #
 21-2325 $24.99

Basic 
Electronics 
Tool Kit
Kit contains: 
Full range digital 
multimeter (similar 
to #72-6343), 
plastic parts box, 5” 
diagonal cutters, 
5” long nose pliers, 
6” slanted cutters, 
6” long nose pliers, 
6” stainless steel 
scissors, 7-in-1 
wire cutters/crimpers, three 
Phillips screwdrivers (#0 x 75, #1 x 75, and #2 x 100mm), three 
slotted screwdrivers (3 x 75, 5 x 75, and 6 x 100mm), utility knife, 
stainless steel tweezers, seven piece folding hex wrench, electrical 
tape, two needle files (round and flat), three soldering aid tools, 
15W quick heat ceramic soldering iron, full size soldering iron 
stand, solder and desoldering tool in a simi-hard plastic carrying 
case. Carrying case has two removable pallets, adjustable 
compartments in bottom and shoulder strap. Dimensions: 121⁄4” 
(W) x 81⁄2” (L) x 31⁄2” (H).

 MCM Part #
 22-3281 $199.99

Mini Hex  
Key Sets
•Precision hex keys smaller 
than what is found in your 
average set •CRM-72 through-
hardened tool steel •Precision 
machined chamfered ends 
•Quality made in Germany •Includes mini molded holder

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 22-24860 35392 0.7, 0.9, 1.5, 1.5, 2mm $4.49
 22-24865 35393 0.28", 0.35", .050", 1⁄16", 5⁄64" 4.49

Metal Spudger Pry Tool
•For prying cases, flattening wire strands, and more 
•Stainless steel •5" overall length and 1⁄16" thick •Flat 
spatula tip 

 MCM Part #
 22-25590 $2.99

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
Cell Phone 
Repair Kit
•Disassemble, repair 
and replace smartphones 
•Five point star 
pentalobe 0.8mm (P2) 
bit compatible with the 
iPhone •2-in-1 Fine Tip 
Tweezers-magnifier 
•Suction cup, SIM card 
pin, pry tool •Precision 
screwdriver with 
magnetic bit holder •Flip-up Bit holder for quick bit changes

 MCM Part #
 22-26110 $9.49

NEW
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90 LED Magnifier Lamp
•Clamp-on magnifier lamp with 35" swing arm •90 
LEDs provide bright balanced light •5" three diopter 
lens •Lens size: 5" •Light source: 90 LEDs  

 MCM Part #
 21-10265 $57.69

80 LED Magnifier Lamp
•Clamp-on magnifier lamp with 35" swing arm •80 
LEDs provide bright balanced light •Includes two 
7" Fresnal lenses for 3 and 5 diopter viewing •Light 
source: 80 LEDs 

 MCM Part #
 21-12280 $83.99

Precision

Fluorescent Magnifier Lamp
•5" 3-diopter lens (1.75x) •45" clamp-on spring arm •22W 
fluorescent bulb •22W fluorescent tube provides balanced lighting 
•White finish •Metal clamp •Replacement bulb available (#25-2820)

 MCM Part #
 21-935 $63.19

Desktop LED  
Magnifier Lamp
•60 bright LED lights for use in low light 
settings •Three diopter and eight diopter 
bifocal lense •Flexible gooseneck arm 
•Protective cover •Lens size: 3.5" 
 MCM Part #
 21-10255 $26.19

3" Handheld Magnifier
•3x magnification for a variety of uses •Six bright LEDS allow for 
use in low light settings •Lens diameter: 3" •Requires two “AA” 
batteries (not included) 

 MCM Part #
 21-10300 $4.996" Digital Caliper

•Metric to SAE with the push of a button •Made of carbon fiber 
composites •Measuring range max: 6" •Resolution: 0.1mm 
•Repeatability: 0.1mm •LCD display

 MCM Part #
 22-11092 $19.99

Fraction+ Digital 
Fractional Calipers

•Measure in fractional inches, decimal inches and millimeters 
•Easily switches between measurement modes •#22-17288, 
22-17290, 22-17292 are made of stainless steel •22-17294, 22-
17296 are made of non-marring carbon fiber •Accuracy: ±0.001", 
±0.02mm

 Fig. MCM Part # Mfr. # Range
 A 22-17296 1433 0~3" $14.99
 B 22-17294 146 0~6" 23.99
 C 22-17288 147 0~6" 37.99
 D 22-17290 1478 0~8" 50.99

D

B

C

A

MITUTOYO
8" Digimatic Caliper with  
Set and Forget Technology
•Digital caliper with ABSOLUTE Encode Technology •ZERO/ABS 
key for incremental comparison measurements •Returns to ABS 
coordinate to display true position from origin point •Accuracy: 
±0.001"/0.02mm (6" and 8") ±0.0015/0.03mm (12") •Non-ouput 
•Mfr. #500-197-20

 MCM Part #
 22-21430 $217.00

Magnifier Lamp Floorstand
•Transforms table magnifier into a mobile floor 
version •Accepts magnifiers and lights with 
docking mount posts up to 1⁄2" (14mm) •Height: 
271⁄4" 

 MCM Part #
 21-12285 $28.29

USB Microscope 
20x-400x
•High resolution images up to 2.0 
MP •Still image, video capture, and 
measurement functions •8 LED’s at tip 
evenly illuminate work area •Metal stand allows 
for hands-free operation and steady shots

 MCM Part #
 21-20005 $49.99

Helping Hand Tools
•Useful for soldering work, computer repair or any other type of 
precision work •Adjustable joints and arms with alligator clips allow 
movement in all directions and angles •Sturdy base for stability 
•Magnifying glass for extra clarity (except #21-10285) 

 Fig. MCM Part # Description Magnification
 A 21-10275 2.25" lens 4X $2.99
 B 21-10280 3.5" lens 2X 3.79
 C 21-10285 Helping hands - 2.99
   without magnifier

A B

C

NEW
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Magnetic Tool Rack Panels
•Use vertically or horizontally to hold and organize tools •Magnetic 
both front and back •Arrange multiple units side by side

 MCM Part # Size
 22-25495 12" x 12" $8.99
 22-25500 12" x 6" 14.49

Organization - Magnetic

LED Magnetic Parts Tray
•Keep small parts and tools in place •18 high powered LED lights 
illuminate tray contents and surround area •Made of heavy duty, 
polished stainless steel •Strong magnetic base keeps parts in 
place •Dimension: 14" x 3" x 1" 

 MCM Part #
 22-24475 $24.99

The Nut Tray
•Large, deep magnetic tray •Teflon coated steel resists scratches 
and corrosion •Three rubber-covered magnets keep the tray and 
parts securely in place •10" wide x 2" depth 

 MCM Part #
 22-24500 $12.99

Magnetic  
Vise Pads
•Rare-earth magnets attach 
pad to a metal vise •5/8” 
TPU pad material prevents 
damage to parts being held 
•Ideal for use with jewelry, 
tubing, electronics, repair, and more •4” x 11⁄8”

 MCM Part # Jaw Pad Style
 22-25480 Grooved (Green) $3.49
 22-25485 Textured (Orange) 4.99

Divided 
Magnetic Tray
•6" magnetic dish •Four 
divided compartments to 
separate loose metal parts •Strong 
magnet base with protective rubber cover

 MCM Part #
 22-24690 $4.99

Magnetic  
Parts Jars
•Magnetic lids allow jars 
to attach easily to metal 
workbenches •Use with 
small metal parts for better dispensing 
control •Clear sides for easy identification •Pack of two 

 MCM Part #
 22-24715 $5.99

Magnetic Tool Rack with Hooks
•A 173⁄4" x 9" tool rack •Strong magnets on back attach to most 
metal surfaces •18 repositionable hooks •Ideal for use on side of 
tool chests 

 MCM Part #
 22-25510 $8.99

Magnetic 20 Piece 
Hook Set
•Strong, round magnets with screw-
in hooks •Holds a variety of tools or 
accessories •17⁄16" base diameter •1" hooks with 1⁄2" bent shank 

 MCM Part #
 22-25515 $7.99

Magnetic Tool Holder with Handle
•Strong magnetic holder that secures tools •Can hold onto most 
metal surfaces •Built-in swivel handle •Magnetic on both sides 
•101⁄2” x 2” (excluding handle)

 MCM Part #
 22-25505 $5.99

Screwdriver Magnetizer
•Quickly magnetize or demagnetize 
screwdrivers •Magnetized screwdriver 
tips to help you hold onto small screws 
•Demagnetize tools to be used with sensitive components 

 MCM Part #
 22-25525 $0.99

Magnetic Wrist 
Parts Holder
•Carry parts and tools while 
keeping your hands free •2" x 1" polished 
magnetic surface •Adjustable nylon band for wrists up to 10"

 MCM Part #
 22-25520 $1.49

Magnetic Tool Trays
•Strong, rubberized magnetic bases •Magnetic dish holds onto 
parts at any angle •#22-25530 also features a built-in LED 

 MCM Part # Description
 22-25530 6" with LED $4.99
 22-25535 3" 0.99
 22-25540 5" 1.99

Magnetic Tool Organizers
•A variety of metal organizers with powerful, non-marring magnets 
to make the most of any metal surface •Great for use on the side 
of tool boxes or carts 

 Fig. MCM Part # Description
 - 22-25440 4 Piece Tray Set $14.49
 A 22-25445 11" Screwdriver Holder 3.99
 B 22-25450 11" Socket Tray 3.99
 C 22-25455 Spray Can Holder 4.49
 D 22-25460 Paper Towel Holder 5.49
 E 22-25465 Spray Can Holder 5.99
 F 22-25470 Spray Gun Holder 2.49
 G 22-25475 Pry Bar Holder 2.99

GF

ED

C

B
A

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Multi 
Compartment 
Rolling 
Workshop
•Removable tool box 
contains two parts bins, tool 
tray and accessory drawer 
•Botom bin has a two pocket 
Velcro tool bag •Tool box has a 
separate comfort grip handle and metal telescoping 
handle •Tool box dimensions: 18" (L) x 101⁄2" (W) x 123⁄4" 
(H) •Overall dimensions: 18" (L) x 11" (W) x 25" (H) 

 MCM Part #
 22-17835 $31.99

Organization - Cases

Storage Cases  
with Removable Trays
•Removable bins allow user to dump single bins •Clear 

polycarbonate hinged lid

 Fig. MCM Part # Sections Dimensions
 A 22-9918 15 81⁄4" x 135⁄16" x 27⁄16" $6.99
 B 22-9920 22 161⁄2" x 133⁄16" x 27⁄16" 12.99
 C 22-9922 8 161⁄2" x 133⁄16" x 41⁄2" 13.99

A

B

C

Rolling  
Tool Chest
•Main compartment 
suitable for power tools 
and large equipment 
•Two internal tote trays 
with removable dividers 
•Lift off lid with internal storage 
trays •Telescoping metal handle 
•Sawhorse grooves in lid

 MCM Part #
 22-9898 $41.99

Open

23" Tool Box with 
Slide Drawers
•Plastic tool box with top tray and three slide drawers •Closed 
top lid locks drawers •Comfortable handle for easy carrying 
•Dimensions: 23" (L) x 10" (W) x 131⁄2" (H) 

 MCM Part #
 22-17845 $37.49

Closed

Tradesman 
Pro™ Organizer 
Backpack
•39 pockets for a wide range of 
tool storage possibilities •Wide 
opening allows placement of larger 
items •Orange interior for easy tool 
visibility •Molded bottom protects 
contents from the elements •Large 
front pocket for larger tools and 
accessories 

 MCM Part #
 22-18135 $119.00

Heavy-Duty 
Aluminum 
Tool/Equipment 
Case
•Includes one tool pallet, 
egg carton foam lid, and 21⁄2" 
thick precut foam bottom 
•Attractive black finish 
holds up after years of use 
•Measures approximately 
19" x 14" x 6"

 MCM Part #
 22-8125 $44.99

Action 
Camera EVA 
Shell Cases
•Custom-cut foam accommodates 
GoPro or similar action camera with 
accessories •Made of water-resistant, 
durable EVA •Matte black finish 
•Durable zipper closure with water 
resistant outer seal •Top "lid" of unit 
has a stretch mesh to hold cables, 
manual, or other stray parts •Exterior 
lanyard or cord mount hole •Large version has a carry handle

 MCM Part #  Interior Dimensions
 22-25655 12" x 8" x 21⁄4" $14.99
 22-25660 6" x 41⁄4" x 21⁄4" 8.99

Protective 
Equipment Backpack
•Padded main compartment for equipment (15” x 11” x 6”) •14” 
x 11” padded front pocket is idea for laptops or tablets •Two 
side pockets (6” x 5 ½” x 1”) •Mesh padding-line straps offer 
comfortable carrying •16” x 12” x 8” exterior dimensions - ideal 
“personal item” on airlines! •Customizable smart dividers included

 MCM Part #
 22-25710 $39.99

EVA Shell Cases  
with Dividers
•Custom protection for electronics 
and more •Water resistant •Stretch mesh top to hold cables 
or manuals •Durable zipper closure •Includes customizable 
smart divider system •Additional dividers available for added 
customization

 MCM Part # Interior Dimensions
 22-25665 12" x 8" x 11⁄2" $14.99
 22-25670 9" x 61⁄2" x 2" 12.99
 22-25675 6" x 4 1⁄4" x 21⁄4" 8.99
 Replacement Dividers
 22-25680 Two 9", Three 5" 5.99
 22-25685 Two 12", Three 6" 6.49

EVA Electronics  
Cases with Pouches
•Water resistant •4"x 6" mesh pouch 
holds cables and accessories •Durable 
zipper closure 

 MCM Part # Interior Dimensions
 22-25690 81⁄2" x 71⁄2" x 31⁄2" $9.99
 22-25695 81⁄2" x 71⁄2" x 2" 7.99

Headphone EVA Shell Cases
•22-25700 is ideal for on-ear headphones and includes a mesh net 
for storing cables •22-25705 is ideal for larger headphones, and 
features a molded interior with a mesh net for cables •22-25715 is 
ideal for large DJ headphones and features a deep molded interior

 MCM Part # For Headphones up to (WxLxD)
 22-25700 6" x 71⁄2" x 13⁄4" $4.99
 22-25705 71⁄2" x 71⁄2" x 21⁄2" 8.99
 22-25715 6" x 8" x 21⁄2" 9.99

Sport Waist 
Pouches
•Ideal for carrying electronics or 
equipment without a bulky “fanny pack” •Durable zipper closure 
•Adjustable and stretchy waist band fits up to 46" 

 MCM Part # Description
 22-25720 Dual pocket $4.99
 22-25725 Water resistant single pocket 7.99

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Equipment not 
included

NEW

NEW

NEW
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381 Vacuum 
Base 
•Versatility of a 301 standard 
PanaVise with the convenience 
of added portability •A half turn 
of the mount lever attaches or 
releases powerful suction pad 
•61⁄8" high

 MCM Part #
 106-240 $67.49

Panavise

301 Standard 
PanaVise
•The 301 standard PanaVise is 
an all purpose work holding unit 
•It tilts, turns and rotates •This unit 
consists of the 300 standard base 
and the 303 standard head with nylon 
jaws •One control knob locks the 
work firmly in any position

 MCM Part #
 106-001 $49.49

300 Standard Base
•The 300 standard base holds all 
regular PanaVise heads and circuit 
board holders •The patented 
control knob and exclusive split-
ball permit movement to any 
desired position •33⁄4" high

 MCM Part #
 106-003 $26.49

380 Vacuum 
Base
•The 380 vacuum base is 
ideal for portable applications 
•Moving the lever arm 
attaches the vacuum base 
instantly with a firm grip to any clean, non-textured surface

 MCM Part #
 106-004 $45.59

209 Vacuum Base  
Precision Vise
•Perfect for light-duty field repairs, 
electronics, hobby, and dozens of other 
projects Features: •Head moves 
through three planes: 210° tilt, 360° 
turn, and 360° rotation; locks into a 
position with a single knob •Grooved jaws 
are excellent for holding small objects 
•Jaws are 2" tall, 1" wide, and open to 
2.875" •A fine/coarse adjusting knob 
controls jaw pressure for delicate work 
•Arm movement is 140° •Base diameter 
is 3.4" •Lever locks pad into place on any 
flat, smooth non-porous surface •Overall 
height: 7.5" •Weight: 0.8 lbs.

 MCM Part #
 106-300 $31.49

311 Bench Clamp  
Base Mount
•The 311 bench clamp base mount for 
the 300 standard or 305 low profile base, 
clamps to the edge of any work bench or 
table up to 31⁄2” thick •Three screws are 
included for mounting a base to the bench 
clamp

 MCM Part #
 106-005 $44.99

350 Multi-Purpose 
Work Center
•The 350 work center is the perfect companion for all your 
assembly needs •Included are the 376 self-centering extra wide 
opening head, the 300 standard base, and the 312 tray base mount 

 MCM Part #
 106-007 $89.99

308 Weighted Base Mount
•The husky, cast iron 308 base mount weighs 5 lbs., making it 
compact and stable •Included are four non- marring, anti-skid 
neoprene base pads •Three screws and nuts are included for 
mounting a base to the weighted base mount 

 MCM Part #
 106-260 $32.49

PanaVise Junior 
•Medium-duty vise and base mount 
combination great for circuit 
board and other small work 
•Head rotates 360° and tilts 
210° •Thermo-composite jaws 
adjustable to 27⁄8"

 MCM Part #
 106-201 $26.99

324 Electronic  
Work Center
•The PanaVise electronic 
work center is a complete and 
economical work bench combination •It 
delivers a set of circuit board holders, all 
the tilt, turn, and rotation control of a 300 
standard base, the convenience of 
a 312 tray base and a 371 
solder station •The 324 
definitely makes work areas 
more efficient and manageable

 MCM Part #
 106-265 $89.99

305 Low 
Profile Base
•The 305 low profile base 
is only 21⁄2" high •Designed for 
working close to the bench surface

 MCM Part #
 106-008 $26.49
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366 Wide Opening Head
•Versatile, general electronics head created especially for 
production lines, technicians and designers •Opens a full 6" 
(154mm) to accommodate most PC boards in it’s molded, deep-
ribbed neoprene jaw pads •With pads reversed, the wide “V” can 
be used for securing delicate cylindrical items such as tuners, coils, 
motor armatures etc. •Remove the pads from the steel jaw plates 
when working with heat 

 MCM Part #
 106-205 $44.99

Panavise

396 Wide Opening  
Head Vise with Base
•Provides a wide jaw opening of 6" 
for work on larger objects •Ribbed, 
neoprene jaw pads are 1.875" (H) x 
1.5" (W) for a sure grip •Reverse the 
wide “V” for delicate cylindrical objects 
•Single knob controls head movement 
through three phases •Base accepts all 
300 series heads and any 5⁄8" diameter shaft

 MCM Part #
 106-345 $62.99

303 Standard Head
•Works with the 300- series base to create 
a versatile vise •Jaws are 2.5" wide by 
0.5" tall and open to 2.25" •Nylon jaws 
for excellent insulation and gentle holding 
power •Throat depth: 1.375" •Height: 4.25" 

 MCM Part #
 106-350 $27.99

304 Low Profile Head
•Works with the 300 series base to create a very low profile vise 
•Great for use under a magnifying light •Jaws are made of steel for 
long lasting use •Throat depth: 1.375" •Length: 7.75" 

 MCM Part #
 106-355 $35.99

376 Self Centering 
Extra Wide Head
•Centers weight over the base and opens 
up 9" to hold larger and heavier objects 
•Ribbed, neoprene jaw pads provide a sure grip •Pads can be 
reversed to hold round or elliptical objects •Compatible with all 300 
series bases 

 MCM Part #
 106-360 $58.99

371 Soldering 
Station Add-On
•Keeps your soldering iron and solder 
nearby and ready for use •Attaches easily to 308 and 312 base 
mounts (Hardware included) •Combines a soldering iron holder, 
controlled feed solder wire holder, and two nib sponges with self-
purging slits •May also be used as a freestanding unit

 MCM Part #
 106-415 $15.49

315 Circuit  
Board Holder
•The 315 circuit board holder is designed to 
accommodate PC boards up to 12" wide and 
up to 1⁄8" thick •Holds boards exactly where 
you want them •The spring-tension adjustable 
right arm offers quick removal and insertion of boards

 MCM Part #
 106-006 $39.99

312 Tray Base Mount
•Tray Base Mount holds the 300 standard or 305 low profile base 
•Used for holding small parts and tools •Made of cast aluminum 
that can be mounted on a work bench

 MCM Part #
 106-010 $23.49

333 Rapid Assembly  
Circuit Board Holder
•Circuit board holder features an eight position rotating adjustment 
and six positive lock positions in the vertical plane •Accommodates 
PC boards of any shape and size from 1⁄8" to 10" wide and 5⁄32" thick 
•Features tilt angle adjustment, height adjustment, and quick board 
rotation for component insertion and soldering •Weighs less than 7 
lbs. •Height from base to top of vertical shelf is 10"

 MCM Part #
 106-280 $95.99

354 Brass Jaws
•Provide a non-marring alternative for heavy-duty or high heat 
applications •For use with the 303 and 304 vise heads and the 301 
and 381 vise combos 

 MCM Part #
 106-405 $11.49

346NM Deluxe 
Non-Marking 
Neoprene 
Jaws 
•Slip over the metal arms to 
provide gentle, non-marking holding power 
•Compatible with the 366 and 376 vise heads •Corrugated surface 
on one side to hold delicate objects •Jaw pads are 1.875" tall 
•Carbon-free to avoid marking or marring

 MCM Part #
 106-390 $3.49

344 Grooved Nylon Jaws 
•Useful for jobs requiring electrical insulation and gentle holding 
power •Continuous heat tolerance to 200°F, intermittent heat to 
300°F •For use with model 303, 304, 301 and 381

 MCM Part #
 106-385 $3.49

352 High Heat Jaws 
•For use with the 303 and 304 vise heads and the 301 and 381 
vise combos •Recommended for high heat applications •Won’t 
scratch or mar delicate pieces •Continuous heat tolerance up to 
500°F

 MCM Part #
 106-395 $11.49

353 Plated Steel Jaws
•Firmly holds heavier objects in high heat environments •For use 
with the 303 and 304 vise heads and the 301 and 381 vise combos

 MCM Part #
 106-400 $10.99
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Professional Digital 
Multimeters
•Auto ranging •Measures AC/DC voltage, 
AC/DC current, Resistance, Capacitance, 
and Frequency •Test Continuity, Duty Cycle, 
and Diodes •Backlit LCD (except #72-
10415) •USB connectivity •Analog bar graph 
•Includes battery, test leads, multi-purpose 
socket, USB interface cable, PC software 
CD, temperature probe 

 MCM  Count 
 Part # Description Display Bandwidth
 72-10405 Temperature 4000 45~400Hz $64.99
  measurement
 72-10410 True RMS 6000 45Hz~3KHz 74.99
 72-10415 True RMS 22000 45Hz~10KHz 109.00

True RMS Digital 
Multimeter
•Backlit 6,000 count display •Auto ranging 
with manual selectivity •Measures AC/
DC voltage up to 600V, and AC/DC 
current up to 10A •Measures Resistance, 
Frequency, and Capacitance •Test Duty 
Cycle, Continuity, and Diodes •Measures 
Temperature -40°~1832°F •Non-contact 
voltage alert 

 MCM Part #
 72-7780 $59.99

True RMS Multimeter  
with USB Interface
•Measures AC/DC voltage, AC/
DC current, resistance, capacitance, 
temperature, frequency, duty cycle 
•4~20mA current loop measurement 
•Data logging software •Auto ranging 
•Includes 4' opto-coupled USB cable, test 
leads, short clip leads, manual, battery, 
alligator clip adapters and soft case 

 MCM Part #
 72-7730A $169.00

Compact DMM 
with Backlit 
Display
Features: •31⁄2 digit LCD 
display •Measurements: 
DC current up to 10A, AC/
DC voltage up to 600V, 
resistance up to 2MΩ •Backlit 
display •Diode, transistor, 
and continuity test with buzzer 
•Automatic polarity function 
•Data hold function •Includes 
protection holster

 MCM Part #
 72-6970 $16.99

Large Display  
Digital Multimeter
•1,999 count display •Measures AC/
DC voltage, AC/DC current, resistance 
and capacitance •Continuity buzzer 
•Data hold •Full icon display •Included 
standard test leads, plus separate short 
leads •Meets 1000V CATII standards

 MCM Part #
 72-7720 $29.99

Compact Digital 
Multimeter
•1,999 count display •Compact 
palm size •Provides square wave 
output •31⁄2 digit, 1999 count display 
measures AC/DC voltage, DC current, 
ohms and diode check 

 MCM Part #
 72-7770 $11.99

Compact Digital 
Multimeter
•3,999 count display •Measures AC/
DC voltage and current, ohms, diode 
check and transistor hFE

 MCM Part #
 72-7765 $20.99

Digital Multimeter  
with Temperature
•1,999 count display •Measures °F 
and °C temperature •Measures AC/
DC voltage, AC/DC current, resistance, 
capacitance frequency and temperature. 
•Included standard test leads, plus 
separate short leads •Meets 1000V CATII 
standards

 MCM Part #
 72-7725 $39.99

Dual 
Channel 
Digital AC 
Millivoltmeter
•Ideal for audio, video, and 
ultrasonic circuits •4mV to 400V 
measurement range •Wide 10Hz~2MHz 
frequency range •4040 display count •Auto ranging 

 MCM Part #
 72-2560 $199.00

True RMS Benchtop  
Digital Multimeter
•Provides diode and audible continuity test as well as 4~20mA 
loop testing •Dual 4000 count, 31⁄2 digit sub displays •Includes 
test leads, alligator clip adapters, temperature probe, RS-232 and 
USB interface cables and software •See MCMelectronics.com for 
complete specifications

 MCM Part #
 72-1020 $229.00

20,000 Count Benchtop 
Digital Multimeter
•Manual ranging •Measure AC/DC voltage and current •Measure 
resistance, capacitance, frequency, and temperature •Test diodes, 
transistors, and continuity •Data hold and overload protection 
•Backlit LCD •Includes battery, AC power cord, test leads and 
clips, contact temperature probe, multi-purpose test socket, and 
manual 

 MCM Part #
 72-1012 $129.00

Benchtop 
Digital 
Multimeter 
with Temperature
•Measures AC/DC voltage and current, resistance, capacitance, 
frequency, transistor hFE and temperature •Provides diode and 
audible continuity test functions •Includes test leads, alligator clip 
test leads, and temperature probe •Fused current measurement to 
10A •1999 count

 MCM Part #

 72-1055 $99.99
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87V Industrial 
Multimeter
•41⁄2 digit mode for precise measurements 
(20,000 counts) •Measure up to 1000 VAC 
and DC •Measure up to 10 A, 20 A for 
up to 30 seconds •Resistance, frequency, 
continuity and diode test •Input Alert 
provides audible warning against wrong 
use of input jacks •See complete specs at 
MCMelectronics.com

 MCM Part #
 105-565 $404.99

114/115/117 True- 
RMS Multimeters
•Measures resistance and continuity •Large 
white LED backlight •Min/max/average to 
record signal fluctuations •Cat III 600V safety 
rated •Digital display: 6000 count, updates 
4/sec 

 MCM Part # 105-650 105-655 105-660
 Fluke model 114 115 117
 VoltAlert™   •
 AutoVolt/LoZ •  •
 Current  10A 10A
 Diode  • •
 Capacitance  1nF~9,999µF 1nF~9,999µF
 Frequency  .1Hz~50KHz .1Hz~50KHz

 MCM Part # Mfr. #
 105-650 114 $149.95
 105-655 115 159.95
 105-660 117 179.95

TL71 Premium DMM 
Test Lead Set
•Flexible silicone insulated leads 
are heat and cold resistant 
•Recommended for µV 
measurements •CAT III, 1000V, 10A; CAT IV, 
600V, 10A •Mfr. #TL71

 MCM Part #
 105-454 $29.99

77-4 Digital Multimeter
•For field service or bench repair •1000V 
measurement range •0.3% accuracy 
•Measures frequency, capacitance, 
resistance and continuity •Auto and manual 
ranging

 MCM Part #
 105-680 $287.99

170 Series DMMs
•Tough and precise •True-RMS AC voltage 
and current •Min/Max/Average •Frequency 
and capacitance capabilities •Auto ranging

 Mfr. # Mfr. # Mfr. # 
 Features 175 177 179
 6000 count display • • •
 Auto hold and manual hold • • •
 IEC 1010 Rating:  • • •
 CAT IV 600V/CAT III 1000V
 Backlight for measurements   • •
 in low visibility environments
 Temperature measurements in °C    •
 and °F, Thermocouple included
 Battery door provides battery access  • • •
 without breaking the calibration seal
 Compatible with Fluke ToolPak™  • • •
 meter hanging kit (#105-275)

 MCM Part # Mfr. #
 105-295 175 $269.99
 105-300 177 296.99
 105-305 179 314.99
 105-275 ToolPak 39.99

 YEAR LIMITED3 WARRANTY

179 Electronics Multimeter and 
Deluxe Accessory Kit
Designed to meet the needs of the Electronic’s Professional. 
Rugged 1000V CAT III multimeter with backlight and industrial 
strength test lead probe kit in a lightweight, soft case to hold your 
meter and your accessories. Includes 179 TRMS multimeter, TL224 
test leads, TL910 test probes, AC280 heavy-duty hook clips, 80BK 
integrated temperature probe, ToolPak™ meter hanging accessory, 
and C35 soft case. Limited lifetime warranty on the multimeter, one 
year on all accessories.

 MCM Part #
 105-675 $369.99

787 Process Meter™

•Combines a DMM and a loop calibrator in 
one tool •Measures AC/DC voltage, DC 
current, frequency, continuity, resistance and 
diode •Adds the ability to measure, source 
and simulate DC loop current •4,000 count 
backlit LCD display •Includes TL75 test lead 
set, alligator clips, protective yellow holster 
with Flex-Stand™ and 9V alkaline battery

 MCM Part #
 105-955 $899.99

Digital Autoranging 
Multimeter with 
Bluetooth
•3 5/6 digital full scale reading •Simulated 
analog bar graph •True RMS •Measures 
AC/DC voltage and current •Measure 
resistance, capacity, frequency, duty ratio 
and temperature •Test diode and continuity 
•Bluetooth 4.0 compatible with Android 
4.3+ or iOS 7.0+ 

 MCM Part #
 72-12940 $79.99

One-Touch Clamp Meter
•Portable and simple for one hand operation 
•Auto range •Non-contact voltage detector of 
ACV •10 sets of data store and read 

 MCM Part #
 72-11460 $44.99

Auto Ranging 33⁄4  
Digit Multimeter 
•Measures AC/DC voltage and current, 
resistance, frequency, capacitance, 
temperature and tests diodes and fuses 
•Provides a variety of extra functions such as 
relative reference, LED backlight, data hold, 
auto power off and low battery indications 
•33⁄4 digits, 3,999 count display •Integrated 
test lead holder •Includes test leads and 
thermocouple probe

 MCM Part #
 72-10810 $38.49

Analog Multimeter with 
10A DC Range and 
Continuity Check
•Ideal for lab, school, home applications 
and more •Double sided glass epoxy 
•Resistance, current and voltage 
measurements •Test leads, batteries, 
and fuse included 

 MCM Part #
 72-11465 $36.50

Analog Multimeter 
•Ideal for lab, school, home applications and 
more •Aluminum dial plate •Adjustable back 
tilt device and hook up design •Resistance, 
current and voltage measurements 

 MCM Part #
 72-11470 $25.00

NEW
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AC Voltage  
Detector with IR Thermometer
•Non-contact voltage detection from 50~1000VAC •Tip lights red 
around voltage •Built-in IR thermometer reads from -20~446°F 
•Selectable °C or °F •Rugged casing with shirt clip 

 MCM Part #
 72-9160 $34.99

Clamps

2000A True RMS  
Digital Clamp Meter
•6000 count (35⁄6 digit) backlit display 
•21⁄2" jaw opening •Measure AC/DC 
current up to 2500A, and AC/DC 
voltage up to 1000V  •Test continuity, 
diodes, resistance, capacitance, 
frequency, and temperature  •Analog-
style bar graph helps visualize fluctuations  
•Inrush current measurement  •Includes 
test leads, USB cable, thermocouple, 9V 
battery and case 

 MCM Part #
 72-7800 $199.00

Compact True RMS  
Clamp Meter 
•3,999 count auto ranging display 
•Neasures true RMS AC/DC current, 
AC/DC voltage, resistance, frequency and 
duty cycle •Diode test •1" compact clamp 
•Includes zipper case, test leads and owners 
manual

 MCM Part #
 72-7226 $79.99

Compact Clamp 
Meter
•Low cost •2999 count •Measures AC/DC 
voltage, AC current, and resistance 

 MCM Part #
 72-7218 $24.99

Compact Clamp 
Meter with 
Frequency
•3,999 count display •AC/DC current 
measurement •Perfect for general purpose 
applications

 MCM Part #
 72-7224 $59.99

Compact Clamp Meter  
with Temperature
•Measures AC/DC voltage, AC 
current, resistance and temperature 
•1999 count display •10MΩ input 
impedance •See MCMelectronics.com for 
complete specifications

 MCM Part #
 72-7222 $32.49

Power Meter Clamp  
with Phase Sequence
•Measures Active Power (W), 
Apparent Power (VA), Reactive Power 
(VAr), Power Factor, Phase Angle, and 
Active Energy (Wh) with built-in phase 
sequence test •Also measures AC 
Current, AC Voltage, and Frequency 
•Detects Positive Phase, Reverse 
Phase, and Phase Deficiency •True RMS 
AC current measurement •USB interface 
for data logging •For use with single-phase 
2-wires, 3-phase 3-wire, and 3-phase 4-wire 
•2" jaw capacity (50mm) •Includes battery, 
test leads, alligator clip, USB cable, software 
CD, and hard case 

 MCM Part #
 72-10445 $199.00

Insulation 
Tester
Features: •Easy to read 
1999 count digital display 
•Wide measuring range 
•Built-in over range and 
low battery indication 
•Overload protection 
on all ranges •Sensitive 
0~200ohm range for 
measuring low resistance 
circuits •Automatic zero 
adjust and circuit discharge •Includes owners manual and alligator 
clips •Requires eight 1.5V “AA” batteries not included

 Specifications 
 Range Resolution Accuracy
 200MΩ (500V) 0.1MΩ ±(3% + 1 digit)
 1000MΩ (1000V) 1MΩ ±(3% + 1 digit)
 200Ω 0.1Ω ±(1% + 1 digit)

 MCM Part #
 72-6782 $99.99

Vibrating AC Voltage Detector
•Flashing, beeper, and vibrating indicators to alert use of AC 
voltage •Auto power off •Low battery indication •CAT IV, 1000V 
category rating •90~1000VAC 50/60Hz 

 MCM Part #
 72-10385 $12.99
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a3000 FC Wireless  
AC Current Clamp Module
•True-RMS AC clamp meter •Measure up to 400 A AC •Use as a 
standalone meter or as part of the Fluke Connect system •Logging 
function for recording and saving up to 65,000 readings •Inrush 
function

 MCM Part # Description
 105-1225 a3000 FC Wireless AC  $169.95
  Current Clamp Module
 105-1230 a3000 Kit – Includes  449.95
  FLK-3000 Multimeter

a3001 FC Wireless 
iFlex® AC Current Module 
•True-RMS meter that wirelessly relays measurements to other 
Fluke Connect™ enabled master units •Flexible loop •Measure 
up to 2500A AC •Logging function for recording and saving up to 
65,000 readings •Magnetic hanging strap 

 MCM Part # Description
 105-1235 a3001 FC Wireless iFlex®  $199.95
  AC Current Module
 105-1240 a3001 Kit - Includes  499.95
  FLK-3000 Multimeter

True RMS Clamp Meter 
•5,999 count display •True RMS 
measurement •AC/DC current 
measurement •Perfect for applications 
where higher accuracy is critical •This 
compact clamp meter measures AC/DC 
voltage, AC/DC current, resistance and 
frequency

 MCM Part #
 72-7228 $99.99

87V/E2 Industrial 
Electrician Combo Kit
Make industrial troubleshooting even more productive. Save over 
$50 compared with the individual purchase price. Kit contents: 
•87V industrial multimeter •Lightweight soft case for optimal 
protection and accessory storage •1.5m heat resistant silicone 
leads •Removable probes with 4mm of exposed metal for use on 
industrial circuits •Retractable long reach alligator clips •Magnetic 
meter hanger (TPAK) to attach meter to steel panels for hands-free 
operation •K-type temperature probe

 MCM Part #
 105-645 $599.99

117 True-RMS DMM and 323 Clamp 
Meter Combo Kit
Kit includes: •117 True-RMS digital multimeter with non-contact 
voltage detection •323 compact clamp meter •TL75 hard point 
test lead set •ToolPak magnetic meter hanging strap •C115 deluxe 
carrying case with shoulder strap

 MCM Part #
 105-665 $292.49

600A AC Clamp Meter
•Measures AC/DC voltage, AC current, 
resistance, capacitance, frequency and 
duty cycle •Tests non-contact voltage, 
diodes and continuity •3 5⁄6 Digit, 5,999 
count LCD display •Backlit display with 
integrated worklight •Includes test leads 
and storage case •Mfr. #CL1200

 MCM Part #
 72-11335 $109.00

Circuit and Voltage 
Analyzer
•Detects faulty wiring in 3-wire 
receptacles •Indicate six different 
fault types using different three light 
combinations •Designed for use with 
120VAC circuits

 MCM Part #
 72-10746 $5.99

Adjustable Non-Contact  
Voltage Detector
•Detects voltage in outlets, lighting fixtures, wires and cables 
•Also finds breaks in wires •Fully adjustable from 5~1000VAC to 
safely detect power and low voltages •Detects AC voltage without 
touching bare conductor •Works on power wiring plus lighting, 
thermostats and other low voltage circuits 

 MCM Part #
 22-13664 $21.99

Live Voltage Tester
•Unit lights up and beeps when voltage is detected near 
tip •Always test on a known-live outlet before using 
•Built-in LED flashlight •Detects AC voltage 90V~1000V 
at 50/60 Hz •Uses two AAA batteries (not included) 

 MCM Part #
 72-12915 $2.99

NEW
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30Mhz Oscilloscope 
with 8" Color Display
•This economic oscilloscope with an user-friendly interface and 
stable readings •USB input/output and LAN connection •250MS/s 
sample rate •Slim body design is only 3” deep 

 MCM Part #
 72-2580 $299.00

7" LCD Digital  
Storage Oscilloscopes
•Dual analog channels •8-bit A/D converter •USB connectivity and 
storage •Includes two 1:1/10:1 probes, user manual, USB cable 
and software •See MCMelectronics.com for specifications 

 MCM Part # Bandwidth
 72-8705 50MHz $419.00
 72-8710 100MHz 699.00

Four Channel Digital Storage 
Oscilloscope
•Built-in multimeter functions •Dual time base function for unrivaled 
waveform detail observation and analysis •XY mode that displays 
wavedorm and Lissajous figure concurrently •Envelop sampling 
feature with direct display of carrier wave details after amplitude 
modulation •200MHz bandwidth •Includes four 1:1/10:1 probes, 
two test leads, user manual, USB cable and software 

 MCM Part #
 72-8727 $1099.00

Hand Held DSO 
Oscilloscope/DMM
•Bright high resolution 3.8" color 
TFT-LCD display •Advanced trigger 
functions •Fully isolate scope and DMM 
inputs •Measures AC/DC voltage and 
current, resistance and capacitance 
•4,000 count display •Diode and 
continuity test •See MCMelectronics.
com for specifications

 MCM Part # Bandwidth
 72-8470 20MHz $599.00
 72-8474 100MHz 899.00

Hand Held 25MHz  
Oscilloscope
•200MS/s sampling rate •High contrast 
3.5" LCD display •USB connectivity 
•Built-in rechargeable battery •Built-in 
5999 count multimeter function to 
test voltage, current, resistance, and 
capacitance •Includes battery, DC 
adapter, test leads, probe (1x/10x), 10A 
current divider, USB cable, software CD, 
and soft carrying case. 

 MCM Part #
 72-10380 $499.00

20MHz Oscilloscope
•Dual channel as dual trace •Display modes: CH-1, CH-2, DUAL, 
ALT, CHOP, ADD, CH-2 INV •Input coupling: AC/GND/DC •CH-1 
output signal •Sweep modes: A, X–Y, X10 magnification •Trigger 
modes: AUTO, NORM, TV–V, TV–H •Trigger sources: CH-1, CH-2, 
ALT, LINE, EXT •Trigger slope: + or – •Z axis input for intensity 
modulation 

 MCM Part #
 72-6800 $399.00

 YEAR LIMITED2 WARRANTY

20MHz Oscilloscope 
with Function Generator
•An analog oscilloscope with 20MHz bandwidth and a built in 1MHz 
function generator •Provides basic functions such as 1mV/div~5V 
vertical sensitivity, 0.2uS/div~0.5S/div horizontal sweep time, and 
practical Auto/Norm/TV-V/TV-H trigger modes •Function generator 
is capable of generating Sine/Square/Triangle waveforms in 
0.1Hz~1MHz (7 range) frequency range with sine wave distortion 
as low as 2% •Dual channel, Dual trace •Includes power cord, 
20MHz probe and owners manual 

 MCM Part #
 72-9850 $450.50

60, 100, 200 
and 250MHz 
Oscilloscope 
Probe Kits
•X1/X10 attenuation •1Mohm (X1) 
and 10Mohm (X10) input impedance •1.2m 
cable length •10-35pF compensation adjustment •Low noise, 
improved compensation •Meets EN61010-2-031 CAT I (IEC1010) 
requirements •600V maximum (DC+AC peak) •Includes accessory 
kit and storage pouch.

  Bandwidth Risetime  
 Specifications (X10 position) (X10 position)
 76-109 60MHz (-3dB) into 18pF <5.8nsec
 76-102 100MHz (-3dB) into 16pF <3.5nsec
 76-105 200MHz (-3dB) into 14pF <1.8nsec
 76-106, 76-107 250MHz (-3dB) into 14pF <1.4nsec

 MCM Part # Description
 76-109 60MHz $27.59
 76-102 100MHz 29.99
 76-105 200MHz 41.99
 76-106 250MHz 59.99
 76-110 Replacement Spring Hook 4.69

Three-in-One Lab Unit
•Includes a digital oscilloscope, digital function generator and 
power supply •The 3 units are electrically separated for ease of 
measurement •All in one design makes measuring and testing fast 
and easy

 MCM Part #
 72-8650 $229.00

2 Channel Digital Storage 
Oscilloscopes
•100/70/50 MHz Bandwidth with 2 Input Channels •250MSa/s 
Real-Time and 25GSa/s Equivalent-Time Sampling •4k Memory 
Length per Channel •Peak Detect as Fast as 10ns •5.7" TFT Color 
Display •19 Auto Measurements •Arithmetic Operators - Add, 
Subtract, FFT •USB Port for PC Connection

 MCM Part # Bandwidth
 72-11990 50 MHz $299.00
 72-11995 70 MHz 339.00
 72-12000 100 MHz 399.00

NEW

NEW
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Mixed Signal Oscilloscope 
for Apple Lightning Devices

•Designed specifically for the iPhone, iPad, iPod with lightning 
connector •2 Analog + 4 Digital Channels•50 MSPS Sample Rate 
•5 MHz Bandwidth •Includes two 1x/10x Analog Probes •Logic 
Harness and SMD Grabbers 

 MCM Part #
 72-12250 $399.97

DSO

Pen Style 25Mhz USB Oscilloscope
•A full DSO that fits in your shirt pocket •Isolated USB provides 
greater accuracy and safety •Trackball control provides control 
without taking your hand off of the probe •25MHz analog 
bandwidth •100MS/s sample rate •Includes software 

 MCM Part #
 72-2575 $129.00

Two Channel USB  
Oscilloscopes
•USB 2.0 interface requires no external 
power source •High performance 
sampling and bandwidths available 
•Multitude of measurement functions 
•Save data and waveforms in a variety of files •Includes windows 
software, probes, USB cable, and manual 

 MCM Part # Bandwidth
 72-10155 40MHz $239.00
 72-10160 60MHz 279.00
 72-10165 100MHz 329.00

Four Channel 
USB Oscilloscope
•60MHz Bandwidth •200MS/s real-time 
sampling rate •8~36V Wide range of input voltage, suitable for 
vehicle power testing •USB 2.0 interface •Frequency counter 
and FFT spectrum analysis •Multitude of measurement functions 
•Includes windows software, probes, USB cable, carry case, and 
manual 

 MCM Part #
 72-10175 $499.00

USB 
Oscilloscope/
Frequency Generator/
Logic Analyzer
•Two channel USB oscilloscope with built in Frequency Generator 
and Logic Analyzer •60MHz bandwidth •200Msa/s Real Sampling 
Rate •Easy to use software interface •Includes probes, BNC cable, 
USB cable, windows software 

 MCM Part #
 72-10178 $426.00

DSO Nano V3 
•Pocket-size compatible 32bit digital storage oscilloscope •200Khz 
analog bandwidth •2.8" Color TFT display •Built-in signal generator 
•USB connection for charging and PC interface •Includes 
kickstand, case, and probes

 MCM Part #
 72-12875 $89.99

DSO Touch
•Two-channel pocket sized oscilloscope with touch screen controls 
•1MHz analog bandwidth •8MB storage for saving and recalling 
waveforms •Built-in signal generator •Includes probes •Built-in 
li-ion battery

 MCM Part #
 72-12885 $179.00

DSO Quad
•Pocket sized 4-channel digital oscilloscope for common electronic 
engineering tasks •Two 72MS/s analog channels, plus two digital 
channels •Signal generator •Easy waveform storage •Open source 
firmware upgrades

 MCM Part #
 72-12880 $229.00

10MHz 
Handheld Pocket Scope
•Full featured oscilloscope in a handheld 
pocket sized package •Bandwidth up 
to 10MHz, Real time sample rate up to 
40MS/S •Signal markers for amplitude and 
time •Direct audio power measurement 
•Rechargeable NiMH battery, USB charger 
and X10 measuring probe included 

 MCM Part #
 72-9575 $149.00

SPEED
Xminilab 
Portable 
Oscilloscope 
and Waveform 
Generator
•200kHz oscilloscope with 
2MSPS sampling rate •Logic 
Analyzer with 8 digital inputs •Spectrum Analyzer with 16 Mhz 
frequency counter •Arbitrary waveform generator •Graphic green 
OLED 2.42” display •USB connectivity: Windows, Linux, MAC, 
Android•Built-in Li-Ion battery •3.17" x 2.22" x 0.7"

 MCM Part #
 72-12870 $149.00

USB 
Oscilloscope and 
Signal Generator
•A breadth of instruments in a 
small, USB-based package •12 
MHz Oscilloscope •Functional 
generator and spectrum 
analzyer •Transient recorder and 
bode plotter •See mcmelectronics.com for full specs

 MCM Part #
 72-11920 $149.00

Back

USB PC 
Oscilloscope with 
Function Generator
•Software for two channel 
oscilloscope, spectrum analyzer, 
recorder, function generator and bode 
plotter •Oscilloscope features True 
RMS, dBV, dBm, p to p, duty cycle 
and frequency readouts •Function 
generator has sine, square and triangle 
waveforms •Spectrum analyzer offers CH1 or CH2 input channel 
•Automated sync between scope and generator 

 MCM Part #
 72-8660 $199.00

Scan to watch 
product video:

BitScope Micro 
Oscilloscope and 
Analyzer 
•20 MHz two-channel oscilloscope •40 
MSps 6-channel Logic analyzer •Real-time 
mixed domain spectrum analyzer •Built-in 
analog waveform and clock generators •User 
programmable •Works with Raspberry Pi, 
Windows, Linux, or Mac

 MCM Part # Description
 72-11900 Bitscope Micro $145.00
 72-11902 BNC Probe Adapter 29.64

Scan to watch 
product video:

NEW

NEW
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3MHz DDS 
Function 
Generator
•Frequency range: 0.1Hz~3MHz •Output waveform selection of 
Sine, Square, Triangle and TTL •Max frequency resolution: 100MHz 
•Low distortion sine wave : -55dBc,0.1Hz~200kHz •Voltage display 
on #72-12210

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 72-12205 SFG-1003 Standard Generator $170.00
 72-12210 SFG-1013 With voltage display 190.00

Component

60 MHz DDS 
Two Channel 
Waveform 
Generator
•Maximum sample rate of 250MS/s  •4.3" TFT LCD 
display •Sine, Square, Ramp, Triangle, Pulse, Noise, DC, and 
Arbitrary waveforms •AM, FM, Pm, ASK, FSK, PWM, Sweep, and 
Burst modulation types 

 MCM Part #
 72-2500 $999.00

Arbitrary Function Generators
•Sine, Square, Triangular, Noise and Arbitrary waveform •0.1 Hz 
resolution •20MSa/s sampling rate •Waveform parameter setting 
through numeric keypad entry & knob selection •Amplitude, DC 
offset and other key setting information shown on the 3.5” LCD 
screen simultaneously •USB device interface for remote control 
and waveform editing

 MCM Part # Description
 AFG-2000 Series
 72-11945 5Mhz $295.00
 72-11950 25Mhz 480.00
 AFG-2100 Series (AM/FM/FSK Modulation, 
 Sweep, and Frequency Counter Functions)
 72-11955 5Mhz 385.00
 72-11960 12Mhz 470.00
 72-11965 25 Mhz 510.00

SPEED
16 Channel 
PC-Based Logic 
Analyzers
•Sample data is displayed, 
analyzed, exported and saved 
on your PC •200M/500M 
sampling rate @ full channels •Built-in PWM generator •Compatible 
USB2.0/3.0 interface •Powerful software that is easy to use and 
upgradeable

 MCM Part # Mfr.# Sampling Rate
 72-12890 LA2016 200M  $129.00
 72-12895 LA2032 500M 219.00

Function 
Generators 
with 
AM/FM 
Modulation
Feature rich function generators are embedded with standard 
functions such as TTL/CMOS/ramp output, external voltage 
controlled frequency (VCF), as well as a built-in six digit counter. 
Well built instrument also features logarithmic, linear sweep, 
generator control voltage (GCV) output and AM/FM modulation. 
Integrated and user-friendly functions accommodate a vast number 
of applications including education, repair service, production and 
experimental labs Features: •Waveforms: Sine, triangle, square, 
ramp, TTL and CMOS •External (VCF) function •Variable DC offset 
•Two-step and variable attenuator •Six digit counter with INT/EXT 
function up to 150MHz •INT/EXT AM/FM modulation 

 MCM Part # Model # Range
 72-7375 GFG-8255A 0.5Hz~5MHz $279.00
 72-7360 GFG-8219A 0.5Hz~3MHz 325.00

#72-7375

Ultra Compact 2.8GHz 
Frequency Counter
•Provides frequency measurement of digital, on/
off keying and analog signals from 30MHz to 
2.8GHz •Seven digit LCD display •16 segment 
bargraph signal strength meter •Frequency range: 
30~800MHz (low), 500MHz~2.8GHz (high) 
•Resolution: 10KHz (digital and on/off keying), 
1KHz (analog) •Input: BNC female, 50Ω

 MCM Part #
 72-7390 $199.00

RF Generator
•High stability •Wide frequency 
range: 100KHz~450MHz •Built-in 
1KHz oscillator •External crystal 
input •Power requirements: 110V, 220VAC, 50/60Hz

 MCM Part #
 72-585 $179.00

 YEAR LIMITED1 WARRANTY

Decade 
Substitution Boxes
•Capacitance: 20 individual slide switches 
•Non-polarized values from 100pF~11,111µF 
•100pF increments •Resistance: 28 individual 
slide switches •Values from 1~11,111,110Ω 
•1Ω increments

 MCM Part # Type
 72-7265 Capacitance  $71.99
 72-7270 Resistance 62.58

1MHz Pocket  
Function Generator
•Compact, full featured function generator 
with sweep function •Easy to use on screen 
menu to select output voltage, frequency or 
waveforms •Frequency range: 1Hz~1MHz 
•Output impedance: 50ohms •Rechargeable 
NiMH battery, charger, BNC male to female 
adapter, BNC male to 2 x 4mm banana plug 
and owners manual included 

 MCM Part #
 72-9580 $139.00

5MHz 
Function 
Generator
Compact function 
generator is ideal for most 
service and test applications, 
as well as audio amplifier 
and speaker test and measurements. This unit provides precise 
adjustable output from 0.5Hz~5MHz in seven ranges, at up to 20V 
p-p (no load). Features: •Sine, square, triangle, pulse and ramp 
output •Coarse and fine tuning •Four digit LED display •Variable 
duty cycle •Variable DC offset •Variable amplitude output plus 
20dB attenuator •10V p-p max output into 50ohm load •See 
MCMelectronics.com for complete details •Mfr. #4011A

 MCM Part #
 73-1155 $369.00

15MHz 
Programmable 
Function 
Generator
Precision programmable 
function generator provides 
stable and accurate signals at up to 15MHz. 
Powered by frequency feedback technology, the GFG-3015 
delivers frequency accuracy as low as 0.02% and a maximum 
resolution of 10MHz. Front panel keys simplify memory set-up and 
predefined signal production. Generator is ideal in education, repair 
service, production and experimental labs. Features: •Frequency 
range: 0.01Hz~15MHz •Max resolution: 10MHz •Dual displays 
indicate frequency and amplitude •Built-in six digit counter •Output 
waveforms: Sine, square, triangle, ramp, pulse, AM, FM, sweep, 
TTL, trigger and gate or burst •INT/EXT AM/FM modulation 
•SYNC output •RS-232C interface •Mfr. #GFG-3015

 MCM Part #
 72-7365 $799.00

3MHz Function 
Generator 
•Operates at 0.3Hz~3MHz using a convenient dial knob and simple 
push buttons •Sine, triangle, square, ramp, TTL and CMOS output 
•Variable DC offset control •Two-step (-20dB x 2) and variable 
attenuator •Mfr. #GFG-8215A

 MCM Part #
 72-7380 $185.00

120MHz 
Frequency 
Counter
• 10Hz~120MHz range •8 digits 
display (0.3" LED) •15mV rms high sensitivity •5PPM high stability 
time base •Frequency and period measurement

 MCM Part #
 72-12040 $195.00

NEW

Arbitrary Function Generator 
with Modulation 25 MHz
•Wide frequency ranges from 1µHz to 25MHz (sine/square wave) 
•Built-in Standard 120MSa/s, 10bit, 4k Points arbitrary waveform 
for both channels •1~99% adjustable duty cycle for square 
waveform •High resolution TFT LCD with friendly user interface 
•Built-in standard AM/FM/PM/FSK/SUM/Sweep/Burst and 
frequency counter •USB Host/Device interface for remote control 
and waveform editing

 MCM Part #
 72-11970 $549.00

NEW

NEW
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DCA75 Advanced Semiconductor 
Component Analyzer
•Automatically identifies a huge range of semiconductors, identify 
pin-outs, and measure detailed parameters (eg, Transistor, JFET, 
IGBT, Regulator, Zener, Diodes, etc) •Automatically identifies 
pin-out (connect any way) •Perform further detailed component 
analysis with the PC software included

 MCM Part #
 72-12840 $149.00

ESR70 Capacitance and ESR Meter
•Instant results while measuring capacitance and ESR •Enhanced 
dynamic range of 0.00 to 40.0Ω •ESR Resolution as fine as 0.01Ω 
•Polarity free, connect any way round •Protected against highly 
charged capacitors •Tests at the industry standard 100kHz

 MCM Part #
 72-12835 $129.00

LCR45 Impedance and LCR Meter
•Fluid measurements with hold function •Automatic or manual 
component type and test frequency •Enhanced measurement 
resolution 0.2uH, 0.2pF and 0.2Ω •Easy menu system for user 
settings •Enhanced compensation for component parasitics and 
losses

 MCM Part #
 72-12830 $129.00

Triac and Thyristor Analyzer
•Designed for quick identification and analysis of various thyristors 
and triacs •Tests for type, pinout, category, gate sensitivity 
and gate voltage drop •Gate current range: 100µA to 100mA 
•Measures gate voltage drop •Includes universal premium probes, 
batteries and owners manual guide

 MCM Part #
 72-9902 $109.00

DCA55 
Semiconductor 
Component Analyzer
•Suitable for use with bi-polar transistors, 
MOSFETS, low power thyristors, and triacs, 
diodes, and diode networks and LEDs including 
bi and tricolour types •Information measured 
includes: Component type identification, special 
feature identification, pin out identification, 
measured parameters such as gain, gate 
threshold, voltages, volt drop, etc.

 MCM Part #
 22-8242 $69.99

Capacitance and ESR Meter
•ESR is measured to a resolution as fine as 0.01ohm •Capacitance 
can range from 1µF to 22,000µF •Protected against charged 
capacitors •Software automatically eliminates any errors due to 
capacitor reactance •Includes premium grade probes, batteries and 
owners manual

 MCM Part #
 72-9912 $129.00

Passive Component Analyzer
•Used for the automatic identification most passive components 
•Clear green-mode LCD displays component type, measured value 
and test frequency •Includes micro-hook probes, batteries and 
owners manual

 MCM Part # Description
 72-9914 Component tester $109.00
 72-9904 Carry case 24.99

LCR Smart Tweezers
•Built-in direct LCR probe •Convenient one-hand operation 
•Automated component identification •Automated test range 
selection •Manual C, R, L and ESR modes •High visibility OLED 
display

 MCM Part # Description
 72-12230 LCR Smart Tweezers $199.00
 72-12232 Standard replacement tip 27.99
 72-12234 High Precision replacement tip 42.99

Capacitance Meter
•1,999 count display •Nine capacitance 
ranges to 20,000µF •Nine resistance 
ranges to 2,000MΩ •Transistor hFE 
measurement •Diode test •Audible 
continuity test •See owners manual at 
MCMelectronics.com for specifications 

 MCM Part #
 72-8150 $25.99

LCR Meter
•1,999 count display •Seven capacitance 
ranges to 600µF •Six resistance ranges to 
20MΩ •Five inductance ranges to 20H

 MCM Part #
 72-8155 $51.49

LCR Meter
•Display count: 19999; D/Q Display count: 
1999 •Real time display test frequency 
•USB interface •Analog bar graph 
•Deviation ratio measurement •Screening 
and calibration functions •Output 
impedance: 120Ω •Includes battery, SMD 
test clamp, USB interface cable, software 
CD, Multi-Purpose socket adapter, short 
circuit splice 

 MCM Part #
 72-10465 $169.00

In-Circuit ESR/DCR  
Capacitor Tester
•Measure ESR (equivalent series 
resistance) on capacitors in the range 
of 0.47~2200µF, in or out of circuit 
•100KHz output test frequency 
•15mV p-p output test voltage (will 
not turn on solid-state devices) •Visit 
MCMelectronics.com for complete 
specifications

 MCM Part #
 73-1000 $210.00

Scan to watch 
product video:

NEW
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Luminometer
•Measure light levels in Lux or FC up to 20000 Lux 
(2000FC) •Data logging •Auto ranging •Includes 
battery, and carrying bag 

 MCM Part #
 72-10460 $53.99

Environmental

4-in-1 Particle Counter
•Measure air particles, temperature (IR and air), 
with this affordable air quality tester •2.8" color 
LCD display •Records images or video of test area 
•MicroSD slot with USB interface for recording 
data •Store up to 5000 records of air quality data 

 MCM Part #
 72-10190 $1019.00

Digital Lux Meter
•Determine light intensity of workspaces, 
flashlight output, and more •3 1/2 digit 0.7" 
LCD display •2000, 20,000 (x10), and 50,000 
(x100) Lux ranges •Range of 1 to 50,000 Lux 
•Data hold function

 MCM Part #
 72-12900 $12.99

Environmental Tester 
Digital Multimeter
•6-in-1: Includes light meter, sound level 
meter, hygrometer, thermometer, non- 
contact voltage detector, and multi- function 
multimeter •4000 count display •Auto 
ranging •See www.MCMelectronics.com for 
full specs 
 MCM Part #
 72-9165 $69.99

Microwave Leak Detector
•High sensitivity detector finds radiation leaks 
in microwave ovens •Easy-to-read white backlit 
LCD display •Both audible and visual notification 
of radiation levels over 5.0 mW/cm² •Displays 
leakage volumes from 0~9.99mW/cm² •Includes 
carrying case 

 MCM Part #
 72-10212 $34.99

Pinless Moisture Meter
•Quickly measure the moisture content of 
materials •Measurement penetration of 20~40mm 
•Measurement range of 0~100% •0.1 resolution 
•Alarm function •Max/min function •Low battery 
indicator •Auto power off •Easy-to-read white backlit 
LCD display •91⁄2" in length 

 MCM Part #
 72-10202 $76.49

3-Axis 
Vibration 
Datalogger
•Rrecord and time 3-axis vibrations and 
peaks to provide a history of shock/ vibration 
conditions •Built-in accelerators •Measures 
dynamic and static acceleration •User settable 
trigger levels •Acceleration range: ±18g •Resolution: 0.00625g 
•Accuracy: ±0.5g •Sampling rate: 1 second to 24 hours

 MCM Part #
 72-12850 $89.99

Anemometer 
•Measure wind speed or air 
flow up to 70mph (2~30m/s) 
•Selectable air speed units of 
MPH, m/s, ft/min, knots, and 
Km/h •Selectable air flow units 
of CMM and CFM •Measures air 
temperature up to 104°F (40°C) 
•Includes carry bag 

 MCM Part #
 72-10455 $99.99

SAGAB
Magnet Stick
•Powerful red light in the tip to indicate a magnetic field •Responds 
to all kinds of magnetic fields •ATEX approved model for use in 
explosive environments (#72-11660) •300 gauss sensitivity •6" 
length

 MCM Part # Description
 72-11655 Magnet Stick $34.99
 72-11660 Magnet Stick ATEX 54.99

Pocket Size 
Combustible Gas 
Leak Detector

Detects combustible gases: Methane, butane, 
propane, gasoline, diesel and kerosene. Four 
peak levels: 1000, 2000, 4000 and 5000ppm. 
Features: •Auto zeros •Visible and audible alarm 
•Instant response •One-hand operation •Pocket 
clip included

 MCM Part #
 72-8075 $59.99

Digital UVAB 
Light Meter
•Measures ultraviolet 
light in the UVAB range 
of 280~400 nanometers 
•Backlit LCD with four digit dual display 
•Readings displayed in mW/cm2 or W/cm2 •20 point memory 
•UV sensor probe, 9V battery, hard carrying case and owner’s 
manual included

 MCM Part #
 72-10686 $199.99

NEW

Wireless Water Alarm
•Sounds loud alarm at 
receiver and "chirp" 
at sensor-transmitter 
when water is detected 
•Ideal for detecting leaks 
from HVAC systems, 
plumbing, appliances, 
water heaters, etc. •Also helps find 
mold-causing moisture •120' range

 MCM Part #
 72-12950 $30.49

4-in-1 Soil Condition Meter
•Measures soil pH and temperature •Gauges soil 
moisture content within five levels and sunlight intensity 
within nine levels •Large backlit triple readout backlit 
LCD •F/C switch •Auto power off

 MCM Part #
 72-12945 $21.49

Gas Pressure  
Test Gauges

•Measures natural gas (methane) or LP gas pressure across 
appliance manifolds •Tests gas stoves, furnaces, dryers and other 
gas appliances •Large 2.5" dia. diaphragm gauge is calibrated in psi

 Fig. MCM Part # Range
 A 72-12960 0~5 PSI $38.99
 B 72-12965 0~15' H2O 38.99
 C 72-12970 0~35" H2O 38.99

A B C

Pin-Type LCD  
Moisture Meter
•Ideal for use in woodworking, building 
construction, home inspection, lumber 
selection and water damage restoration 
•Moisture measurement ranges: 5 to 50% 
for wood, 1.5 to 33% for building materials 
•Wood/building materials selection switch 
•Low, medium and high moisture tones and 
on-screen icons •Pin cap doubles as calibration checker

 MCM Part #
 72-12975 $43.49

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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VT04A Visual IR 
Thermometer
•Visual image and infrared heat map blending 
overlay •Center-point temperature and hot and 
cold markers •High/low temperature alarms 
•Time-lapse image capture •Temperature range: 
10°C to +250°C (14°F to 482°F) 

 MCM Part # Description
 105-1145 VT04A Visual IR Thermometer $649.95
 105-1150 Hard Case for VT04A 39.99

Ultra Wide Range 
Thermometer
•Extremely wide measurement 
range: -76°F~2732°F •Port for 
K-Type thermocouple probe •Laser 
targeting •Switchable Celsius/ 
Fahrenheit

 MCM Part #
 72-11930 $229.00

Non-Contact IR 
Thermometer
•Red-dot laser helps aim at target •-58°~716°F 
range •Accuracy: ±1.5% •12:1 distance to spot 
ratio •Selectable °C/°F •Backlit LCD screen 

 MCM Part #
 72-12920 $12.49

Stick Thermometers
•Simple to use •Clear digital readout in °C or °F 
•Protective plastic sheath •Temperature range : -50°C~300°C 
(-58°F~572°F) •6” metal probe

 MCM Part # Head Style
 72-2670 Horizontal $4.49
 72-2675 Vertical 4.99

Dual Input Digital 
Thermometer with USB 
Interface
Compact hand held thermometer is ideal 
for a variety of industrial, residential, HVAC 
and equipment testing applications. It 
accepts industry standard thermocouple 
probes and features internal data logging 
of up to 100 records. Dual inputs allow 
simultaneous measurement of two 
separate zones with independent readout 
of differential (T1-T2) display Features: 
•User definable HI/LO alarms •User self 
calibration •°C/°F/K measurement •Backlit 
four digit display •Data hold •MAX/MIN/DIF/AVG 
display •Sleep mode •Includes one K type bead probe, USB cable 
software •Requires one 9V battery (#292-035), included

 MCM Part #
 72-7715 $99.99

Temperature  
Probes and Accessories
Type K thermocouple temperature probes are commonly used 
with all types of industrial temperature controls and measurement 
equipment, and are compatible with Tenma hand held thermometers 
and digital multimeters that include temperature function. All are 
terminated with standard type K plugs. #72-8368 transition adapter 
converts any type K thermocouple to multimeters banana inputs. 
See chart below for temperature range, complete details on the 
MCM website.

    Overall 
  MCM  Dimensions Max 
 Fig. Part # Type  (L x dia.) Temp.
 A 72-8364 Surface 5.75" x 1⁄2" 752°F $34.99
 B 72-8366 Bead type 1m lead wire 392°F 7.71
 C 72-8368 Transition plug – – 6.99

A B C

Digital 
Thermometers  
with Humidity
•Large LCD displays the current 
temperature and humidity at a 
glance •12/24 hour clock with alarm 
•Selectable °C/°F •Powered by one 
AAA battery (not included) •Kickstand 
and mounting hole

 MCM Part # Description
 72-12905 Indoor with 5' outdoor probe $7.49
 72-12910 Indoor only 6.49

Non-contact Infrared 
Thermometer with 12:1 
Ratio
•Temperature Range: -4°F~752°F (-18°C~400°C) 
•Selectable °C/°F readings •Data Hold •Min/Max 
Reading Mode •Settable High and Low Alarms 
•LCD Backlight

 MCM Part #
 72-8732 $29.99

Digital Thermo-Hygrometer 
with USB
•Measures temperature -4°~140°F (-20°~60°C) 
•Selectable Celsius or Fahrenheit •Calculates dew 
point •100 point data logging with USB interface 
•Max/Min and data hold •Backlit LCD display

 MCM Part #
 72-7790 $99.99

Digital Thermometer  
with Probe
•This compact digital thermometer is 
ideal for a variety of industrial, residential, 
HVAC and equipment testing applications 
•Cº/Fº measurement display •Measures 
-4º~500ºF /-20º~260ºC

 MCM Part #
 72-8540 $15.49

NEW
NEW

Indoor/Outdoor 
Thermometer
•1⁄2" high backlit display •Show 
internal or external temperature 
•Indoor range: 32° to 158°F 
(0°C to 70°C) •Outdoor range: 
-58°~158°F (-50°~70°C) •Min/Max 
temperatures •10' long external 
probe cable

 MCM Part #
 72-11795 $9.99

Non-Contact Dual Laser 
IR Thermometer
•Dual LCD with backlight •°C/°F measurements 
•Dual laser for more accurate targeting •12:1 
distance to spot ratio •Range: -58°~1022°F 
(-50°~550°C)

 MCM Part #
 72-11790 $64.99

Digital Probe Thermometer
•Stainless steel probe •On/Off & Hold button •Measurement 
Range: -58°~392°F •Total length: 7"

 MCM Part #
 72-11775 $7.99

Waterproof Digital Thermometer
•Waterproof polycarbonate case and sheath •8" overall length 
•°C/°F Selectable •Range: -40°~482°F (-40°~250°C)

 MCM Part #
 72-11780 $10.99

Min/Max 
Thermometer  
with Alarm
•4" x 1⁄8" stainless steel penetration 
probe with handle and 3' cable 
•Audible alarm at programmable 
high/low temperature limits 
•Range: -50°C to 
+150°C •Resolution: 
0.1°C •Accuracy: ±1°C

 MCM Part #
 72-11785 $36.99

NEW

NEW
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Portable 
HDMI Pattern 
Generator
•Features 34 static and 
dynamic video test patterns 
•Refresh rates of 60~85Hz 
•Five-button operation easily 
selects resolution, scan/
refresh rate, and pattern 
•Rechargeable battery for 
ultimate portability •Output 
resolution from 480p~1080p 
•Includes AC adapter and 5' 
HDMI cable 

 MCM Part #
 72-7480 $299.00

Infrared Detectors
•Ideal for testing infrared remote 
controls and infrared sources in VCRs 
•Test area glows when infrared is present •Heavy laminated plastic

 MCM Part # Type Dimensions
 72-6771 Probe 43⁄4" (W) x 3⁄4" (H) $9.99
 72-6772 Card 31⁄4" (W) x 21⁄8" (H) 10.99

GEFEN
HD Pattern 
Signal 
Generator
•Multi-format video output for SD and HD video up to 1080p •39 
timings, 41 patterns, and 4 data analysis patterns •2 CH, 5.1 CH, 
and 7.1 CH LPCM internal sine wave generator •Complete specs 
at mcmelectronics.com 

 MCM Part #
 72-11905 $999.00

Speaker 
Measurement  
Interface
•Essential for design, refurbishing or 
DIY speaker building •Provides Fs, Cms, 
Qts, Vas, BL, Re, Le, Mms and CMS measurements, as well as 
an impedance curve and more •Real time continuous phase and 
impedance meter •True current source drive (not an approximation) 
•Continuously adjustable 1Hz~20KHz line output •Measure 
resistors, inductors, capacitors, test leads, cables and more

 MCM Part #
 72-850 $159.00

Mini LAN Cable 
Tester
•Provides safe, non-contact, one 
touch testing •Automatically detects 
good connections, open connections, 
crossed wires and split pairs •Pin to 
pin cable map indicator •Traces wires 
with tone & remote lights allows one 
person operation •Circuit protection for 
both units

 MCM Part #
 72-10800 $30.99

HDMI Cable 
Tester
•Troubleshoot HDMI cables 
with ease •3 Test modes 
•HDMI cable mapping 
•Loopback function •For HDMI 
cables type a, c 

 MCM Part #
 72-11445 $60.00

Universal A/V  
Cable Tester
•Tests continuity for all types of cables in 
various combinations •Nine-way switch 
for easy selection of cables to be tested 
•Internal battery and ground connection 
status check •Requires 9V battery (not 
included) 

 MCM Part #
 72-8785 $29.99

Mini Cable 
Testers
•Confirms conductor 
continuity with 
sequential LEDs •Save time and money by diagnosing connectivity 
issues •Most units measure just 2" x 2" x 1" •Powered by an 
included 3xAA battery pack or USB cable 

 Fig. MCM Part # Cable Type
 A 72-9200 DB-9 / RS-232 $22.99
 B 72-9205 VGA / UL2919 22.99
 C 72-9210 USB 3.0 (A/B, A/A, A/Micro B) 25.99
 D 72-9220 DVI-D dual link 27.99
 E 72-9225 HDMI 1.4 29.99
 F 72-9230 DVI-D / HDMI 25.99
 G 72-9235 Display port 26.99
 H 72-9245 SATA / ESATA 24.99

In-Line Signal Link Testers
•Connects in-line and displays signal data connectivity on LEDs per 
each conductor •Save time and money by diagnosing connectivity 
issues •Most units measure just 2" x 2" x 1" •Requires no external 
power 

 Fig. MCM Part # Cable Type
 A 72-9265 RS232/DB9 $14.69
 B 72-9270 VGA 18.49

A B

A B
C

D E F

G H

Scan to watch 
product video:

ZM1 and ZM1P Audio 
Impedance Meters
•Measure impedance at 100Hz, 330Hz, 
1KHz and 10KHz, providing accurate 
measurement  of a single loudspeaker, 
an entire distributed system, or individual 
components •31/2 digit LCD display 
•Shows system impedance with accuracy 
of up to 0.1Ω. •Calculates the wattage rating 
of the entire system 70V distributed •The 
ZM1P adds an overload protection circuit 
that prevents the meter from being damaged 
by amplifier output overloads up to 120VAC 
•Also features a tone generator to improve 
system testing and performance •Banana 
test leads included •Mfr. #ZM1

 MCM Part #
 72-7420 $589.00
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Sound Level 
Meters  
with USB 
Interface
•A and C weighting 
•Selectable fast/slow 
response time •Analog 
bargraph display 
•Frequency range: 
31.5Hz~8KHz •Measurement range: 30~80dB (low), 
50~100dB (med), 80~130dB (high), 30~130dB 
(auto) •Internal datalogging

 MCM Part #
 72-947 $149.99

Hand Held Audio 
Generator
•Wide frequency range •Sine and square 
wave output •Sync output •Variable 
amplitude •Output attenuator (-20dB) 
•600ohm output impedance •Low battery 
indicator •Includes owners manual, 9V 
battery and test leads

 MCM Part #
 72-505 $49.99

A/V

Compact Digital  
Sound Level Meter
•Provides full 40~130dB measuring range 
•Selectable MIN/MAX hold •1999 count 
display •Frequency weighting: A

 MCM Part #
 72-935 $24.99

Compact Digital  
Sound Level Meter
•A and C weighting •Provides selectable 
response time and frequency weighting •1999 
count display with 0.1dB resolution •Frequency 
range: 31.5Hz~8KHz •Measurement range: 
30~100dB (low), 60~130dB (high)

 MCM Part #
 72-942 $59.99

Analog Sound Level Meter
•7 sound level ranges: 50~126dB •A and 
C weighting •Fast/slow response allows 
intermediate and high level measurements 
•RCA output jack. Specifications: •Positions: 
60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120dB •Load 
impedance: 1Kohm min •Distortion: < 2% at 
1KHz, 0.5V •Microphone: Electret condenser 
microphone, omnidirectional, directionality 
increases at higher frequencies •Precision: 
± 2dB at 144dB •Output signal: Max 1V 
deviation at 1KHz for the entire range •9V 
battery, included •Battery test: OK indication 
between 7 and 10.5V •110 operating hours 
(alkaline batteries) •6.3” x 2.4” x 1.7” 

 MCM Part #
 72-8095 $39.99

Digital Speaker Impedance Meter
•Verify actual speaker system impedance prior to operation 
•Accurately measure speaker lines that utilize impedance matching 
volume controls, switchers, transformers and passive crossovers 
•May also be utilized with 25V, 50V, 70V, and 100V speaker line 
transformers in commercial installations •Includes test leads, 
carry case and owners manual •Requires six “AA” batteries, not 
included

 MCM Part #
 72-6948 $162.00

Audio Impedance 
Meter
Powerful compact units measure 
impedance at 100Hz, 330Hz, 1KHz 
and 10KHz, providing accurate 
measurement of a single loudspeaker, 
an entire distributed system, or individual 
components such as resistors, capacitors 
and inductors. 31/2 digit LCD display 
clearly shows system impedance 
with accuracy of up to 0.1O. On 70V 
distributed systems, it calculates the 
wattage rating of the entire system. 
Measurements are taken at audio 
frequencies, which allows use with 
impedance matching transformers, 
switchers and volume controls, providing 
more accurate readings than with 
conventional DMMs.

 MCM Part #
 72-7900 $581.39

Tone Plug 
Sound 
System Test Generator
•Capable of generating a variety of signals for troublshooting, 
analysis and calibration •Five sine wave test tones at 100Hz, 
250Hz, 400Hz, 1KHZ, and10KHz •VLF test signal -Short duration 
multi-frequency •Requires no batteries

 MCM Part #
 72-6564 $44.99

 YEAR LIMITED1 WARRANTY

MINIRATOR Analog 
Audio Signal 
Generator
The Minirator MR2 is a powerful audio 
generator, offering a full range of useful 
analog test signals for calibration, 
maintenance and repair of professional 
audio equipment. Features: •Sine 
waveforms, freely selectable frequencies, 
up to +8dBu •Sweep signals, any 
frequency interval up to 1⁄12 octave •White 
noise •Pink noise •Polarity test signal 
•Delay test signal •Backlit LCD display 
•Frequency range: 10Hz~20KHz 
•Operates on three “AA” batteries, or 
included DC power supply Outputs: 
•Balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA

 MCM Part #
 72-8600 $329.00

Compact Audio Generator
•Perfect for sound system and speaker component testing 
•Independent sine and square wave outputs •VCO for remote 
frequency setting •Selectable 0dB/10dB output attenuator 
•Frequency range: 20Hz~20KHz •Output level: +11dB (sine), 
+14dB (square) •Output impedance: 100ohm •Power: 12V~16V 
50mA (adapter included)

 MCM Part #
 72-490 $57.09

Audio Generator
•Low distortion 10Hz~1MHz audio 
generator in five range steps •Sine 
and square wave output •Variable 
amplitude •Output attenuator (-10dB, 
-20dB, -30dB, -40dB, -50dB) •600ohm 
output impedance •External sync input 
•Includes manual and test leads

 MCM Part #
 72-455A $183.59

 YEAR LIMITED1 WARRANTY

 YEAR LIMITED1 WARRANTY

MINIRATOR Pro 
Analog Audio Signal 
Generator
The MR-PRO is a professional analog 
audio generator providing a wide range 
of test signals. User created wave 
forms may be loaded via USB into 
the internal flash memory. Innovative 
technologies include continuous 
monitoring of the signal balance, 
phantom power and the impedance 
of the connected load. The integrated 
cable analyzer simplifies trouble 
shooting tasks. Features: •Sine waveforms, freely selectable 
frequencies, up to +18dBu •Sweep signals, any frequency interval 
up to 1⁄12 octave •White noise •Pink noise •Polarity test signal 
•Delay test signal •*.wav files •Measurement functions: Balance, 
impedance and phantom power voltage •Frequency range: 
10Hz~20KHz Outputs: •Balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA

 MCM Part #
 72-8605 $626.23
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Cable and  
Pipe Locator
•Locates hidden infrastructure 
up to 6.6' behind walls, floors, 
and ceilings •Pinpoint the 
location of electrical cables and 
metal, water, or gas pipes •Trace 
circuits, detect open- and short-
circuits, find outlets covered 
by plaster, identify a circuit’s 
breaker, and locate blockages 
in plastic pipes •Transmitter and 
receiver communicate on any 
of eight channels •Multi-function 
graphic LCD •Backlit display and LED flashlight

 MCM Part #
 72-11365 $199.00

PROGRESSIVE 
ELECTRONICS 
Premium 
Tone and 
Probe Kit
Contains the 77HP/6A 
High Power Tone 
Generator with bent nose 
piercing clips, increased talk 
battery supply and higher voltage protection, as well as the 200FP 
Filter Probe to filter out all that AC hum. High-quality cordura case. 
Two 9V batteries not included. Mfr. #801K.

 MCM Part #
 72-6573 $199.00

Power Supplies

Tone Generator/Probe Set
•Quickly trace and identify cables •Provides live telephone line 
status check •Tone/probe set is basic necessity for anyone running 
data, voice or any other low voltage cable •It is also suitable for 
tracing alarm, coax or speaker cables throughout a structure •Two 
piece kit includes tone generator and amplifier probe, plus belt loop 
carry case

 MCM Part #
 72-8500 $39.89

PROGRESSIVE  
ELECTRONICS 
Classic Tone and  
Probe Kit
•Great for installing or 
troubleshooting telephone, 
data, security/alarm, 
heating and air, audio/
visual and electrical 
systems •Functions include 
sending tone, verifying lines, 
indicating line condition, identifying 
tip and ring, providing “talk” battery and testing continuity •Volume 
control with increased sensitivity, recessed terminal ports for hand-
set connection, and a recessed on/off button to prevent battery 
drain •Use the handy carrying case made of tough cordura to take 
this test kit anywhere •Includes inductive amplifier and case

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 72-3080 701K Classic tone and probe kit $139.00
 72-3065 77HP High power tracer  42.99

ProTone™  
Wire Locator
•Features a tone generator 
with filtering technology with a 
lighted probe •Bright LED on 
tip provides visibility in dark areas •Insulated tip and 
warning LED for safety •RJ11, RJ45 and insulated 
alligator clips for connection

 MCM Part #
 72-8830 $74.99

Network 
Wire Probe 
and Tester
•Continuity and 
polarity test •LED 
flashlight •LAN cable 
wire sequence check 
•Tone and probe 
•Earphone socket 
for careful wire 
tracing •Requires 
2x 9V batteries (not 
included)

 MCM Part #
 72-2665 $19.99

Tone and Probe Kit
•Quickly trace cable locations on jacks or through walls •Steady 
tone, push-to-scan button and a clear loudspeaker •Side thumb 
wheel adjusts volume and turns off power to reserve battery power 
•Continuity mode to verify if a wire is broken •Alligator clips to 
test pairs 

 MCM Part #
 72-12260 $23.96

Cable Prowler™
•The Cable Prowler™ combines the 
functions of a high-end cable tester 
and length measurement tester, with the 
capability to identify link status, link capability, and 
PoE detection •TCB360K1 kit includes 8 Test & ID remotes, 8 coax 
remotes, 12 data remotes, and a selection of accessory cables.

 MCM Part # Description 
 72-11505 Cable Prowler Tester $423.96
 72-11510 Cable Prowler Kit 599.96

LAN Scout™ Jr.
•Tests and troubleshoots RJ45 
connections plus built-in tone generator 
•Detects shorts, opens, reversals, 
miswires and split pairs •Auto power-off 
•Self storing remote

 MCM Part #
 72-11330 $64.99

Combination 
Multimeter and 
Network Cable Tester
•2,000 count display •Autoranging 
multimeter functions •Verifies correct 
wiring of RJ-45, RJ-11, RJ-12 and BNC 
network cables •Compact 2-in-1 unit 
provides standard digital multimeter 
functions, as well as tests proper pin 
configurations on network and voice 
cables

 MCM Part #
 72-8495 $39.99

Hand Held Signal  
Level Meter
Features: •Measures NTSC signals: 
CATV CH: 2~136, Off-Air: 2~69 •Wide 
input dynamic range: -28~+55dBmv •Reads 
visual and aural carrier levels •Direct channel 
or frequency measurement •Group channel 
selection: For quick system tests just toggle and 
read only the favorite channels •Audible aural 
carrier •Auto shut-off time selection •Memory 
to store data •16x2 LCD display with backlight. 
Specifications: •Range: 46~870MHz in 10KHz 
steps •Level range: -28dBmV~+55dBmV •Max 
channel scan: 135 channels •Scan range: All 
frequencies 46~870MHz •Dimensions: 214mm 
x 94mm x 47mm •Accuracy: ±2.5dB •Input 
impedance: 75ohm •Scan speed: 30 channels/minute •Memory 
groups: 12 groups (01~12) 135 channels. Includes: Rechargeable 
Ni-MH battery, battery charger, case, barrel connector and manual.

 MCM Part #
 72-8145 $499.00

Real World 
Certifier 
Printing
•Tells you if cable is wired 
correctly and the speed the 
cable is capable of •Tests 
for cable length, opens, 
shorts, split pairs and the 
splits distance •Tests UTP 
cables and LAN devices for 
cable type (CAT 3, 5, 5E, 6) 
and speed (10Mb, 100Mb 
and 1000Mb) •Stores 
250 tests for later printing 
•Multi-pair toner/probe included •Mfr. #RWC1000K

 MCM Part #
 72-7920 $429.00Scan to watch 

product video:
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SPEED
RF Explorer 
Digital Spectrum 
Analyzers
•PC connectivity for extra 
functionality •Pocket sized solid 
aluminum case •Troubleshoot 
radio interference •Peak Max and Hold, Normal, 
Overwrite and Averaging modes •Lifetime free 
SEEED community firmware upgrades •Each model 
includes appropriate antennas 

 MCM Part # Frequency
 72-12855 6 Ghz $359.00
 72-12860 2.4 Ghz 119.00
 72-12865 Sub 1GHz 139.00

Net Prowler Pro Tester
•Maps IPV4/IPV6 devices plus tone generator •Pings 
IP addresses or URL’s •Ethernet cable tests and length 
measurements •Detects presence and class of PoE •Tests current 
link speed and capabilities for active Ethernet •Supports up to 8 
testing & ID remotes for network cables, and 20 network & coax ID-
only mapping remotes •Pro Kit also includes eight network smart 
remotes, eight coax remotes, 12 ID data remotes, micro USB 
cable, cables, and case 

 MCM Part # Mfr.# Description
 72-12265 TNP850K1 Net Prowler Pro Kit $799.96
 72-12270 TNP700 Net Prowler Tester only 639.96

#72-12270 #72-12265

Snap Shot™  
Cable Meter
•Accurately finds cable length and faults 
in cables at up to 3,000' •Immune to 
voltage, current or data stream disruptions 
•Measures cable distance on spool •Built-
in tone generator for cable tracing and 
identification •Includes “F” to RJ45, BNC 
to alligator clip and “F” to alligator clip cable 
assemblies, “F” connector coupler and “F”-
jack to BNC adapter 

 MCM 
 Part # Mfr. # Description
 72-10115 TSS200 Snap shot cable meter $214.15
 72-10117 TCA001 “F” to RJ45 cable assembly 11.20
 72-10119 TCA002 BNC to alligator cable assembly 12.99
 72-10121 TCA003 “F” to alligator cable assembly 11.20
 72-10127 4007 Hanging pouch 11.50

Microscanner²™  
Cable Verifier
•Displays all key test results for 
voice, data and video cable testing 
•Tests for wiremap, pair lengths, distance to fault, cable ID and far 
end devices simultaneously •Integrated RJ11, RJ45 and coax test 
ports support many types of low-voltage cable testing •MS2-100 
includes main wiremap adapter, batteries, users guide, user CD and 
carrying case

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 105-360 MS2-100 Microscanner²™ $480.00
 105-366 MS2-IDK27 Remote identifier kit 260.00
 105-362 MS2-CPK Carrying case 90.00

Low Voltage Pro™  
Whole-Job Testers
•Test both cables and devices for low 
voltage applications •Model 2 is web 
upgradable to add applications •Tests 
cable function, locates wall jacks, speaker 
location, maps and labels speaker wires, 
locates cable connections, alerts active 
connection or voltage •Models 2 and 3 add 
length and distance readouts and tests for 
load mismatches •Model 3 also detects Poe 
voltage and displays amplitude, measures 
CTV/Vpp, battery tests and stores and prints 
up to 250 reports

 MCM Part # Description
 72-11260 Low Voltage Pro™ Model 2 $219.00
 72-11265 Low Voltage Pro™ Model 3 309.00
 Accessories
 72-11270 Lighted toner probe 59.99
 72-11280 20 piece coax ID kit 34.99
 72-11285 20 piece cable ID kit 34.99
  10 RJ45/10 Coax
 72-11290 8 piece speaker ID kit 26.99

VDV Scout™ 
Pro Series 
Testers
•Provide simultaneous 
testing of voice, video 
and data cables •Tests 
continuity on RJ11/12 
cables, RJ45 and 
F-connections •Displays 
PASS, cross-over open, short, 
mis-wire and split pair faults 
and locates cable runs •#72-
11305 and 72-11310 measure 
cable length •#72-11300 and 
72-11305 include (5) RJ45 
remotes, (5) F-connector remotes and ”F” to “F” barrel connector 
•#72-11310 includes (19) RJ45 remotes and (19) F-connector 
remotes, “F” to “F” barrel connector  and carrying case 

 MCM Part # Description
 72-11300 Scout™ Pro Tester Kit $99.99
 72-11305 Scout™ Pro LT Tester Starter Kit 149.00
 72-11310 Scout™ Pro LT Tester Kit 149.00

Network Cable 
Tester
•Quickly test RJ-45 and RJ-11 
cables •LED’s for each conductor 
for individual continuity testing 
•Detachable remote tester •Uses 
one 9V battery (not included) 

 MCM Part #
 72-9946 $9.99

Network Cable 
Analyzer
•Used for testing RJ45 based 
network cabling such as 
Cat5, Cat6, etc. •Identifies 
the connection configuration 
and faults •Automatic pattern 
identification for many wiring 
configurations •Supports cable 
lengths of up to 500' •Includes padded carry case, two terminators, 
two patch cables, owners manual, laminated tthernet chart and a 
spare battery

 MCM Part #
 72-9916 $99.99

Real World 
Certifier
•Tests for cable length, 
opens, shorts, split pairs, 
splits distance, and tests 
UTP cables and LAN devices 
for cable type (CAT 3, 5, 5E, 6) 
and speed (10Mb, 100Mb and 1000Mb) •Displays port speed, 
duplex and data levels of all pairs •Stores 250 tests for later 
printing •Multi-pair toner/probe included 

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 72-8845 RWC1000NP Real world certifier $349.00

CAT 5/6 Cable and Power Kits
•This handy kit includes the Real Work Certifier (#72-8845) with 
printing and either the standard •Power Panel DVM (#72-8800) or 
the inline •Power Panel DVM (#72-8810)

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 72-8835 CPK1000 Standard Kit $490.00
  72-8840 CPK1000IL Inline Kit 515.00

B A

Scan to watch 
product video:

Scan to watch 
product video:

WiPry Pro WiFi Spectrum Analyzer
•Transform your iPhone, iPad, iPod into a 2.4 GHz spectrum 
analyzer •Find noisy channels on the crowded wifi spectrum •SSID 
Scan •Amplitude range: -100 to +10 dBm •Resolution bandwidth: 
400 KHz •Compatible with Apple mobile products with lightning 
connector

 MCM Part #
 72-12235 $199.97

NEW

WiPry-Pro 
Combo WiFi 
Spectrum 
Analyzer and 
Power Meter
•2.4 GHz Spectrum Analyzer •Scan & troubleshoot 
WiFi •100 MHz to 2.7 GHz Power Meter •Measure Pulse Width, 
Duty Cycle •View Transmit On & Off Times •Works with Apple 
products with Lightning connector •Conducted Measurement Kit 
also available for adding two additional triggers

 MCM Part # Description
 72-12240 WiPry Pro Combo $299.97
 72-12245 Conducted Measurement Kit 39.97

#72-12240

#72-12245

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Regulated 13.8VDC Power Supplies 
•Rugged design provides up to 30 minutes of full load continuous 
operation •Cigarette lighter output (3A, 6A and 10A only) 
•Attached 6' three prong grounded power cord •Input voltage: 
110~127VAC, 60Hz •Line/load regulation 1.5% •Analog current 
meter 

 MCM   Dimensions 
 Part # Continuous Surge (H x W x D)
 72-8140 3A 5A 31⁄4" x 41⁄2" x 7" $49.99
 72-8141 6A 8A 43⁄8" x 51⁄2" x 91⁄4" 65.99

#72-8140

Multiple Outlet DC Power Strip
•Convenient when a number of permanent items are connected 
to a power supply, while others are routinely added and removed 
•Combined total current capacity 35A •Two sets of heavy-duty, 
individually fused binding posts, current capacity 35A •Six sets of 
10A binding posts, 15A max total capacity

 MCM Part #
 72-6627 $54.99

30A Switching Power Supply
•13.8V output at 30 Amps •Over-load, short-circuit, and over-
temperature protection •Circuit innovations minimize output voltage 
ripple and RFI •Input voltage can be set at 120VAC or 240VAC

 MCM Part #
 72-12820 $129.00

U8000 Series DC 
Power Supplies
•Provides reliable DC power, efficient 

set-up capabilities and important security benefits •Includes 
product reference CD, power cord, and certificate of calibration 
•Easy-to-use front panel operation •Constant voltage: <0.01% 
+2mV, constant current: <0.02% +2mA •Low output noise: 
1mVrms, 3mArms (20Hz to 20MHz) •LCD display with backlight 
on/off option

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 72-11235 U8001A 90W, 3A/30V Single-Output  $331.00
 72-11240 U8002A 150W, 5A/30V Single-Output 415.00
 72-11245 U8031A 375W, 6A/30V Triple-Output/ 1042.00
 72-11250 U8032A 375W, 3A/60V Triple-Output  1042.00

True Sine Wave Power Inverters
•DC to AC inverters convert 12VDC power into sine-wave AC 
power •Switch mode design •Overload protection •Input voltage: 
12VDC, Output voltage: 120VAC 

 Fig. MCM Part # Wattage
 A 72-9655 120W $121.00
 B 72-9660 300W 180.49
 C 72-9665 600W 259.09

C

B

A

Compact 
Modified Sine 
Wave Power 
Inverter
•A high efficiency AC to DC 
inverter that plugs into any cigarette 
lighter socket •One USB charging 
port and one three prong outlet •Over 
voltage, over temperature, overload, 
short circuit and earth fault protections 
•Wattage: 100W, Surge: 200W

 MCM Part #
 72-9680 $19.99

Modified Sine Wave Power Inverters
•DC to AC inverters converts 12VDC power into 115VAC 
power •Switch mode design •Plugs directly into a 12V cigarette 
lighter socket or connects directly to a battery with included 
battery clamps (except #72-9700 and 72-9705 which need to be 
hardwired) •Universal protection circuit: Thermal, battery, overload, 
short circuit and earth fault •2X surge protection •Load controlled 
cooling fan

 Fig. MCM Part # Wattage
 A 72-9685 250W $31.99
 B 72-9690 450W 43.29
 C 72-9695 800W 75.99
 D 72-9700 1500W 203.00

C D

A B

3 Channel Programmable 
Power Supply - 30V 3A
•0~30 Volts, 0~3 Amp current •3 independently isolated outputs 
•Digital panel control (rotary encoder Switch, rubber key with 
indicator) •Tracking Series and Parallel mode •Smart cooling fan 
achieving low noise •USB Standard Interface •PC Software & USB 
Driver including Labview driver

 MCM Part #
 72-12085 $499.00

NEW

#72-8141

Compact 
Switch 
Mode Power 
Supply
•Efficient switch mode 
power supply features a 
very compact footprint 
that makes it an ideal 
match for portable 
communications 
equipment •Its 50% 
duty cycle surge rating comes in handy in demanding transmitting 
situations •Ultra high RFI immunity •Very quiet thermostat 
controlled variable speed fan •Convenient front panel cigarette 
lighter receptacle •Rear panel heavy-duty binding posts 

 MCM Part #
 72-8110 $94.99

Back

25 Amp 
High Current 
Switch Mode  
Power Supply
•Perfect for 
telecommunications equipment, 
two–way radio (including HF) 
and audio equipment •Ultra 
high RFI immunity •Very quiet 
thermostat controlled variable 
speed fan •Overvoltage and 
short circuit protection •Thermal cut–off protection •Bi–color LED 
power/overload indicator •Rear panel heavy-duty binding posts 

 MCM Part #
 72-8115 $99.99

Back
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Handheld Switching 
Power Supply
•50W continuous power •Up to 12V at 3.75A 
, or 30V up to 1.6A •Two USB ports output 5V 
at 2A •Output short circuit protection •Built-in 
kickstand •Dimensions: 71⁄4" x 11⁄2" x 33⁄8"

 MCM Part #
 72-2660 $129.00

30V Switch Mode 
Power Supply
•Very efficient switch mode 
power supply  •Up to 30 volts at 
up to 5 amps  •Volt and current 
limiting dials  •Single output 
channel 

 MCM Part #
 72-11885 $69.99

20V Power Supply
•20V at 2 amps of power  •Voltage 
and current limiting dials •LCD 
displays  •Single output 

 MCM Part #
 72-11880 $59.99

10A Variable 
Autotransformer
•Gives you the ability to 
vary line voltage between 
0~130VAC •Built-in 
ammeter shows current 
draw •Replaceable fuse 
protection •120V, 60Hz 
input •0~130VAC output 
•10A, 1.3KVA current •10A AGC (included) fuse

 MCM Part #
 72-110 $183.59

 YEAR LIMITED1 WARRANTY

Isolated Variable AC Power Supplies
Variable AC supplies combine the safety benefits of an 
isolation transformer with the service advantages of a variable 
autotransformer. •Provides isolation from the AC line when 
servicing “hot” chassis equipment •Protects AC powered test 
equipment •Variable 0~145VAC output •Safely troubleshoot 
power supplies, regulators and output circuits •Minimize damage 
to associated components •Dual analog meters simultaneously 
display output voltage and current •Independent line input and 
variable output fuses provide protection to the variable supply and 
the equipment under test •Output fuse may be changed to a lower 
value, allowing service tech to set current limit •Grounded 6' line 
cord and outlets 

 Specifications #72-1097 #72-1098
 Input voltage 100~127VAC
 Output voltage 145VAC (with 110VAC input)
 Max output current 3.5A 7A
 Line fuse (included) 6A 10A
 Output fuse (included) 5A 9A
 Output outlets One Two
 Dimensions (H x W x D) 53⁄4" x 91⁄8" x 9" 61⁄8" x 117⁄8" x 101⁄4"
 Weight 131⁄4 lbs. 173⁄4 lbs

 MCM Part # Description
 72-1097 3.5A $219.99
 72-1098 7.0A 419.00

#72-1098

3 Linear DC Power Supply 30V 3A
•0~30V/0~3A Output •Auto series and parallel operation 
•Constant voltage and constant current operation •Internal select 
for continuous or dynamic load •Overload and reverse polarity 
protection •31⁄2 Digits 0.5" LED display •5V, 3A fixed output on 
CH 3

 MCM Part #
 72-12080 $460.00

NEW

4 Channel Linear  
DC Power Supply 30V 3A
•4 independently isolated outputs •Ch 3 output of 2.2~5.2 volts at 
1A •Ch 4 output of 8~15 volts at 1A •Four “3 digits” LED displays 
•Tracking operation and auto series/parallel operation •Output 
voltage and current setting when output disable •Over load and 
reverse polarity protection

 MCM Part #
 72-12115 $450.00

NEW

Multi Range 100 
Watt DC Power 
Supply
This compact switching power 
supply offers the unique capability 
of providing 100W output in any 
volt/amp combination within its 60V 
and 5A limits. By providing a wide 
range of power combinations, fewer 
supplies are required, saving money 
and valuable bench space. When 
the maximum of 60V is selected, the 
maximum current output is 1.66A. 
At the 20V setting, the maximum 
current output is 5A. Any volt/
amp combination between these 
limits is achievable, as long as the 
100W max output is not exceeded. 
Features: •Ultra compact size •Digitally controlled, mixed mode 
linear/switching •10mV/1mA resolution over the full range •Bright, 
easy-to-read display •Low ripple and noise •OCP, OVP and OTP 
protection •Output On/Off control •Store and recall 4 x 100 
groups of preset volt/amp values •Dimensions: 6.9" (H) x 3.47" 
(W) x 11.11" (D) •See MCMelectronics.com for complete details 
•Mfr. #9110

 MCM Part #
 73-1135 $299.00

150WDC Electronic 
Load
•Operates between 0~60VDC, 1 mA-
30A •Two current ranges: 3A (1 mA 
resolution) and 30A (10 mA resolution) 
•Over-current and over-voltage 
protection •Short mode to simulate 
shorts •Save up to 400 instrument 
settings •Mfr. #8540

 MCM Part #
 73-1225 $525.00

Switching DC Bench  
Power Supply with USB
•108W delivering 1~36V and 0~3A •Rear 
panel security loop •Compact design frees up 
bench space •Constant voltage and constant 
current operation •Overvoltage protection 
•Mfr. #1550

 MCM Part #
 73-1215 $149.00
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Isolation 
Transformer
•Minimize electric pikes 
and noise for sensitive 
electronics •Fused 
isolated outlets •Isolated 
outlets (2): 450VA 
continuous, 550VA peak 
intermittent •Direct outlets (2): 900 VA 
•Isolation leakage: <0.1mA •Dimensions: 6" x 5" x 9"

 MCM Part #
 72-6670A $99.99

Dual Output Bench Power Supply 
•Four independent three–digit LED displays simultaneously 
show output voltage and current for each channel •Auto series 
or parallel tracking operation •Constant voltage and constant 
current operation •Temperature controlled variable speed fan 
•Power requirements: AC100V/120V/220V/240V ±10% 50/60Hz 
•Includes test leads and owners manual

 MCM Part #
 72-7245 $329.99

 YEAR LIMITED1 WARRANTY

Switch Mode 
Laboratory DC Power Supplies
•Backlit four digit LCD display •Simultaneous display of voltage 
and current •Auto selecting constant voltage (CV) and constant 
current (CC) modes

 Model #72-8340A #72-8345A #72-8350A
 Voltage range (VDC) 1.0~60.0 1.0~36.0 1.0~20.0
 Current range 0~1.6A 0~3A 0~5A
 Voltage regulation
  Load (from 10~100%) 50mV 50mV 70mV
  Line (from 90~132VAC) 20mV 20mV 20mV
  Ripple and noise (rms) 5mV 5mV 5mV
  Ripple and noise (p-p) 50mV 30mV 30mV
 Current regulation
  Load (from 10~100%) 20mA 20mA 20mA
  Line (from 90~132VAC) 20mA 20mA 20mA
  Ripple and noise (p-p) 20mA 20mA 20mA
 Dimensions/weight 6" (H) x 2.8" (W) x 9.8" (D)/4.4 lbs.

 MCM Part # Model
 72-8340A 1~60V, 0~1.6A $149.00
 72-8345A 1~36V, 0~3.0A 149.00
 72-8350A 1~20V, 0~5.0A 159.99

Multi Range 100 Watt 
DC Power Supply
This compact switching power supply 
offers the unique capability of providing 
100W output in any volt/amp combination 
within its 60V and 5A limits. By providing a 
wide range of power combinations, fewer 
supplies are required, saving money and 
valuable bench space. When the maximum 
of 60V is selected, the maximum current 
output is 1.66A. At the 20V setting, the 
maximum current output is 5A. Any volt/
amp combination between these limits is 
achievable, as long as the 100W max output is not exceeded. 
Features: •Ultra compact size •Digitally controlled, mixed mode 
linear/switching •10mV/1mA resolution over the full range •Bright, 
easy-to-read display •Low ripple and noise •OCP, OVP and OTP 
protection •Output On/Off control •Store and recall 4 x 100 
groups of preset volt/amp values •Dimensions: 6.9" (H) x 3.47" 
(W) x 11.11" (D) •See MCMelectronics.com for complete details 
•Mfr. #9110

 MCM Part #
 73-1135 $299.00

15V Power 
Supply with  
USB Output
•Hobbyist supply provides up 
to 15 volts at 1 amp •USB 
output with controllable voltage 
•Compact design

 MCM Part #
 72-11875 $39.99

23A Switching Power Supply  
with Battery Backup Circuit
•Provides uninterrupted DC power from an external backup battery 
(not included) in the event of an AC power outage •13.8V, 23A 
output •Short circuit, overload, over voltage and over temperature 
protection •Temperature controlled fan

 MCM Part #
 72-12825 $144.06

USB Power  
and Test Leads

•Male or female USB connectors with tinned power leads •Use 
with any 5V power supply •Test voltage or current draw of USB 
devices •Use to provide or allow USB power in your project •10 
cm red and black power-only leads

 MCM Part # Description
 76-370 Male $4.99
 76-375 Female 5.99

Standard Double 
Banana Plug
•Set screws firmly secures leads •Simplifies cable construction 
•Stackable plugs are mounted on 3⁄4" centers •Rated at 5000W 
VDC, 15A

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Color
 201-004 MDP-2 Red $3.23
 201-003 MDP-0 Black 3.19

Test Clip to Stacking Banana Cords
•Minigrabber test clip to stackable banana plug •Simplifies circuit 
connections •36" 20 gauge wire •Rated at 3000W VDC, 5A

 MCM Part # Color
 201-016 Red $6.89
 201-015 Black 6.89

3 Channel Linear DC 
Power Supply 30V 3A
•0~30 volts, 0~3 Amp current •Ch 3 output of 5V at 3A •3 
independently isolated outputs •four “3 digits” LED displays 
•0.01% load and line regulation •Low ripple and noise •Tracking 
operation and auto series/parallel operation •Output on/off switch 
•Output voltage and current setting when output disable •Fan 
speed control circuit to minimize fan noise •Over load and reverse 
polarity protection

 MCM Part #
 72-12110 $420.00

NEW
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Adjustable  
Switch Mode Power Supply
Laboratory grade switching power supply provides adjustable 
0~40VDC output, and 0~5A adjustable current limiting. OVP 
(Output Over-Voltage Protection) protects voltage sensitive 
loads by shutting down the supply when output exceeds set 
voltage. Efficient switch mode design provides very high output 
capabilities, in a small, lightweight unit. Dual 31⁄2 digit LED displays 
simultaneously indicate output voltage and current. Features: 
•Excellent load and line regulation •Low ripple and noise •Coarse/
fine voltage and current adjustments •Auto cross-over for CC 
(Constant current) and CV (Constant voltage) modes •Thermostat 
controlled fan •Overload, over temperature and short circuit 
protection

 Specifications
 Output voltage 0~40VDC
 Output current 0~5A
 Load regulation 0.5% + 100mV
 Line regulation 50mV
 Ripple and noise 20mV (p-p)
 Power requirements 90~265VAC 50/60Hz
 Dimensions/weight 41⁄2" (H) x 8” (W) x 103⁄4” (D)/6.6 lbs.
 MCM Part #
 72-7295 $199.00

Accessories

Heavy-Duty Power Supplies
•Variable voltage range makes these units suitable for a variety of 
troubleshooting and repair applications •Efficient switch mode design 
for high output current •Temperature controlled, variable speed 
fan cooling •Dual LED digital display simultaneously shows output 
voltage and current •#72-7655 features remote sensing and remote 
voltage control 

 MCM Part # Description
 72-7655 60A $339.00
 72-7670 25A 159.00

#72-7655

#72-7670

Triple Output DC 10A Power Supply
•High current, variable output supplies for servicing a wide variety 
of devices •Dual LCD display to show output voltage and current 
•Individual fixed 12VDC and 5VDC outputs for TTl and CMOS 
circuits •Temperature controlled, variable speed fan cooling •Large 
5⁄8" digit LCD display 

 MCM Part #
 72-7660 $199.99

Remote  
Programmable Power Supply
•Ideal for school, workshop, lab or for production and quality 
control •20 programmable presets and three user defined presets 
•Rotary encoder knob with fine and coarse tuning •Isolated 
ground •Over load protection •See www.MCMelectronics.com for 
complete specifications 

 MCM Part #
 72-9465 $199.00

Stacking Banana Patch Cords
•Stackable banana plugs on each end •Simplifies circuit connection 
•Rated at 15A •Available in 36” or 48” •18 gauge wire

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Color Length
 201-002 B-36-2 Red 36" $5.69
 201-001 B-36-0 Black 36" 5.69
 201-037 B-48-2 Red 48" 5.99
 201-036 B-48-0 Black 48" 5.99

DC Power Supplies
•Voltage and current limiting controls •Series or parallel operation 
•Ripple: <1mVrms and <1mArms •CH3 (#72-8335A and 72-
8695A) fixed 5V at 2A 

 MCM Part # Channels Voltage Current
 72-8335A 3 0~24V 2A $109.00
 72-8690A 2 0~32V 3A 159.00
 72-8695A 3 0~32V 3A 169.00
 72-8700A 2 0~32V 5A 199.00

Compact Switching Power Supply
Features: •Switch mode design for high power in a lightweight, 
compact size •Selectable output voltages of: 3V, 4.5V, 6V, 7.5V, 
9V and 12VDC •Current capacity of: 1.5A@ 3~6VDC, 1.2A@ 
7.5VDC, 1.0A@ 9VDC, .75A@ 12VDC •9VA maximum output 
•Short-circuit and overload protection •Power requirements: 
100~240VAC, 50/60Hz •Includes 6 selectable output jacks

 MCM Part #
 72-6773 $14.99

Desktop Switching Power Supplies
•Provide regulated DC output voltage of 13.8V at various 
amperages with an AC input of 120 volts •Highly filtered to 
suppress RFI •Over current, short circuit and over voltage 
protection •Input voltage: 100~130VAC, Output voltage: 13.8VDC 
•72-9725 has a panel ammeter and voltmeter displays 

 MCM Part # Description
 72-9710 10A power supply $111.00
 72-9715 23A power supply 139.00
 72-9720 30A power supply 144.79
 72-9725 30A power supply with  142.00
  ammeter and voltmeter display



Automotive 
Current 
Testers
•1999 count digital display 
for easy reading of fuses 
•Operates on included 
A23 battery •Max current: 
20A •Max voltage: 48V 
•Accuracy: 2% of reading

 MCM Part # Description
 72-9445 Standard $11.79
 72-9446 Mini 12.49

Compact Light Meter
•Max range 40,000 Lux/Fc (selectable) at 0.1 
resolution •Auto ranging •Auto backlight •Max 
hold 

 MCM Part #
 72-9195 $34.99

Intelligent 12V Battery Tester
•Simulate a full battery discharge test in seconds •Programmed to 
test 12V SLA (sealed lead acid) & car batteries from 1.2Ah - 200Ah 
•Displays DC Voltage & Ampere hour capacity available •Warns if 
battery voltage is too high or low

 MCM Part #
 72-11545 $299.00
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Diagnostic  
Scan Tool
•Works with MOST vehicles 
1996 and later •Supports all 
OBD2 protocols including 
CAN •Reads Diagnostic 
Codes for identification 
•Turns off check engine light 
•Includes manual with most 
current codes

 MCM Part #
 72-11890 $29.99

OBDMate 
OBD II 
Automotive 
Code 
Readers
•Troubleshoots all 
1996 and later OBD 
II compliant vehicles 
•Quickly determines 
“Check Engine Light” 
codes and clears 
codes •Reads live data stream (72-10515 also reads waveform) 
•Supports all OBD II protocols •72-10515 displays current trip 
information like fuel economy, average fuel, distance, speed, etc.)

 MCM Part # Description
 72-10510 OBD II scanner $59.99
 72-10515 OBD II scanner with trip information 84.99

Basic OBDII Code Reader
•For OBDII compliant US, European, and Asian vehicles 
1996-present •Quickly read and erase engine fault codes •Built-in 
code definitions •2-line, 16 character backlit LCD display •5" x 
2.8" x 0.9" 

 MCM Part #
 72-12255 $29.99

Dual Voltage 
Battery Tester
Iintelligent dual-voltage 
battery tester for 
6V or 12V lead acid 
batteries 1.2Ah to 
100Ah •Ampere-hour 
(Ah) calibration control 
enabling Ah readings to be adjusted to suit various battery 
technologies •LED warning for reverse polarity •Displays DC 
voltage and Ah capacity 

 MCM Part #
 72-12845 $299.00

Automotive Multi-Function Tester
 •Determines polarity & short/open circuits •Tests voltage and 
continuity of circuits •High-Tension ignition pulse measurement 
•Peak detection •Supplied with long test probe & user guide

 MCM Part #
 72-11480 $52.99

Digital Tire Pressure Gauge
•Simple single-button operation •Selectable PSI, BAR, KPA, and 
Kg/cm2 •Range: 3.0~99.5 PSI •Accuracy: ±1.5PSI •Resolution: 
0.5PSI

 MCM Part #
 72-12925 $4.99

Non-Contact Tachometer
•Measures up to 99,999 RPM •Data min, max, 
and hold •Non-contact design uses reflective 
stickers •Target distance 2"~8" 

 MCM Part #
 72-7795 $49.99

Hybrid 
Automotive 
Circuit Tester
•Suitable for 12~42V 
Hybrid and standard fuel 
cars •Automatic voltage 
identification •Draws only 3mA 
at 12V •Curly 2~8' lead with an 
insulated crocodile clip

 MCM Part #
 72-11520 $17.99

Combination Contact/Non-Contact 
Laser Tachometer
•Function as a contact or non-contact meter to measure RPM and 
surface speeds •Counts total revolutions, measures rotational 
speeds and surface speed and lengths •40 point memory with 10 
selectable Max, Min, Average and data measurements •Includes 
cone, funnel and contact adapters, master wheel, reflective tape, 
hard case and owner’s manual •See www.MCMelectronics.com for 
complete specifications

 MCM Part #
 72-10694 $199.00

Automotive Voltage Tester
•Simple 3V to 30V DC voltage tester 
•Buzzer and light indication of DC 
voltage •Sharp stainless steel 
tip penetrates fine and 
heavy wire •Coiled lead 
stretches to 5' 

 MCM Part #
 72-11485 $5.99



10-Piece 24" 
Alligator Test 
Lead Sets
 MCM Part # Description
 21-350 24 gauge $6.99
 21-3315 18 gauge 10.99
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Test Lead 
Set
Features: •One red 
and one black 48" PVC 
flexible jacketed lead 
•Sheathed right angle DMM plugs •0.08" (2mm) diameter contact 
tips •Meets 1000V Cat III requirements •10A rating •Includes 
slide-on alligator clip adapters

 MCM Part #
 76-108A $11.99

DMM Test Lead Kit
•Extra durable •48" long silicone 
wire •10A 1000V RMS •Kit: One 
black, one red

 MCM Part #
 201-052 $20.49

High Voltage Probe
The Tenma multiplier probe adapts most 10Mohm multimeters 
into a high voltage meter. Meets IEC1010 safety requirements. 
Specifications: Maximum working voltage: •40KVDC or 
peak AC, 28KVAC RMS (60Hz) •Division ratio: 1000:1 •Input 
resistance: 1000Mohm Accuracy: •DC:± 1% (1KV~20KV) ±2% 
(20KV~40KV) •AC: ±5% (1KV~28KV RMS, 50/60Hz)

 MCM Part #
 72-3040 $64.99 

Test Lead Kit
Kit contains two each (one black, 
one red): Test probe leads on PVC 
insulated 18AWG wire, slide-on extended tips and 
alligator clips. Supplied in a reusable plastic case. Mfr. #5672A.

 MCM Part #
 201-079 $31.49

Industrial Master Test Lead Set
•TL224 test lead set, AC285 SureGrip™ alligator clips, AC220 
SureGrip™ alligator clips, AC280 SureGrip™ hook clips and TP220 
SureGrip™ industrial test probes •TPAK ToolPak™ Magnetic 
DMM hanger •80BK-AK Type thermocouple temperature probe 
•C116 protective soft DMM and accessories case 

 MCM Part #
 105-1320 $149.95

4mm Test 
Leads with 
Lantern Type 
Tips to Right Angle Plugs
•Red and black fused test leads with right angled connection to 
shrouded 4mm sockets •Flexible cable allows for easy placement 
•Shrouded lantern type dual use pointed probes with 4mm banana 
type body •Can be pushed securely into a 4mm banana socket 
•Length: 4.5' 

 MCM Part #
 72-9335 $7.99

Replaceable Tip Lead to 
Stacking Banana Plug Kit
Kit contains two each: Test probe PVC leads, alligator clips, 
one black and one red, and dog leg micro tips. Mfr. #5325A.

 MCM Part #
 201-077 $31.99

Extendable Tip Probe 
to Multimeter Plug
Set includes one black and one red 
48" silicone insulated test leads.  
Mfr. #5953A.

 MCM Part #
 201-078 $27.99

Ten Piece 
Minigrabber® 
Test Clip Patch 
Cord Set
•One of each of the following 
colors: Black, brown, red, 
orange, yellow, green, blue, 
violet, gray and white •24" 
length •20AWG wire •45VAC, 
5A rating •Mfr. #5523

 MCM Part #
 201-110 $49.99

Precision 
Electronic 
Probe Sets
•Kit contains a pair 
(black/red) of precision 
electronic probes •48" 
lead length •Five piece set of .040" dia. replacement tips (sold 
separately listed below) •Conforms to IEC1010-2-031, 1000V 
CAT III

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 201-119 6275 Probe set with stainless tips $24.49
 201-120 6342 Probe set with gold plated tips 24.49
 201-121 6354 5pc replacement tip set 21.49

Test Lead Wire  
with Silicone or 
PVC Insulation
•Create test leads, jumper or patch 
cords for your own specific needs 
•50' (15.2m) of unterminated 18AWG 
test lead wire •Very flexible with 65 strands 
of 36AWG tinned cooper conductor •Wide temperature range of 
-58°F~302°F (-50°C~150°C) with PVC insulation •Designed for 
use with Pomona “Do-It-Yourself” banana plugs, MCM MCM Part 
#201-128, 201-129, 201-130 and 201-131

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Insulation Color
 201-124 6733-0 Silicone Black $25.95
 201-125 6733-2 Silicone Red 25.95
 201-126 6734-0 PVC Black 15.99
 201-127 6734-2 PVC Red 15.99

Switchable 
Oscilloscope 
Probes
Features: •X1, X10 switchable 
attenuation •1Mohm and 47pF input 
impedance (X1) •1.2m cable length •600V maximum input voltage 
•Compensation range 10~35pF •Meets IEC-1010 safety standards 
for 600V CAT I applications

 MCM Part # Mfr. #  Bandwidth  Risetime
 72-6586 SP60B  60MHz  5.8ns $32.99
 72-6587 SP100B  100MHz  3.5ns 39.99
 72-8060 SP150B  150MHz  2.3ns 48.35

250MHz 
Oscilloscope 
Probe Kit
•Useful when 
measuring signals up to 1,200V 
•Attenuation: 100x •Input 
Impedance: 100MΩ •Rise 
time: 1.4ns •Cable length: 
1.2m 

 MCM Part #
 76-130 $54.99
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ESD Safe Heat Gun
•Designed for assembly and repair applications 
in production plants, laboratories, and service 
shops •Long-life heater and fan components 
•250W •Approximately 750°F~800°F at nozzle 
•Three position switch: Hot, off, and cool •3-wire 
grounded cord •6' power cord •Lightweight, only 13 oz. 
•UL and cUL listed

 MCM Part #
 96-1922 $119.00

ESD Safe Manual  
Desoldering Tool
•One hand operation with a spring-loaded piston •Self-cleaning, 
non-clogging, static-free tip •Durable aluminum body

 MCM Part #
 96-2870 $25.00

Tip Tinner  
and Activator
•Regenerates oxidized 
tips prolonging tip life 
span •Works well in low 
temperatures •No halides, 
lead, rosin or residues •Size: 
0.5 oz. 

 MCM Part #
 96-2510 $9.79

Pro Series High Performance 
Soldering Iron
•Heats up to working temperature (450°F) in just 35 seconds 
•Patented design provides performance equivalent to a 60W iron 
(900°F) •Red power-on LED changes to green when iron reaches 
working temperature •LED work light illuminates working surface 
•Comfortable grip •No stand needed •Tips use a phono jack and 
plug for easy tip exchange

 MCM Part # Description
 96-2280 Pro iron kit $28.70
 96-2282 Conical replacement tip 9.69
 96-2284 Chisel replacement tip 9.49

#96-2282 YEAR LIMITED7 WARRANTY

#96-2284

Soldering Iron Kits
•Includes everything to start soldering •25W heats to 750°F; 
40W heats to 900°F •4’ Cord length •Stainless steel barrel 
•Includes iron, three tips, lead-free solder, and soldering aid tool

 MCM Part # Description
 96-3455 25 Watt kit $18.99
 96-3460 40 Watt kit 25.56

Soldering Irons with LED Light
•Stainless steel heater construction •Three LED lights •Round 
co-molded grip and triangular handle •Irons include chisel tip •Kit 
part numbers include three tips, lead free solder, and soldering 
aid tool 

 MCM Part # Weller # Description
 96-3465 SP15NUS 15 Watt iron $14.99
 96-3470 SP25NUS 25 Watt iron 16.99
 96-3475 SP25NKUS 25 Watt kit 19.99
 96-3485 SP40NKUS 40 Watt kit 24.99
 96-3490 SP80NUS 80 Watt iron 28.99

Cordless Soldering Irons
•Heats to working temperature in 30 seconds •120 solder joints 
on a set of 4xAA’s (included) •Simple modular tip replacement 
•Includes a 0.8mm conical tip •Includes lead-free solder and 
storage case 

 MCM Part #
 96-3495 $16.99

Micro 
Series 
Shearcutter
•Equipped with flat spring •5" length

 MCM Part #
 22-1050 $7.69

Super 
Series 
Shearcutter
•Exceptionally tough and durable •Plated 
for added corrosion protection •5" length

 MCM Part #
 22-1065 $7.69

70 Piece Professional Tool Set
•The 72-tooth ratchets require only a 5° swing •Ergonomic 
designed 1⁄4" and 3⁄8" quick-release ratcheting drive •Wide 
selection of standard and deep sockets •12 piece combination 
wrench set (six SAE, six metric) 

 MCM Part #
 96-1975 $79.99

7-in-1 Interchangeable  
Bit Screwdriver
•Includes two popular Phillips and two slotted screwdriver bit 
sizes along with three nut driver bits •Chrome plated blade 
resists corrosion and cleans easily •Dual material handle •Ball 
bearing in blade and shaft ensure a secure fit •Includes #1 
Phillips x 3⁄16" slotted bit, #2 Phillips x ¼" slotted and ¼", 5⁄16", 
7⁄16" nut drivers

 MCM Part #
 96-3215 $10.99
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WLC100 Solder 
Station
•Variable power control 
(5~40W) •Replaceable 
heating element •Safety 
guard iron holder •Mfr. #WLC100

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 21-3475 WLC100 Solder station $45.99
 Replacement parts for WLC100
 96-1567 ST7 Conical tip 4.39
 96-310 ST1 Screwdriver tip 5.09
 96-320 ST5 Single flat tip 3.89
 96-1199 HE40 Heater 15.49
 96-1254 WCC104 Sponge 2.59

WES51 Electronic Soldering Station
•Temperature range: 350°F~850°F •Auto shut off •ESD safe •ET 
series tips

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 96-1760 WES51 Soldering station $99.99
 Replacement parts
 96-1762 PES51 Soldering pencil w/ETA tip 51.59
    for WES51soldering station
 96-1355 PH50 Soldering stand and sponge 20.99

WP Series  
Professional Soldering Irons
•Three wire grounded irons are ideal for professional service, 
hobby applications or light electrical work •Iron plated tip and 
stainless steel construction offer longer tip life •Lightweight 
cushioned handle stays cool, even after hours of use 
•Replacement tips and heating elements are available

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 96-305 WP25 25W iron $43.99
 96-429 WP30 30W iron 49.99
 96-430 WP35 35W iron 54.99

WX1 High-Power 
Digital Soldering Stations
•Single-channel soldering stations work with various soldering 
accessories •Touch screen is chemical and temperature resistant 
•Compatible with WXMT desoldering tweezers •Turn and click 
wheel with enter key and finger guide •Multi-purpose USB port 
for configuration and data logging 

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 96-2470 WX1010 Soldering station with $597.00
   WXP120 pencil for high
   power applications
 96-2475 WX1011 Soldering station with 546.00
   WXMP pencil for fine, thin 
   work under a microscope
 96-2480 WX1012 Soldering station with 515.00
   WXP65 pencil for small 
   precision components

WTCPT  
Soldering Station
•A transformer powered soldering station complete with 
a lightweight, heat insulated, low wattage soldering pencil 
•Maximum tip temperature is controlled by Weller’s special 
“closed loop” method •Grounded tip •Iron features a stainless 
steel plug-in heating element and a nonburning silicone rubber 
cord •PTA7 1⁄16" tip included

 MCM 
 Part # Mfr. # Description
 96-030 WTCPT Soldering station $149.00
 Replacement parts for WTCPT
 96-1226 PH1201ESD Iron stand assembly 29.19
 96-1229 TC204 Spring/funnel assembly 8.29
 96-350 TC201T Iron with cord 89.99
 96-120 EC234 Heating element 19.97
 96-405 SW60 Switch assembly 32.99
 96-395 TC205 Sponge 2.09
 Replacement tips for WTCPT iron (TC201)
 96-035 PTA7 700°F, 0.062" screwdriver 3.79
 96-1069 PTA8 800°F, 0.062" screwdriver 4.39
 96-040 PTB7 700°F, 0.093" screwdriver 3.60
 96-355 PTC7 700°F, 0.125" screwdriver 3.69
 96-045 PTD7 700°F, 0.187" screwdriver 3.60
 96-1056 PTP7 700°F, 0.031" conical 3.89
 96-1059 PTO8 800°F, 0.032" long conical 4.19
 96-050 PTO7 700°F, 0.032" long conical 3.69

Lighted 
Marksman 
Soldering 
Iron Kit
•A neon light in the handle of this soldering iron gives the user a 
quick indication that the iron is on •Ideal for hobbies, kits, radios, 
and electronics work •Featherweight iron with pencil handle 
•Stainless steel barrel •Heat and impact resistant handle •UL 
listed Kit includes: •25W (750°F) •SP23L iron, MT1 (cone 
shaped tip), MT2 (screwdriver tip), MT3 (chisel tip), lead free 
solder, and soldering aid tool

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 96-1500 SP23L 25W (750°F) iron and $17.20
   MT1 (cone shaped tip)
 96-1510 SP40L 40W (900°F) iron and 20.20
   MT10 (chisel tip)
 96-2060 SP80L 80W (900°F) iron and 39.19
   MT620 (chisel tip)

Therma-
Boost  
Heat Tool
•Heats up to working 
temperature in just 45 
seconds •Therma-
Boost trigger gives 
you added bursts of power when you need it •130W, up to 
950° •Includes: Therma-Boost heat tool, stand, six multi- use 
tips, conical, foam cutting, rope cutting, scoring, smoothing, 
screwdriver, and instruction manual

 MCM Part #
 96-2180 $22.99

8200PK 
Universal 
Soldering Gun 
Kit
•All-purpose gun with 

trigger selectable 
high (140W) or low 

(100W) heat 
•Ready to solder 
in six seconds 
•Built-in light 

illuminates work 
area •Contains 8200 

soldering gun, smoothing tip, cutting 
tip, coil of lead free solder and owner's 

manual •Includes soldering tip, sealing tip, cutting tip, flux brush, 
soldering aid tool, coil or 40/60 rosin core solder and soldering 
hints booklet

 MCM Part # Description
 96-065 Soldering gun kit $39.99
 96-070 Copper replacement tip, 2 piece 5.69
 96-075 Iron plated replacement tip, 2 piece 5.57

WSTA6 Pyropen Jr.
•Butane gas soldering iron and hot air tool •Open/close ignition 
vent, 30 second heat up time •Self–ignition finger switch–no 
sparklighter required •Temperature control: 15W to 60W 
•Butane gas refill nozzle–refills in 20 seconds •Includes taper 
needle soldering tip (#96-1465), hot air nozzle, protective cap 
•Mfr. #WSTA6

 MCM Part #
 96-1460 $69.70

Magna-Lite Soldering 
Pencil
•Waterproof ignition •Adjustable temperature: 
750°F~900°F •Operates as a mini-torch when 
the tip is removed •Window allows you to see 
fuel level •Base allows tool to stand for hands 
free operation •Use for soldering, heat shrink 
tubing, electrical, and electronics •Refillable 
with WB2 filtered butane

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 96-2272 ML500MP Butane soldering pencil $18.49
 96-2273 ML501 Conical replacement tip 3.50
 96-2274 ML502 Chisel replacement tip 3.50
 96-1515 WB2 Premium butane fuel 1 oz 5.99
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2-in-1 Intelligent  
SMD Rework Station

•Soldering iron and hot air rework in one unit •Intelligent heat 
control •Three groups of programmable presets •Soldering 
temperature range: 392~896 °F •Hot air temperature range: 
210~896°F •Includes nozzles and tip 

 MCM Part # Description
 21-10130 Rework station $179.00
 21-11445 Replacement soldering iron 11.99

Soldering

Desoldering 
Station
•Easy to use analog 
knob adjustment •Gun-
style hand piece is 
simple to use •High 
capacity air pump 
quickly pulls melted 
solder •390°F~900°F temperature 
range •60W power consumption 

 MCM Part # Description
 21-19700 Desoldering Station $159.00
 Replacement Parts
 21-20530 Nozzle cleaning pin 2.99
 21-20532 Spring filter 4.39
 21-20534 Desoldering tip 1.8mm 6.59
 21-20536 Diaphragm pump spare parts 2.19
 21-20538 Spare desoldering gun 69.89
 21-20540 Spare heating element 18.39
 21-20542 Desoldering tip 1.0mm 6.59
 21-20544 Desoldering tip 1.5mm 6.59
 21-20546 Round yellow filter pad 0.69
 21-20548 Round black filter pad 1.89

Multi-Function SMD Rework Station
•3-in-one design saves work space •Dual LED displays •Individually 
suspendable soldering functions •Includes soldering and 
desoldering irons with tips, hot air wand, 0.7mm probe, AC power 
cord, cleaning kit, micro cutting pliers, stands for both irons and 
hot air wand, and manual •Bonus four piece nozzle set, five piece 
precision tweezer set, fume extractor, solder holder and heating 
element for hot air 

 MCM Part # Description
 21-10560 Rework station $499.00
 21-10556 Replacement desoldering iron 84.99
 21-10558 Heater assembly for #21-10556 29.99
 21-10559 Glass solder 7.49

Hot Air Rework 
Station
•A compact rework station with 
closed loop control, LED display and 
modulated air flow •Fast and stable 
temperature rise •Brushless fan 
for quiet operation •Temp. range: 
212°~842°F (100°~450°C), 400W 
•Includes nozzles, handpiece and 
holder 

 MCM Part #
 21-11425 $89.99

Compact 
Quartz 
Preheater
•Simple controls •Closed-
loop temperature sensor 
•Rotary temperature control from 
194° to 716°F (90° to 380°C) •11⁄2" 
direct quartz heat •500W power 
consumption

 MCM Part #
 21-19640 $149.00

Rework Station
•Closed loop temperature control •Digital display •Handles stay 
cool during prolonged use •Includes 1.0mm nozzle plus one 
spare •Includes cleaning pins, replacement filters and filter tubes 
•Temperature range: 410°F~900°F •Temperature controlled 
soldering iron: •Temperature range: 320°F~900°F •Includes iron 
clad 3⁄64" conical tip

 MCM Part # Description
 72-6345 Rework station $449.99
 72-6406 Replacement desoldering gun 47.99
 72-6407 Replacement heating element 17.99

Vacuum Desoldering Station
•Closed loop control and digital display provide accurate nozzle 
temperature setting, while the efficient internal pump provides 
vacuum action •Detachable cord and vacuum tube are heat 
resistant and measure 45" in length •Unit comes complete with 
replacement nozzle, cleaning pins, replacement filters and filter 
tubes •Temperature range: 410°F~900°F •Heating element: 
24VAC, 48W •Power requirements: 120VAC, 60Hz 50W

 MCM Part # Description
 72-6340 Desoldering station $299.99
 Replacement Parts
 72-6406 Replacement desoldering gun 47.99
 72-6407 Replacement heating element 17.99
 72-6408 Replacement glass tube 2.54
 72-6409 Filter set 0.99
 72-6411 “O” ring set 0.99
 72-6864 1.0mm nozzle 4.99
 72-6865 1.2mm nozzle 4.99
 72-6863 0.8mm nozzle 4.79
 72-6866 1.5mm nozzle 4.59
 72-6867 2.0mm nozzle 4.48

 YEAR LIMITED1 WARRANTY

Hot Air Rework Station
•Closed loop heat sensor •280 watt quick heat up •Max air 
volume: 81 cubic feet/min •Temperature range: 210~896°F 
•Includes nozzles 

 MCM Part #
 21-10125 $169.00

SMD Soldering/ 
Desoldering Tweezers
•Provides a fast, efficient method 
to solder and desolder surface mount 
devices such as chip resistors, chip 
capacitors, SOTs, flat pack and DIP ICs 
•Dual highly insulated 40W ceramic 
heating elements insure rapid heat up and 
recovery •Wide variety of interchangeable 
tips available in 2mm to 30mm widths 
•Heat resistant silicon cord is terminated 
with three pin grounded AC plug Note: 
•Separate temperature control unit now available, #21-
7927, which features a rotary temperature setting knob, making 
these suitable for any application

 MCM Part # Size
 SMD tweezers
 21-8230 - $30.59
 Replacement tip sets
 21-8190 2mm 2.29
 21-8191 3mm 1.79
 21-8192 5mm 1.29
 21-8195 10mm 1.69
 21-8196 15mm 1.99
 21-8197 20mm 1.69
 21-8198 30mm 1.69
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Ultra Compact 
Soldering System

•A high performance, compact system •Fast acting PTC ceramic 
heater •Slim, ergonomic 75W iron is easy to control •390°F to 
900°F temperature range •Station footprint only 31⁄2" x 2" 

 MCM Part # Description
 21-19850 Compact Soldering System $49.99
 Replacement Parts
 21-20565 Heating Element 7.39
 21-20590 Chisel 1.2mm Soldering Tip 2.99
 21-20592 Bevel 1mm Soldering Tip 2.99
 21-20594 Chisel 2.4mm Soldering Tip 2.99
 21-20596 Bevel 2mm Soldering Tip 2.99
 21-20598 Chisel 3.2mm Soldering Tip 2.99
 21-20600 Bevel 3mm Soldering Tip 2.99
 21-20602 Bevel 4mm Soldering Tip 2.99
 21-20604 Conical Iron Tip 2.99
 21-20606 Bent Iron Tip 5.49
 21-20608 Knife Iron Tip 5.49
 21-20610 Long Micro Conical Tip 4.39
 21-20612 Micro Conical Solder Tip 2.99

Analog Soldering Station
•Simple analog temperature control •24V output ensures user 
safety •ESD safe •390°F to 900°F •35W power consumption 

 MCM Part # Description
 21-19800 Soldering Station $59.99
 Replacement Parts
 21-20585 Soldering Iron Heating Element 7.39
 21-20587 Spare Soldering Iron 18.39
 21-20590 Chisel 1.2mm Soldering Tip 8.39
 21-20592 Bevel 1mm Soldering Tip 2.99
 21-20594 Chisel 2.4mm Soldering Tip 2.99
 21-20596 Bevel 2mm Soldering Tip 2.99
 21-20598 Chisel 3.2mm Soldering Tip 2.99
 21-20600 Bevel 3mm Soldering Tip 2.99
 21-20602 Bevel 4mm Soldering Tip 2.99
 21-20604 Conical Iron Tip 2.99
 21-20606 Bent Iron Tip 5.49
 21-20608 Knife Iron Tip 5.49
 21-20610 Long Micro Conical Tip 4.39
 21-20612 Micro Conical Solder Tip 2.99

 MCM Part # Description
 21-19750 Soldering Station $129.00
 Replacement Parts
 21-20620 Spare Soldering Iron (w/o Tip) 32.99
 21-20622 1.2mm Beveled Heating Element Tip 23.89
 21-20624 Wide Blade Heating Element Tip 29.39
 21-20626 Fine Conical Heating Element Tip 19.29
 21-20628 Tapered Conical Heating Element Tip 19.29
 21-20630 4.7mm Chisel Heating Element 27.49
 21-20632 4.7mm Long Chisel Heating Element 27.49
 21-20634 3mm Chisel Heating Element Tip 27.49
 21-20636 Fine Long Conical Heating Element Tip 19.29
 21-20638 Micro Conical Heating Element Tip 19.29

Advanced Compound 
Tip Soldering Station
•Compound tip design with integrated heating elements for immediate 
temperature response and instant thermal recovery •Closed loop 
temperature circuit controls output with absolute precision •390° F to 
900°F temperature range •70W power consumption 

Induction Heat 
Soldering Station

•Fast heat up and unmatched thermal recovery •Processor 
controlled temperature is set with an easy LCD user interfaced 
•ESD Safe •Switch mode power supply provides extremely 
efficient power •Customizable sleep timer •PIN controlled 
temperature lockout •390°F to 900°F temperature range 

 MCM Part # Description
 21-19650 Induction soldering station with $139.00
  iron and tip
 21-20574 Replacement soldering iron assembly 29.39
 21-20576 Replacement heating element 20.19
 21-20578 Replacement tip – micro conical 4.09
 21-20580 Replacement tip – medium conical 4.09

Compact Precision 
Soldering Station
 •Extremely compact station 
with ultra-thin soldering iron for 
maximum control •ESD Safe 
•High performance ceramic 
heater •Analog knob temperature 
adjustment •Efficient 15W power 
consumption •390°F~900° 
temperature range 

 MCM Part #
 21-19600 $29.99

Advanced Soldering Station
•High contrast LCD display •Simple user interface •Quick heat up 
•Temperature range: 302~842°F •60 Watt 

 MCM Part # Description
 21-10120 Soldering station $89.99
 21-11435 Replacement soldering iron 17.79

60 Watt Compact 
Digital Soldering Station
•High contrast LCD Display •Quick heat up •Compact size 
•Temperature range: 392~896°F 

 MCM Part # Description
 21-10115 Soldering Station $69.99
 21-10117 Three pack replacement tips 8.39
 21-11435 Replacement soldering iron 17.79

Pro Digital 
Soldering 
Station
•A prof grade 
soldering station for high frequency 
and delicate soldering work •A high 
power 90W heater •Temperature 
presets and lockout •Automatic sleep mode •Temperature range 
212°~932°F •Temperature stability ±2°F 

 MCM Part # Description
 21-19100 Soldering Station $129.00
 21-19105 Replacement heating element 29.99
 21-19110 Replacement iron 29.99
 21-19115 Tip – Flat 2.4mm 5.99
 21-19120 Tip – Chisel 1.6mm 5.99
 21-19125 Tip – Chisel 2.4mm 5.99
 21-19130 Tip – Chisel 3.2mm 5.99
 21-19135 Tip – Chisel 0.8mm 5.99
 21-19140 Tip – Chisel 1.2mm 5.99
 21-19145 Tip – Fine Conical 0.2mm 5.99
 21-19150 Tip – Conical 0.25mm 5.99
 21-19155 Tip – Knife 2mm 9.99

Adjustable 
Temperature Soldering Iron
•A compact, handheld iron with the variable control of a soldering 
station •Built-in temperature controlled circuit •50W heater •Quad-
core ceramic heater •Temperature Range: (392~932°) •Grounded 
power connection 

 MCM Part # Description
 21-19160 Soldering Iron $34.99
 21-19165 Replacement heating element 9.99

Soldering Pots
•Compact soldering pots are ideal for small 
scale production, prototyping and chassis 
wiring •They are especially useful when 
tinning large quantities of stranded wire 
•Recommended for use with the Tenma #72-
6309 bar solder •Available in 150W and 400W 
sizes, both models require 110VAC, 50~60Hz

 MCM Part # Inside Dimensions Wattage
 21-3511 1.5" (dia.) x 1.5"(D) 150W $29.99
 21-3515 3.1" (dia.) x 1.5"(D) 400W 82.99

Scan to watch 
product video:
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SMD Removal Kit
•Safely removes SMDs using low heat •Kit includes: Low 
temperature desoldering alloy (136°F), syringe with no clean flux, 
and six alcohol pads

 MCM Part #
 21-3450 $15.99

Soldering

Smoke Absorber
•Removes noxious flux fumes from 
soldering before they reach your 
face •6’ Pipette attaches to handle of 
soldering iron •Quiet pump with dual 
filter pulls fumes away from work area 
•Adjustable suction strength 

 MCM Part #
 21-19645 $69.99

Solder Fume 
Extractor
•Greatly reduces exposure 
to noxious fumes by utilizing 
a highly efficient fan, and 
an activated carbon filter 
•Unit includes one filter, 
replacement filters available •Absorption capacity: 1m3/
minute •Power requirements: 110VAC 60Hz, 23W

 MCM Part # Description
 21-7960 Smoke absorber $40.49
 21-7961 Replacement filter (two–pack) 4.99

Vacuum Desoldering Iron
Allows single-handed desoldering of connections, PC boards and 
components. Spring-loaded plunger and 30W heating element 
removes board level components quickly and safely. Easily 
disassemble for fast cleaning, tip and “O” ring replacement. 
Internal plunger pin automatically purges solder from tip with each 
use. Attached silicon cord is heat and solvent resistant.

 MCM Part # Description
 21-8240 Desoldering pump $17.29
 21-8241 Replacement tip 1.59
 21-8242 Replacement “O” ring (set of two) 0.99

Vacuum Desoldering Tools
•Spring-loaded plunger quickly removes solder in a single action 
•Internal plunger pin automatically purges solder from tip with each 
use •Dimensions: 131⁄2" (overall length), 61⁄2" (cylinder length), 1" 
(cylinder diameter)

 MCM Part # Description
 21-8220 Desoldering pump, standard version $7.99
 21-8221 Replacement standard tip 1.39
 21-8225 Desoldering pump, ESD version 10.19
 21-8226 Replacement ESD tip 1.69
 21-8227 Replacement “O” ring (set of two) 0.49

#21-8220

#21-8225

Vacuum Pickup Pen
•Easily pick up tiny components during soldering rework 
with this handy pen •Three included heads help pick up 
various sizes •Head sizes: 7⁄16", 5⁄16", and 1⁄8" 

 MCM Part # Description
 21-19590 Vacuum pen with 3 heads $4.99
 21-20550 Replacement set of 3 heads 3.89

Soldering 
Iron Holder 
with Solder Spooler
•Holder works with most soldering irons •Metal 
braid tip cleaner effectively cleans tips without 
causing thermal shock •Spool holder accommodates standard 
spools of solder 

 MCM Part #
 21-19595 $14.99

Static Safe 
Probe Tool

•Superior strength glass-filled nylon 
for durability •Cone shaped, pointed 
tip to form leads and probe parts 
•Screwdriver shaped blade to spudge 
solder joints flat and prying cases 
•Wire notch to chase wires and leads 
•ESD safe

 MCM Part #
 108-4054 $1.89

Tip Cleaner
•Cleans tip quickly without 
reducing tip temperature •Non-
skid base

 MCM Part # Description
 21-4355 Tip cleaner $7.49
 21-10550 Replacement brass coil 3.49

Rosin Soldering 
Flux
•Makes soldering easier with more 
reliable results •Removable with a 
cloth or solvent •Non-spill consistency 
•Non-corrosive 

 MCM Part # Description
 200-385 2 oz container $7.99
 200-530 8 gram syringe 6.39

Tip Tinner/Cleaner
•Prevents oxidation and re-tins tips 
•0.5oz. can 

 MCM Part #
 21-10675 $5.99

Liquid Solder-Flux
•Noncorrosive •Brush onto connection before 
soldering to aid solder flow •2 oz. bottle with brush

 MCM Part #
 20-1100 $9.29

Premium Butane Fuel
•Premium quality butane fuel will not clog delicate 
tools and torches •1 oz can •Mfr. #WB2

 MCM Part #
 96-1515 $5.99

Overcoat Pens
•Acrylic resin coating protects electronics from 
moisture, corrosion, fungus, and static •Protects 
from unwanted solder during repairs •Smooth, 
durable finish •5mL pen applicator

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Color
 20-6040 419D-P-BL Blue $12.49
 20-6042 419D-P-BK Black 12.49
 20-6044 419D-P-CL Clear 12.49
 20-6046 419D-P-WH White 12.49
 20-6048 419D-P-GP Green 12.49

NEW
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Rosin Flux Core 
Solder
•Diameter: 1mm (0.04") •Melting point: 
188°C (370°F) •60.0% tin, 40.0% lead

 MCM Part # Size
 21-1040 1 lb. $24.99
 21-1045 6 oz. 8.99

Lead-Free Silver 
Solder
•Silver formulation provides improved 
conductivity performance •Lower 
melting point •Will continuing to meet 
requirements for lead free solder use •Rosin 
flux core •Diameter: 1mm (0.04") •Melting 
point: 217° C (423° F) •96.5% tin, 3.0% silver, 0.5% copper 

 MCM Part # Size
 21-1042 1 lb. $69.99
 21-1047 6 oz. 27.99

Lead-Free Solder
•Tin/copper formulation meets current 
requirements for lead free solder use 
•Rosin flux core •Diameter: 1mm (0.04") 
•Melting point: 227° C (441° F) •99.3% 
tin, 0.7% copper 

 MCM Part # Size
 21-1041 1 lb. $36.29
 21-1046 6 oz. 11.99

60/40 Bar Solder
•General purpose solder with a 60/40 alloy content •1 lb. bar form 
•Great for tinning or solder pot applications

 MCM Part #
 72-6309 $24.99

Tube Solder
•Tube type dispenser makes holding solder easier •7' of high-
quality .040" diameter solder •60/40 •370°F melting point

 MCM Part #
 21-1050 $1.29

“44” Rosin  
Core Solder

•Contain a high active noncorrosive flux 
with excellent wetting action •Specifically 
designed for electrical/electronic 
applications

 MCM Alloy Spool 
 Part # Tin/Lead Size (dia) Gauge
 21-1845 63/37 1 lb. .031" 21 $36.99
 21-1840 60/40 1 lb. .031" 21 34.49
 21-1830 60/40 1 lb. .040" 19 33.99
 21-1832 63/37 1 lb. 0.40" 19 34.99
 21-3195 60/40 1 lb. .025" 23 34.99
 21-3196 63/37 1 lb. .025" 23 35.99

Pocket Solder Tubes
•Convenient sized solders packaged in a portable tube for repairs 
anywhere •Solder is fed freely from the easy to handle tube

 MCM Part # Description Width Size Alloy
 21-9240 Pocket pak 0.031" .5 oz. Sn60/Pb40 $2.79
 21-9242 Lead free 0.031 .43 oz. Sn96.5/ 4.29
  pocket pak   Ag03/Cu.5
 21-9245 Pocket pak 0.020" .35 oz. Sn62/ 2.99
  silver   Pb36/Ag02
 21-9250 Kwik draw 0.050" 1.3 oz. Sn60/Pb40 4.29

#21-9250

#21-9245

#21-9240

#21-9242

Solder Reel Stand
•Draw out solder wire smoothly 
•Maximum of 1 kg (2.2 lbs.) rolled 
solder wire

 MCM Part #
 21-6800 $16.99

Bar Solder
•E-Bar solder is used for general soldering •Ultrapure® solder is 
used in high-tech electronics

 MCM Part # Description Alloy Bar Size
 21-10518 Ultrapure SN60PB40 12⁄3 lb. $48.99
 21-10524 Ultrapure SN63PB37 12⁄3 lb. 51.99
 21-10526 E-Bar SN99.3CU0.7 12⁄3 lb. 99.99

Two-Part Solder Paste Compound
•Does not need refrigerated storage before initial use •Over 
24 month shelf life before mixed •Lead free formulas •No clean 
synthetic flux •Ideal for use with stencils

 MCM  Melting 
 Part # Alloy Point Size
 21-20640 Sn42/Bi57.6/Ag0.4 281°F 60g $42.99
 21-20645 Sn42/Bi57.6/Ag0.4 281°F 15g 19.99
 21-20650 Sn96.5/Ag3.0/Cu0.5 423°F 60g 39.99
 21-20655 Sn96.5/Ag3.0/Cu0.5 423°F 15g 18.99

Chem-Wik® Lite
•Desoldering wick •Finely woven 
copper braid treated with a pure 
nonactivated rosin flux

 MCM Part # Description (Label)
 21-1005 .05" x 5' (Yellow) $3.29
 21-1010 .05" x 100' (Yellow) 49.99
 21-310 .075" x 5.5' (Green) 3.69
 21-315 .075" x 100' (Green) 60.19
 21-320 .1" x 5.5' (Blue) 3.19
 21-325 .1" x 100' (Blue) 34.99

25' Soder-Wick® Rosin
This safe, fast rosin flux desoldering braid 
is designed for general purpose solder 
removal from PC boards. Non corrosive 
formula is designed for Type R rosin flux. 
Will not leave ionic contamination on the board. 
Meets Mil-14256, Mil-B-81705C, Mil-Std-2000A specs and NASA 
SP-5002, NPC-200-4 and NHB 5300.4 Reliability and Quality 
Assurance Publications. Available in 25' rolls. 

 MCM Part # Width
 20-2785 .030"  $14.49
 20-2786 .060" 14.49
 20-2787 .080" 13.99
 20-2788 .110" 16.49

Rosin SD
This safe, fast rosin flux desoldering braid 
is designed for general purpose solder 
removal from PC boards. ESD-safe static 
dissipative bobbin. Non corrosive formula is 
designed for Type R rosin flux. 

 MCM Part # Width Length
 20-2790 .030" 5' $3.09
 20-2791 .060" 5' 2.99
 20-2792 .080" 5' 2.99
 20-2793 .110" 5' 3.59
 20-2795 .030" 10' 5.29
 20-2796 .060" 10' 5.79
 20-2797 .080" 10' 5.99
 20-2798 .110" 10' 6.79 

NEW
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Note: Due to the chemical content, some products can only be shipped 
by ground service. Some chemicals require proof of commercial use. 

Some chemicals are not for sale to customers in California.

Chemicals

12 oz. Flux-Off®  
No Clean Plus
•Removes white residue •Ozone safe •Dries fast 
•Leaves no residue •Mfr. #ES1696

 MCM Part #
 20-4010 $12.59

Flux-Off® Rosin
Fast drying aerosol quickly and 
completely removes R, RMA, 
RA and synthetic flux. Superior 
wetting solvent cleans areas 
under components. Effective 
spot cleaner for removing flux, 
oil, ionic and non-ionic soils. 
Noncorrosive, safe for most 
surfaces. Formulated for a wide 
range of material compatibility. 
No rinsing required. CFC/
HCFC free, no ozone depleting 
compounds. Not for use on 
energized equipment. Engineered for fast repair and rework. Use 
on printed circuit boards and SMD pads. 

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 20-1690 ES1035 10 oz. can $17.49
 20-1960 ES835B 5 oz. with brush 10.99

Val-U Flux Wash
•Clean and remove fluxes, light oils, waxes, grease, 
and silicone •Adjustable flow valve •10 oz •Mfr. 
#DFW-V710

 MCM Part #
 200-350 $7.89

Flux Remover G3™
•Non-flammable •Can be used as an all-purpose 
cleaner to remove light oils, silicones, waxes, greases 
•Non-ozone depleting •Safe on most plastics •16 
oz. can

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 20-3940 1631-16S 16 oz. can $23.99
 20-4090 1631-5S 5 oz. aerosol with 16.69
   brush attachment

No Clean Flux Remover G3™
The patented formula of No Clean Flux Remover 
G3™ was developed to be the direct replacement 
for defluxers containing HCFC-141b. It is specifically 
designed for the removal of no-clean flux and 
white residue. Features: •Non-ozone depleting 
•Non-flammable •Safe on most plastics •Rapidly 
evaporating •12 oz. can •Mfr. #1634-12S

 MCM Part #
 20-4095 $24.29

CircuitWriter®  
Conductive Ink Pen

•Silver based solution makes .5g instant traces on epoxy, glass, 
plastic, metal •Mfr. #CW100P

 MCM Part #
 200-175 $19.89

CircuitSealer® Conformal Coating
•Protects and insulates components, circuit traces and repairs 
•Protects against moisture, abrasion, chemicals and other 
environmental conditions •Protects against arcing and shorting 
•Improves and protects circuitboard modifications and traces made 
by CircuitWriter® pen •Resistivity: 3 x 10^13ohm @100V •7 ml. 
acrylic based liquid solution •Mfr. #CS100P

 MCM Part #
 200-225 $12.99

CaiKote™ 44 
Conductive Coating
•Repairs membrane buttons, keyboard 
buttons, and other carbon based 
conductive surfaces that have worn out 
•Mfr. #K-CK44-G

 MCM Part #
 200-315 $10.49

Flux Dispensing Pen
•Chisel tip marker provides exact delivery of flux to 
surface •Both pens are 9 grams (0.32 oz.)

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 20-3195 CW8100 No-Clean flux dispensing pen $8.99
 20-3200 CW8200 Rosin flux dispensing pen 7.99

Flux Remover Pen
•For precise removal of flux from printed circuit boards 
•Marker dispenser provides controlled and exact application •Dries 
fast •Mfr. #CW9100

 MCM Part #
 20-3205 $11.99

Rosin Flux
•Provides superior fluxing ability •Instant wetting 
•Non-corrosive, non-conductive, moisture and fungus 
resistant after soldering 

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 20-5850 835-100ML 4.2 oz. Liquid rosin flux $9.69
 20-5860 835-P 10mL rosin flux pen 7.09

Turbo-Coat Acrylic  
Conformal Coating
•Fast and easy, rework and repair with this 
speedy conformal coating •Dry to the touch in 
about three minutes, fully cured in about ten 
minutes •Thick coating for one pass application 
•Clear and glossy finish •12 oz. can

 MCM Part #
 20-4582 $23.99

Fine-L-Kote SR®  
Silicone Conformal Coating
•Material flexibility allows for vibration, movement, 
and rapid changes in temperature •Durable 
coating offers chemical resistance •12 oz. aerosol 
can •Mfr. #2102-12S.

 MCM Part #
 20-2240 $32.49

Fine-L-Kote UR® Urethane 
Conformal Coating
Fine-L-Kote UR® is highly resistant to most 
solvents, moisture, fungus, and molds. A clear, 
repairable coating, Fine-L-Kote UR® is formulated 
with a black light indicator, Opti/Scan, to provide 
checks for conformity in quality control. Coated 
boards can be reworked by applying soldering 
iron directly to coating. Applications include 
PC boards, thick film circuits and electrical 
components. 12 oz. aerosol can. Mfr. #2104-12S.

 MCM Part #
 20-2242 $26.89

Lead-Free Flux
•The Lead-Free Flux applies a 
non-corrosive, halide-free no clean 
flux •Can be used for soldering 
with lead-free or tin/lead solders 
•Excellent material compatibility 
•Fast drying •RoHS compliant 
•High thermal stability •32 oz. 
bottle •12 bottles per case  
•Mfr. #CW3220

 MCM Part #
 20-4476 $19.99
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Note: Due to the chemical content, some products can only be shipped 
by ground service. Some chemicals require proof of commercial use. 

Some chemicals are not for sale to customers in California.

Chemicals

Envi-Ro-Tech® Duster
•Regular velocity •Nonflammable •Formulated 
with HFC-134a •Exceptionally pure •Zero ozone 
depleting

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Size
 20-2205 1671-10S 10 oz. $6.99
 20-2206 1671-15S 15 oz. 19.79

Duster
General purpose duster is ideal for office equipment, 
PC boards, telecommunications and A/V equipment. 
Nonflammable, moisture free formulation leaves no 
residue and has no ozone depleting compounds. 
Removes dust, dirt and other particles without 
scratching surfaces. CA customers: For use on 
energized equipment only 

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Size
 20-2620 ES1217 8 oz. $12.99
 20-2622 ES1017 10 oz. 9.99
 20-2625 ES1617 12 oz. 18.99

152a Duster
•Removes dust, dirt and other dry contaminants 
•63 psig at 70°F •Flammable •Ozone safe •10 oz. 
can, 12 cans per case •Mfr. #ES1027 

 MCM Part #
 20-4468 $7.29

Freeze Spray
•Safe on plastics •Nonflammable •CFC/HCFC free 
•10 oz. can •Mfr. #ES1052

 MCM Part #
 20-3000 $9.99

Envi-Ro-Tech Freezer
•HFC-134a based, rapidly evaporating liquid chills 
to -62°F nonflammable, zero ozone depleting •10 
oz. can

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Size
 20-2200 1672-10S 10 oz. $9.99
 20-2202 1672-15S 15 oz. 19.99

DeoxIT® Contact Cleaner and Rejuvenator
•Improves the performance and reliability of all equipment and parts •Active 
ingredients chemically dissolve surface contamination (oxides and sulfites) 
without harm to plastics 

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Size Applicator Solution
 200-040 D5S-6 5 oz. Aerosol spray 5% $12.89
 200-230 DN5S-6N 5.75 oz. Aerosol spray 5% 21.89
 200-236 DN5MS-15 0.5 oz. Aerosol spray 5% 8.99
 200-195 DP5S-6 5 oz. Pump spray 25% 18.79
 200-150 D100S-2 2 oz. Aerosol spray 100% 15.99
 200-050 D100P 0.2 oz. Pen 100% 15.99
 200-320 K-D1W-25 25 wipes Presaturated wipe 100% 12.49
 200-055 D50W 50 wipes Presaturated wipe 100% 18.99
 200-060 D100L-2DB 0.25 oz. Vial with brush 100% 14.99
 200-070 D100L-25C 0.845 oz. Bottle with needle 100% 22.39

DeoxIT® Gold
•Unique contact cleaner, conditioner, enhancer, lubricant and protectant for plated 
metal surfaces •Improves conductivity •On visibly oxidized surfaces, pre-treat 
with DeoxIT® contact cleaner 

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Size Applicator Solution
 200-025 G5S-6 5 oz. Aerosol spray 5% $18.99
 200-235 GN5S-6N 5.75 oz. Aerosol spray, non-flammable 5% 25.99
 200-245 GN5MS-15 0.5 oz. Aerosol spray, non-flammable 5% 9.99
 200-190 GP5S-6 5 oz. Pump spray 25% 26.99
 200-035 G100P 0.2 oz. Pen 100% 21.99
 200-322 K-G1W-25 25 wipes Presaturated wipes 100% 16.99
 200-030 G50W 50 wipes Presaturated wipes 100% 26.99
 200-061 G100L-2DB 0.25 oz. Vial with brush 100% 24.49
 200-071 G100L-25C 0.845 oz. Bottle with needle 100% 42.99

DeoxIT® Fader  
Contact Lubricants

•Lubricant for conductive plastics and other sliding surfaces 
•Improves tactile quality of audio, video and data applications 
•Non ozone depleting •Temperature range: -26°C~150°C 

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 200-204 FN5MS-H15 Spray, 5% solution, 14 g $9.89
 200-205 F5S-H6 Spray, 5% solution, 142 g 15.79
 200-206 F100S-L2 Spray, 100% solution, 57 g 18.99
 200-208 F100L-25C Needle dispenser, 24.49
   100% solution, 25mL
 200-430 DFG-213-1 Grease, 100% solution, 8 g 16.99

DeoxIT® Shield Protector
•Seals, protects, oxidation deterrent and 
contact lubricant for harsh environments 

•Use on surfaces pre-cleaned with DeoxIT® or newly manufactured 
metal/electrical connections •Improves connector performance 
•Temperature range: -34°~210°C

  MCM 
 Fig. Part # Mfr. # Description
 A 200-045 S5S-6 Spray, 5% $14.89
    solution, 142 g
 B 200-047 SN5S-6N Spray, 5%  20.99
    solution, 163 g
 C 200-075 S100L-25C Needle dispenser, 24.99
    100% solution, 25mL 
 D 200-065 S100L-2DB Vial with brush, 16.29
    100% solution, 7.4mL 

A B

C

D
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Industrial Size  
Screen Cleaner
•Professional quality screen cleaner 
is safe on LCD, plasma, touch, 
and CRT screens •Alcohol, and 
ammonia free •12" x 12" microfiber 
cloth •#22 oz. spray bottle 

 MCM Part #
 200-410 $9.49

Chemicals

Note: Due to the chemical content, some products can only be shipped 
by ground service. Some chemicals require proof of commercial use. 

Some chemicals are not for sale to customers in California.

9 oz. Contact Cleaner
•Cleans and restores relays, controls, switches, 
attenuators and thermostats on electronic 
equipment •Leaves no residue and will not harm 
plastics or insulators •Mfr. #11118

 MCM Part #
 20-2005 $7.79

E-Line™ Blue Shower® 
Cleaner Degreaser
•Safe on plastics •Non-corrosive •Non-ozone 
depleting •10 oz. can •Mfr. #1620-10S

 MCM Part #
 20-2100 $11.99

Val-U Contact 
Cleaner Wash

•Clean switches, relays, contacts, connectors, 
parts, and components •Evaporates quickly with 
no residue •Adjustable flow valve •10 oz. aerosol 
•Mfr. #DCC-V510

 MCM Part #
 200-360 $7.89

Electro-Wash® PR
•Safe on plastics •Warning: Flammble •Leaves no 
residue •Contains no ozone depleting compounds 
•Not for use on energized equipment •10 oz. can 
•Mfr. #ES1603

 MCM Part #
 20-2080 $14.49

E-Line™ Contact Cleaner
•Safe on plastics •Non-corrosive •Non-ozone 
depleting •10 oz. can •Mfr. #1622-10S

 MCM Part #
 20-2115 $12.49

Isopropyl Alcohol
•99% pure, anhydrous isopropyl alcohol for general purpose 
cleaning •Can be used as a thinner for most fluxes •Rapid 
evaporation, non-aggressive

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 20-2135 1610-P 16 oz. bottle $10.99
 20-2136 1610-PT 16 oz. bottle 16.99
   with spray trigger
 20-4482 1610-100DSP 100 wipes in a 29.99
   pop-up container
 20-2251 1610-50pk 50 individually 27.67
   packaged wipes
 20-4575 1608-100BX 100 wipes in 24.49
   reclosable tub

#20-4482#20-2135 #20-2136

#20-2251

#20-4575

Isopropyl Alcohol 
Wipes
•Ultra pure mixture of 70% IPA and 
30% deionized water •Removes 
contamination and kills viruses on most surfaces •High absorbency 
and liquid retention •Holds up to the most rigorous scrubbing •100 
C-fold wipes in resealable container

 MCM Part #
 20-4740 $14.99

IPA Electronics Cleaner
•99.8% pure Isopropyl Alcohol •Ideal for defluxing 
and stencil cleaning •Plastic safe •Low toxicity 
•Non-ozone depleting •12 oz aerosol •Mfr. # 
1610-12S

 MCM Part #
 20-5440 $9.99

Rubber Drive Cleaner
•Cleans and revitalizes rubber •Removes glazing 
effect on old belts and idler wheels •1 oz.

 MCM Part #
 20-230 $4.19

Projection Tube Coolant
•Use as a heat transfer fluid in projection tubes 
•Replacing tube coolant clears up cloudy pictures 
on projection TV's •High purity, contaminate-free 
formula •Easy to use container •17 oz. bottle 
(500ml)

 MCM Part #
 20-6060 $10.99

Rubber Keypad Repair Kit
•Restores electrical conductivity to worn carbon contacts •Forms 
a tough, flexible, wear-resistant surface •Repairs over 50 rubber 
button contacts •Repairs tested to 500,000 keystrokes •Includes: 
Adhesive 3g (0.1 oz.), curing agent 0.3g (0.01 oz.), stir sticks, and 
applicator swabs •Mfr. #CW2605

 MCM Part #
 20-3890 $26.49

Rubber Rejuvenator
•Cleans and revitalizes rubber rollers and platens 
•Improves rubber grip and reduces misfeeds and 
jams •Comes in 2 oz. anti-static plastic squeeze 
bottle.

 MCM Part #
 20-1890 $7.59

Glass Cleaner
•Strong foaming action •Removes film and nicotine 
•Ozone safe •18 oz. can •Mfr. #1625-18S

 MCM Part #
 20-3300 $4.19

NEW
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Note: Due to the chemical content, some products can only be shipped 
by ground service. Some chemicals require proof of commercial use. 

Some chemicals are not for sale to customers in California.

Label and Adhesive 
Remover
•Easily removes labels, tape, marker, decals, 
and other substances •Citrus-based •Safe on 
most surfaces •Evaporates quickly with zero 
residue •10 oz aerosol can •Mfr. #DLR-V910

 MCM Part #
 200-525 $6.79

Citrus Cleaner
•Removes stains and sticky stuff •Fast 
evaporating with zero residue •Safe for most 
surfaces •10 oz aerosol can •Mfr. #DCC-V810 

 MCM Part #
 200-520 $7.79

6 oz. Label and Adhesive 
Remover
Specially designed hydrocarbon cleaner that 
safely removes labels and adhesive gums from 
equipment and products. Effectively removes 
gummy residues, labels, stickers, ink marks, 
beverage spills, and other contaminants. Solvent 
has a pleasant odor. Mfr. #1613-6S

 MCM Part #
 20-2255 $13.29

Arctic Alumina™ Ceramic Thermal 
Adhesive
•Components you attach with this thermal adhesive will stay 
attached forever •Uses a layered composite of aluminum oxide and 
boron notrade •Temperature range: -40°C~150°C •Comes with 
two 2.5 gram tubes and plastic mixing wand

 MCM Part #
 20-4980 $7.39

Silicone Heat Sink Compound
•Used for heat transfer from semiconductor devices to mounting 
points •Will not dry or harden •1 oz. tube, white

 MCM Part #
 20-300 $5.49

Silicone Heat Sink Compound
•Used to coat bases of power transistors and semiconductors 
•Highly conductive grease draws heat away from device •Net wt. 
4 oz.

 MCM Part #
 20-1975 $19.49

Single Use Heat 
Sink Compound
•Five-pack of single use  
heat sink compound tubes 
•Silicone base •Thermal 
conductivity (K factor):  
.001 •Temperature range: 
-40°~400°F •1 gram per tube

 MCM Part #
 20-4505 $3.29

Heat Sink Compound
•Excellent heat transfer and dielectric properties •Noncorrosive 
•5 fl. oz.

 MCM Part #
 20-2680 $22.69

D4+ Vinyl Care Record Cleaning 
System
•Helps improve sound quality by removing dust, dirt, stains and 
fingerprints •Easy to use •Will not scratch surface •1.25 oz. 
cleaning solution, cleaning pad, mini dust brush and storage pouch 
included

 MCM Part # Description
 21-10205 Vinyl record cleaning system $14.99
 21-10210 1.25 oz. cleaning solution refill 2.49

Super Thermal 
Grease
•High thermal conductivity 
•Silicone free and non-bleeding 
•Lowers the contact resistance 
between irregular surfaces 
•Extends the life of electronic 
components •High dielectric 
strength •#20-6055 is zinc-free and 
non-hazmat by air shipment

 MCM Part # Mfr.# Description
 20-6050 8616-3ML 0.3 oz Syringe $6.99
 20-6052 8616-25ML 1 oz Tub 10.99
 20-6055 8617-85ML 3 oz Tub – Zinc Free 29.95

Carbon Conductive 
Paste
•Improves electrical connections between 
irregular surfaces •Ensures electrical 
contact between loose or vibrating parts 
and small gaps •Resistivity of 82 Ω·cm 
•Does not separate or bleed, even at high 
temperatures •Contains special corrosion 
inhibiting compounds •25 ml (27 g) Paste 
in a jar

 MCM Part #
 20-6065 $15.95

Pure Grade 
d-Limonene
•Can be used to dissolving HIPS (High 
Impact Polystyrene) in 3D printing 
•Dilute with water for general cleaning 
and degreasing use •Non-corrosive 
•100% organic •Biodegradable 
•Citrus scent •32 oz container 

 MCM Part #
 20-6070 $22.99

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Plas-T-Pair
•This two part kit can be used as 
an extremely strong fast setting, 
waterproof glue; which will bond 
almost any material •No clamps or 
pressure is needed •30cc Plas-T-Pair 
liquid, 24 grams Plas-T-Pair powder 
and precision eyedropper

 MCM Part #
 20-1090 $12.49

Super Glue
•One drop makes a strong, permanent bond on most 
materials •3 grams

 MCM Part #
 20-3065 $2.99

Fast Cure Epoxy 
“Mixercups”
•Ten sealed “mixercups” contain the 
correct proportions of epoxy and hardener 
•Ten minute fixturing bonds metal, ceramic, 
concrete, wood and glass •Ten premeasured 
cups per pack

 MCM Part #
 20-1865 $33.99

Silicone Rubber Sealant
•100% pure silicone •Won’t crack or shrink •Withstands high 
temperatures up to 400° •Flows easily, no mess •2.8 oz.

 MCM Part # Color
 20-280 Clear $4.99
 20-281 White 4.89

Fast Set Epoxy
•Provides a 2300psi bond to 
paper, wood, metal and ceramic 
surfaces •Resistant to water, 
salt spray, inorganic acids and 
bases and most organic solvents 
•1:1 mixing ratio •Sets in five 
minutes •1 oz. dual syringe

 MCM Part #
 20-5815 $8.49

Threadlocker 271 Red
High strength for heavy-duty applications. Especially 
well-suited for permanently locking studs and press 
fits. Replaces set screws and snap rings. Locks 
against vibration loosing. Requires extra effort or 
special tools for removal. 1.69 oz. bottle.

 MCM Part #
 20-2957 $35.49

Superbonder®  
Instant Adhesives
•Bonds strength up to 3500 psi 
•Temperature range: -65°~180°F •Clear in 
color •1 oz. bottle

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 20-2966 416 Gap filling $20.99
 20-2969 495 General purpose 16.99

Scotchweld™ Epoxy Adhesive 
Applicator System

•High-performance epoxy applicator system accurately measures 
and thoroughly mixes bonding compound •Provides a portable, 
consistent, air-free mixture of epoxy for hard to reach places 
•Saves valuable time and adhesives waste •Ideal for hobbyist and 
manufacturers •Use the epoxy adhesive duo-pak #108-555 and 
mixing nozzles #108-560

 MCM Part # Description
 108-555 3M™ Scotch-Weld™ $18.99
  epoxy adhesive DP-100 
 108-560 3M mixing nozzles 2.69

“Tak-Pak” 712 Accelerator
•Metered-mist spray accelerator speeds cure time to 60 
seconds and fixture time to 3~5 seconds •Alcohol base

 MCM Part #
 20-1855 $12.99

“Tak-Pak” 7452 Accelerator
•Metered-mist spray accelerator speeds cure time to 60 
seconds and fixture time to 3~5 seconds •Acetone base

 MCM Part #
 20-1850 $15.99

24oz. Super 77™ 
Multipurpose 
Adhesive
•Multipurpose industrial-grade adhesive used 
extensively in autosound and cellular installations 
•Securely bonds most lightweight materials 
including metal foil, plastic films, polystyrene 
foam, flexible foam, fiberglass insulation, and 
more •High coverage and fast aggressive tack 

 MCM Part #
 108-545 $14.99

Heavy-Duty Adhesive Spray
•High strength, fast tacking adhesive spray 
•Designed to work on a variety of 
substrates •Transparent, low-soak-in 
product exhibits particular strength 
bonding surfaces such as drywall, brick, 
and concrete block •Also bonds well to 
wood, foams, paper, and plastic •For both 
temporary and permanent bonds 
•Contains no CFCs or other ozone 
depleting substance •11 oz. can •Mfr. 
#3500-11S
 MCM Part #
 20-3865 $9.99

Maximum Strength 
Headliner Adhesive
•Bonds foam, carpet, fabrics, plastics, rubber, etc. 
•Resistant to extreme weather conditions •Water 
resistant •16.75 oz. can

 MCM Part #
 20-4142 $11.39

Prism® Instant 
Adhesives
Prism® adhesives offer an 
instant adhesive for just 
about any surface under any 
condition. 401: A surface 
insensitive adhesive that is 
clear liquid. Bonds many hard to 
bond materials including: Plastics, cork, wood, cardboard, foam, 
and metals. Temperature range: -65°~180°F. 404: A Quick Set™ 
adhesive that is a clear liquid and is used for general maintenance 
and repair. Bonds rubber, plastics, metal, cardboard, and wood. 
410: Toughened adhesive that is black liquid and has a greater 
resistance than conventional adhesives. Temperature range: 
-65°~250°F.

 Fig. MCM Part # Description
 A 20-2963 401 in 0.1 oz. tube $7.69
 A 20-2964 401 in 0.7 oz. bottle 17.29
 B 20-2968 404 in 0.33 oz. bottle 20.99
 C 20-2965 410 in 0.7 oz. bottle 18.79

CBA

Scan to watch 
product video:
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Electronics Vacuum
•Includes 10' stretch hose, wand, crevice tool, crevice brush, brush 
and needle nozzle •Three year limited manufacturer’s warranty 
•Weighs 9 lbs. 14 oz.

 MCM Part # Description
 108-535 Electronics vacuum $279.00
 Vacuum Filters
 108-3660 Type 1 filter (small particle) 34.29
 108-540 Type 2 filter (dust and toner) 22.19
 108-3790 32" hose, stretches to 38.99
  approximately 10'

Super FastVac 500
It may be small, but it’s mighty! The 41⁄2 lb. ultra powerful Super 
FastVac is the ultimate hand vacuum. Features: •Can be hand-held 
or carried over the shoulder using the heavy-duty carrying strap 
with shoulder pad •Comes complete with eight standard cleaning 
attachments, plus a five piece set of mini vacuum attachments, and 
a special adjustable angle adaptor tool •Includes an extra-long 25' 
electrical cord •Micro-lined anti-bacterial dust bag which captures 
microscopic particles with 99.7% filtration efficiency •Can be used 
as a powerful, portable blower Specifications: •Motor speed: 
33,000rpm •740W, 6.3A dual-stage electrical motor •82" of 
water lift •Air movement: 102 cubic feet of air per minute •Color: 
Midnight black

 MCM Part # Description
 22-8550 Super FastVac 500 $84.99
 22-8553 Replacement dust bags (6/pk) 5.99

 YEAR LIMITED2 WARRANTY

ETL approved

Metro Vac™
DataVac® 
Electric Duster
•Compact and comfortable to use •500W motor •70 CFM air flow 
•Mfr. #ED500

 MCM Part # Description
 83-12076 Electric duster $64.99
 83-14908 Replacement filter 4.49

100-Pack Cotton Pointer Swabs
•Fine cotton tip pointer swabs with wood handle •Size: 3" handle 
length, .5mm~2.3mm head

 MCM Part #
 200-284 $22.39

Chamois Tips
•Super-soft tips are free 
of all contaminating agents 
•Compatible with TF solvent 
and isopropyl alcohol •Flexible 
polystyrene handle •31⁄2" length 
•Display packaged •50 pieces per package

 MCM Part #
 20-1145 $29.99

Cotton TechSwabs™
•Pre-cleaned cotton tip insures least amount of extractable 
contaminants •Wooden tip (single tip swab) allows for aggressive 
cleaning

 Fig. MCM Part # Description
 A 20-2710 Double tip, 100 pack $4.79
 A 20-2711 Double tip, 1000 pack 29.79
 B 20-2715 Single tip, 100 pack 4.59
 B 20-2716 Single tip, 1000 pack 28.79

A

B

Optic Prep™

Presaturated wipes are 
made from the highest 
quality premoistened 
lens-grade tissue and 
are designed for cleaning 
optical surfaces. Safely 
cleans and polishes 
optical surfaces, lenses, 
photographic equipment, 
CRT screens and instruments. Mild non-abrasive solvent quickly 
removes dust, oils and contaminants. Evaporates quickly, leaves 
no residue and is compatible with most plastics, glass and metals. 
Package contains 50, 4" x 8.25" pads. Mfr. #CP410.

 MCM Part #
 20-2640 $22.99

Zero Charge Screen 
and Keyboard Cleaner
•Safe on most plastics •Safe on 
sensitive surfaces •Includes 50 
individually packaged pre-saturated wipes 
•Mfr. #1743-50PK.

 MCM Part #
 20-2140 $24.99

Fiberglass 
Pencil
•A pencil which can contain fiberglass or brass brushes •As the 
brush is used it can be moved down by rotating the top of the 
pencil •Ideal for cleaning PCBs, copper tracks, etc. •Refills are 
available separately

 MCM Part # Description
 SABU10191 Fiberglass pencil $8.79
 SABU1020210 10 brass refills 11.49
 SABU1019210 10 fiberglass refills 10.99

Double Headed  
Cotton Swabs
•Economical high-quality cotton 
swabs •Extremely soft and absorbent 
pharmaceutical grade heads •6" wooden 
stick allows for easy cleaning of electronic 
equipment, mechanical or electrical 
assemblies, optical surfaces and much 
more •Package contains 100 swabs

 MCM Part #
 21-2220 $4.99

Techclean Wipes
•Cellulose/polyester •9" x 9" •100 
wipes •Mfr. #2350-100

 MCM Part #
 20-2570 $24.99

Lint Free Wipes
These strong, highly absorbent lint free cloths 
are for use on any surface. Ideal to use for 
cleaning computer screens and computer 
screen filters. Features: •75 wipes per bag 
•6" x 6" •Mfr. #8044

 MCM Part #
 20-2940 $7.99

Foam TechSwabs™

Precisely designed, manufactured and packaged  
to serve the various cleaning and maintenance needs  
in the electronics industry. A variety of swab tips  
are available to suit many different applications. •100 pores per 
inch reticulated polyurethane foam ensures excellent absorbency 
while minimizing contamination •Heat sealed tip prevents tip loss 
even while saturated with solvent •Flexible tips provide versatility, 
while rigid heads allow for more aggressive cleaning

 Fig. MCM Part # Description
 A 20-2736 Absorb-tip, 50 pack $19.99
 B 20-2741 Narrow tip, 50 pack 19.99
 C 20-2751 Super tip, 50 pack 20.99

Extendable Handle Duster
•Microfiber “fingers” help clean and hold dust •Extends from 
10"~29" to reach more areas •Flexible gooseneck under microfiber 
pad conforms to tight corners and prevents damaging items being 
cleaned •Microfiber pad is removable and washable 

 MCM Part #
 22-25490 $2.99

NEW
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product video:
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Homogeneous 
Static Dissipative Mat
•Resistant against solder, heat, and most common solvents 
•Surface resistivity measures 108 – 109 ohms per square •Single 
layer .10" (2.54mm) thickness •Light blue color •Include two 10mm 
female snaps

 MCM Part # Size
 21-19500 24" x 36" $43.99
 21-19501 24" x 48" 54.99
 21-19502 24" x 60" 67.99
 21-19503 24" x 72" 84.99
 21-19504 30" x 60" 84.99
 21-19505 30" x 72" 109.00
 21-19506 36" x 60" 109.00
 21-19507 36" x 72" 129.00

Field Service Kit 8501
•Although static damage can occur anywhere micro-electronic 
components are used, ESD sensitive devices are the most 
susceptible to damage during servicing •The 8501 Field Service Kit 
is designed to quickly and reliably remove any static charge on the 
technician and provide a static free surface on which to lay parts 
•The kit contains a .021" x 22" x 24" static-dissipative work surface 
with two 8" x 11" sewn in pockets, a common point coiled ground 
cord, 10' length to the technician and 5' length to the ground 
source and an adjustable wrist band •Work surface color is red and 
the wrist strap and cord are black

 MCM Part #
 108-775 $93.29

Ionizing Air Gun
•Protects equipment and 
components from static 
discharge •Built in regulator for 
quick ion balance adjustments 
•Two units can be connected 
to high voltage power supply

 MCM Part # Description
 21-13265 Ionizing air gun $119.00
 21-13270 High-voltage power supply 159.00

Anti-Static Elastic 
Wrist Band
•Built-in 1Ω resistor •Strap is fitted 
with a 10mm press stud •Lead is 
terminated in a 4mm banana plug and 
attached to an alligator clip •5' coiled 
cord •Strap width: 20mm 

 MCM Part #
 21-11090 $2.49

Low Profile Common Ground
•Connects to your tablemat with a standard 3⁄8" snap •Low-profile 
design to prevent work intrusion •15' cord with size #10 ring 
terminal to attach to your ground point or grounded outlet •Two 
banana-plug jacks for connecting wrist straps or other grounding 
accessories

 MCM Part #
 108-4044 $15.99

A B

Foot Grounders
•3M SCC® foot grounders are designed and manufactured for 
comfort, durability, and cost effectiveness •All foot grounders are 
built with quality and pride in the USA, featuring a batch code for 
quality traceability •Each strap consists of three-layer soles, elastic 
loop, 1Mohm resistors, an eight strand conductive ribbon, and 
D-ring closures •Toe fit recommended for high-heels

 Fig. MCM Part # Mfr. # Type
 A 108-4040 HGC1M-N72-BLU Heel $9.99
 B 108-4042 TG1M Toe 12.19

Licron Crystal ESD Coating
•Crystal clear •Surface resistivity of 107~109ohm 
•Humidity independent •Adheres to most materials 
•8 oz. can coats approximately 200 ft2

 MCM Part #
 20-4520 $33.99

Anti–Static Spray
•Provides maximum static control •For use on 
carpet, hard floors, cabinetry, work stations, CRT 
screens, paper, glass, fabrics, plastics and other 
materials •One quart (32 oz.) bottle includes pump 
trigger spray for efficient application •12 bottles per 
case •Mfr. #2010

 MCM Part #
 20-486 $8.99

Anti-Static Spray
•Formulated especially for static sensitive computer 
and electronic user environments •Use on floors, 
carpeting, cabinetry, work surfaces, CRT screens, 
paper, glass, fabrics, plastics and other materials 
•Nonflammable, clear does not stain or discolor fabrics 
•Reduces dust attraction •Biodegradable •16 oz.

 MCM Part #
 20-485 $5.49

Wrist 
Straps
3M™ SCC family 
of wrist straps offers a complete selection of single 
wire sets designed to fit comfortably and maintain good 
electrical contact with the person and ground. 3M™ SCC 
wrist straps meet or exceeds the requirements of ANSI/
ESD S-1.1, ANSI/ESD S-20.20, EIA 625, MIL-STD-1686 
•Adjustable wristband •Retractable coiled cord •1 meg resistor 
•UL listed

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 108-4034 WBB-AFWS61M Premium fabric $13.79
   band with 6' cord
 108-4036 CC61M 6' coil ground 8.79
   cord with resistor
 108-4038 ECWS61M-1 Economy fabric 8.09
   band with 6' cord

Wrist Strap 
Grounding Block
•Connect up to two wrist 
straps with dual banana plug 
jacks •Mounts to bench for 
convenient access •Two 
parking studs to rest unused 
wrist straps •10' cord to run to your grounding point or grounded 
outlet with #10 ring terminal •Complete with mounting hardware

 MCM Part #
 108-4046 $18.09

Gemini Antistatic Mats
•Resistant against solder, heat, and most common solvents 
•Surface resistivity measures 106~108 ohms per square •Two-ply 
.065" (1.65mm) thickness •Includes two 10mm female snaps 
•Compliant to ANSI / ESDA S20.20

 MCM Part # Size Color
 21-19480 24" x 36" Light Gray $47.59
 21-19481 24" x 36" Royal Blue 47.59
 21-19482 24" x 48" Light Gray 61.19
 21-19483 24" x 48" Royal Blue 61.19
 21-19484 24" x 60" Light Gray 72.29
 21-19485 24" x 60" Royal Blue 72.29
 21-19486 24" x 72" Light Gray 86.69
 21-19487 24" x 72" Royal Blue 86.69
 21-19488 30" x 60" Light Gray 89.99
 21-19489 30" x 60" Royal blue 89.99
 21-19490 30" x 72" Light gray 109.00
 21-19491 30" x 72" Royal blue 109.00
 21-19492 36" x 60" Light gray 109.00
 21-19493 36" x 60" Royal blue 109.00
 21-19494 36" x 72" Light gray 129.00
 21-19495 36" x 72" Royal blue 129.00
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Cable Ties
•Manufactured from Nylon 66 for 
higher heat resistance •Approved to UL-
94V-2 •Resistant to gas, oil, grease and alkalis 
•Operating temperature: -40°F~185°F 

 MCM   Quantity Tensile 
 Part # Length Color Per Pack Strength
 21-10690 33⁄4" Natural 1000 18 lbs. $5.59
 21-10696 61⁄4" Natural 1000 50 lbs. 19.99
 21-10700 73⁄4" Natural 1000 18 lbs. 8.19
 21-10704 8" Natural 100 50 lbs. 2.49
 21-10708 93⁄4" Natural 100 120 lbs. 5.29
 21-10710 111⁄2" Natural 100 40 lbs. 2.69
 21-10722 141⁄2" Natural 100 120 lbs. 7.09
 21-10728 41⁄2" Black 100 50 lbs. 1.49
 21-10732 51⁄2" Black 1000 18 lbs. 6.19
 21-10740 61⁄2" Black 100 18 lbs. 1.09
 21-10742 7" Black 100 50 lbs. 1.69
 21-10746 73⁄4" Black 100 18 lbs. 0.89
 21-10748 73⁄4" Black 1000 18 lbs. 9.99
 21-10752 8" Black 100 50 lbs. 2.49
 21-10754 8" Black 1000 50 lbs. 18.09
 21-10758 111⁄2" Black 100 40 lbs. 2.19
 21-10760 111⁄2" Black 1000 40 lbs. 24.99
 21-10762 113⁄4" Black 100 50 lbs. 3.59
 21-10772 153⁄4" Black 100 50 lbs. 3.89
 21-10774 191⁄2" Black 100 50 lbs. 5.19

Weather Resistant Cable Ties
•High quality, durable cable ties that are specifically manufactured 
for use in outdoor environments •Permanent locking •UV resist 
black •Packs of 100 

 MCM Part # Length Width
 21-10794 4.75" 3⁄16" $1.79
 21-10796 5.5" 7⁄64" 0.79
 21-10798 5.5" 1⁄8" 1.49
 21-10800 6.25" 7⁄64" 0.99
 21-10802 6.25" 3⁄16" 2.19
 21-10806 7.75" 9⁄64" 1.69
 21-10808 7.75" 3⁄16" 3.09
 21-10810 11.75" 9⁄64" 2.59
 21-10812 11.75" 3⁄16" 4.69
 21-10816 14.5" 3⁄16" 4.79
 21-10818 14.5" 19⁄64" 9.59

Wire Tie Tensioning Tools
Heavy-duty, very high-quality automatic tensioning tools 
comparable to those commonly found at twice the price. Ratcheting 
action tightens tie, to a tension preset on the tool handle, then 
automatically cuts off excess tie length. Works with all nylon wire 
ties. 

 MCM Part # Description
 21-3225 Plastic $15.49
 21-3230 Metal 20.49

#21-3230#21-3225

Reusable Cable Ties
•Hook-and-loop style cable ties can be used again and again •10 
per pack 

 MCM Part # Size Color
 21-10776 1⁄2" x 5" Black $3.19
 21-10778 1⁄2" x 5" Red 2.99
 21-10780 1⁄2" x 5" Yellow 3.59
 21-10782 1⁄2" x 5" Blue 2.99
 21-10786 1⁄2" x 8" Blue 3.89

Expandable 
Braided Polyester Sleeving 
•Bundles cables and organizes wires for a professional look •16.4’ 
(5m) lengths •Made from flame-retardant PET 

 MCM  Expansion  
 Part # Size Range
 21-19860 1⁄8" .094" (2.4mm)~.252" (6.4mm) $5.49
 21-19862 ¼" .126" (3.2mm)~.437" (11.1mm) 6.00
 21-19864 3⁄8" .189" (4.8mm)~.626" (15.9mm) 8.45
 21-19866 ½" .252" (6.4mm)~.752" (19.1mm) 8.86
 21-19868 ¾" .500" (12.7mm)~1.25" (31.8mm) 13.35
 21-19870 1" .626" (15.9mm)~1.50" (38.1mm) 16.34

Split Loom  
Tubing
•Used to hold and protect 
cables, harnesses and hoses 
•.013" heavy-duty wall resists 
abrasion and vibrations •UV black color 
provides protection from light •Temperature rating: +85°C/+185°F 
continuous for 3000 hrs., +115°C/+239°F short term for 168 hrs.

 MCM Part # (I.D.) Length
 21-10352 0.79" 10' $6.69
 21-10354 0.79" 25' 14.29
 21-10356 0.92" 5' 5.69
 21-10358 0.92" 25' 17.99
 21-10360 1.3" 5' 6.39
 21-10362 1.3" 25' 21.39
 21-10364 1.5" 5' 5.99
 21-10366 1.5" 25' 25.99

Hook and 
Loop Cable 
Ties 
•Use them over and 
over •Rated for indoor and outdoor •Constructed using nylon 
(male side) and polypropylene (female side) material •10 per bag 

 MCM Part # Length Color
 21-10460 5" Multi $1.89
 21-10462 6" Multi 2.29
 21-10464 8" Multi 2.99
 21-10466 10" Multi 3.89
 21-10468 5" Black 1.89
 21-10470 6" Black 2.19
 21-10472 8" Black 2.99
 21-10474 10" Black 3.89

Label-A-Cable Cable 
Labels
•Used to easily organize and identify 
your cables •Self laminating adhesive 
labels •60 per pack 

 MCM Part #
 21-10185 $6.99

Cable Ties
•100 per bag 

 MCM Part # Length Color Size
 21-3552 4" Black 3⁄4" $1.19
 21-3562 4" Natural 3⁄4" 1.19
 21-3554 6" Black 11⁄4" 2.99
 21-3556 8" Black 2" 3.59
 21-3566 8" Natural 2" 3.59
 21-3560 141⁄2" Black 4" 6.69

Nylon P Clips
•Used for holding cables, pipes or tubing to a 
wall or other flat surface •Color: Natural •100 
per pack 

 MCM Part # Size
 21-10866 6.0mm $1.89
 21-10868 7.5mm 2.99
 21-10870 12.7mm 2.99

Spiral Wrap
•Spiral wrapping for bundling 
cables •10 meter length

 MCM Part # Size
 21-10874 5~12mm $3.59
 21-10878 12~20mm 8.79

Cable Tidy Wrap
•A slit harness wraps cables in a tidy, protective enclosure •Quickly 
and easily install cables using the included wrapped tool •Reusable 
•Black 

 MCM Part # Width Length
 21-10880 1⁄2" 32' $10.29
 21-10882 3⁄4" 32' 12.99
 21-10884 1" 32' 12.49
 21-10892 1" 8.2' 3.49

NEW
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Solder and Heat 
Shrink Splice 
Sleeves
•Adhesive lined tubing 
with a solder ring 
makes a waterproof 
connection •Single step – 
solder melts with a heat gun •2:1 
shrink ratio •90 Piece kit (#21-19555) 
includes 30 pieces white (26~24AWG), 30 pieces red 
(22~18 AWG), 20 pieces blue (16~14 AWG), and 10 pieces yellow 
(12~10 AWG) 

 MCM Part # Description
 21-19555 90 pc kit $39.99
 21-19560 50 pc white (26~24AWG) 17.99
 21-19565 50 pc red (22~18AWG) 18.99
 21-19570 50 pc blue (16~14 AWG) 19.99
 21-19575 50 pc yellow (12~10 AWG) 21.99

70 Piece Butt 
Connector 
Heat Shrink 
Kit
•31⁄8" tubes can be trimmed 
to size •4:1 shrink ratio •Rugged, 
watertight seal •4.5mm (red), 5.5mm (blue), 
6.5mm (yellow), and 8.0mm (yellow) •Plastic organizer case

 MCM Part #
 21-19515 $19.99

106 Piece 
Red/
Black 
Heat 
Shrink Kit
•UL and CSA listed •600V insulation •3:1 shrink ratio 
•A variety of sizes from 1⁄8" to 1⁄2" •Includes plastic organizer case

 MCM Part #
 21-19537 $14.99

30 Piece 
Butt Connector Heat 
Shrink Kit
•3" tubes can be trimmed to size •4:1 shrink 
ratio •Rugged and watertight •4.5mm (red), 
5.5mm (blue), 6.5mm (yellow), and 8.0mm 
(yellow)

 MCM Part #
 21-19510 $7.99

127 Piece Compact Heat Shrink Kit
•UL and CSA listed •600V insulation •2:1 shrink ratio •Sizes 
(quantity): 1⁄16"x 13⁄8" (30), 3⁄32" x 13⁄8" (25), 5⁄32" x 13⁄8" (20), 3⁄16" x 
13⁄8" (20), ¼" x 3" (16), 3⁄8" x 3" (8), ½" x 3" (8) 

 MCM Part #
 21-19525 $5.99

Large Heat Shrink Kit with Heat Gun
•2:1 shrink ratio •Multiple colors included •UL and CSA listed 
•Includes sizes from 5⁄64" to ¾" •iRoda® butane heat gun (butane 
not included) •Plastic storage case

 MCM Part #
 21-19550 $44.99

Heat Shrink 
Kit with  
Heat Gun
•2:1 shrink ratio •UL and CSA listed 
•Includes eight each of 5⁄16" (Yellow/Black), 9⁄32" 
(Blue/Black), 3⁄16" (Red/Black), 1⁄8" (Green/Black) •Butane heat 
gun (butane not included) •Plastic storage case

 MCM Part #
 21-19545 $24.99

61 Piece Black Heat Shrink Kit
•UL and CSA listed •600V insulation •2:1 shrink ratio •6" lengths 
•1⁄8" (20), 3⁄16" (15), ¼" (10), 3⁄8" (8), 1⁄2" (4), 3⁄4" (4)

 MCM Part #
 21-19520 $9.99

120 Piece Heat Shrink Tube Sets
•600V insulation •2:1 shrink ratio •4" lengths can be cut to custom 
lengths •Sizes (quantity): 1⁄16" (30), 1⁄8" (25), 5⁄32" (25), 3⁄16" (20), ¼" 
(10), 3⁄8" (10) 

 MCM Part # Description
 21-19530 Clear (non-UL) $6.99
 21-19535 Black (UL listed) 6.99

47 Piece Heat Shrink Kit
•2:1 shrink ratio •6" lengths •Four color-coded 
sizes: 2mm (green), 3mm (red), 4.5mm (yellow), 
6mm (black)

 MCM Part #
 21-19540 $3.99

Non-Slip Shrink Grip
•Add a cushioned grip to any handle •Foam cushion with 
rubberized stripes increases friction and grip •Shrinks with a 
standard heat gun or even hair dryer •2:1 shrink ratio •Shrinks at 
160~230°F

 MCM Part # Description
 5 Piece Kits (Five colors)
 21-19580 ¾" x 77⁄8" $8.49
 21-19581 1" x 77⁄8" 11.99
 21-19582 11⁄8" x 77⁄8" 15.99
 1 Meter sticks (Black only)
 21-19585 1" x 3.3' 9.49
 21-19586 ¾" x 3.3' 9.99
 21-19587 1" x 3.3' 11.49
 21-19588 11⁄2" x 3.3' 19.99
 21-19589 2" x 3.3' 29.99

Example

180 Piece Heat Shrink Kits
•2:1 shrink ratio •Operating temperature -67°F~257°F •Meets 
MIL AMS-DTL-23053/5 class 1 and 3 •RoHS compliant •2”~ 23⁄4” 
lengths •1⁄8”, 3⁄16”, 3⁄8”, 1⁄2” inner diameter sizes 

 MCM Part # Description
 21-8865 2:1 kit $16.99
 21-8870 3:1 kit 29.99
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Thin Wall 2:1 Heat 
Shrink Tubing

•High performance, professional 
grade heat shrink •Exceptional 
flexibility •48" sticks •Black color

 MCM Part # Diameter
 21-19880 3⁄64" $0.99
 21-19881 1⁄16" 0.99
 21-19882 3⁄32" 0.99
 21-19883 1⁄8" 1.02
 21-19884 3⁄16" 1.26
 21-19885 ¼" 1.39
 21-19886 5⁄16" 1.62
 21-19887 3⁄8" 1.63
 21-19888 ½" 2.06
 21-19889 ¾" 2.70
 21-19890 1" 3.64
 21-19891 1½" 6.85
 21-19892 2" 10.51
 21-19893 3" 13.94

Dual Wall 
Adhesive 3:1 

Heat Shrink Tubing
•Flexible, polyolefin based heat−shrinkable tubing with a 
thermoplastic adhesive inner liner •Adhesive liner provides a 
permanent flexible water proof barrier •Suitable for a wide range 
of applications, such as encapsulation cables, wires, electrical 
components and splices •3:1 shrink ratio means more flexibility of 
usage such as in the covering of irregular shaped objects •MIL−
DTL−23053/4, Class 3 •48" sticks •Black color

 MCM Part # Diameter
 21-19894 1⁄8" $2.86
 21-19895 3⁄16" 3.06
 21-19896 1⁄4" 3.47
 21-19897 3⁄8" 4.25
 21-19898 1⁄2" 5.42
 21-19899 3⁄4" 9.20
 21-19900 1" 10.49
 21-19901 11⁄4" 17.60
 21-19902 11⁄2" 21.06

Medium Wall 
Adhesive 3:1 

Heat Shrink Tubing
•Ideally suited for aerial, underground and 
direct burial installation •3:1 shrink ratio for covering 
of irregular shaped objects •Adhesive lining provides 
waterproof protection •48" sticks •Black color

 MCM Part # Diameter
 21-19903 .47" $6.39
 21-19904 .79" 9.71
 21-19905 1.06" 10.73
 21-19906 1.57" 16.22
 21-19907 2" 18.73
 21-19908 2.83" 27.27
 21-19909 3.54" 36.21
 21-19910 4.72" 45.70

Thick Wall Adhesive 
3:1 Heat Shrink 
Tubing
•Provides protection for 
electrical connections in the 
most adverse conditions •3:1 
shrink ratio for covering of irregular shaped objects •Adhesive 
lining provides waterproof protection •48" sticks •Black color

 MCM Part # Diameter
 21-19911 .47" $9.57
 21-19912 .79" 14.62
 21-19913 1.25" 19.47
 21-19914 1.57" 22.93
 21-19915 2.15" 26.33
 21-19916 2.83" 32.69
 21-19917 3.54" 41.36
 21-19918 4.72" 55.81

Heat Shrink  
Tubing Spools
General purpose, flexible polyolefin 
tubing in 100' rolls is perfect for 
electrical insulation over connectors, 
splices and wire bundling. 2:1 shrink 
ratio. Black in color. UL listed.

 MCM Part # Size (I.D.)
 108-3300 1⁄8" $25.79
 108-3301 3⁄16" 30.59
 108-3302 1⁄4" 37.49
 108-3303 3⁄8" 41.49
 108-3304 1⁄2" 46.39

Heat Shrink  
Tubing Kits and 
Refill Packs
•Versatile assortment of 6" 
flexible polyolefin heat shrink 
tubing with a 2:1 shrink ratio 
•Available in two different types: 
Assorted colors or black •Assorted 
color kit contains a total of 133 
pieces, in six different sizes and seven 
different colors: Black, red, white, yellow, blue, green and clear 
•Black kit contains 102 pieces, in six different sizes

 MCM Part # Description
 108-3195 Assorted color kit $69.99
 108-3202 Black kit 69.99

Heat Shrink Tubing 4' Sections
3M™ Thin Wall Tubing FP-301 is a heat shrinkable flexible polyolefin tubing that offers an outstanding balance of electrical, physical and 
chemical properties for a wide variety of applications. FP-301 tubing is split resistant, mechanically tough, easily marked and resists cold 
flow. •UL Recognized and CSA Certified at 600V at 257°F (125°C) •MIL-I-23053/5, Class 1,2. AMS 3636 (Type I) and AMS 3637 (Type 
II) •Each piece is 48" long

 Size Black Blue Clear Red White Yellow 
 I.D. MCM Part # MCM Part # MCM Part # MCM Part # MCM Part # MCM Part #
 1⁄16" 108-2805 - 108-2815 - - - $0.99
 3⁄32" 108-2705 108-2710 108-2715 108-2720 - - 1.09
 1⁄8" 108-2605 108-2610 108-2615 108-2620 108-2625 108-2630 1.19
 3⁄16" 108-2505 - 108-2515 108-2520 108-2525 - 1.39
 1⁄4" 108-2405 108-2410 108-2415 108-2420 108-2425 108-2430 1.79
 3⁄8" 108-2305 - 108-2315 108-2320 108-2325 108-2330 1.99
 1⁄2" 108-2205 108-2210 108-2215 - 108-2225 - 2.39
 3⁄4" 108-2105 - - - - - 3.19
 1" 108-2005 - 108-2015 - - - 3.99

Heat Shrink Kit
•This kit features high quality 
ICO-Rally heat shrink products 
and saves you 11% off list 
prices •72 pieces of the most 
popular heat shrink sizes and 
colors •6" length 
Kit contains:

Size Black Clear Red White Blue Yellow Green Refill #
 3⁄16" 6 4 4 3 3 2 2 95-675 $6.49
 1⁄4" 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 95-680 6.79
 3⁄8" 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 95-685 5.39
 1⁄2" 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 95-690 4.79
 3⁄4" 1 1 1 1 1 - - 95-695 4.49
 MCM Part #
 #102-011 $46.05 (kit)

HG-300D 
Mini Heat Gun
•350W multi-function heat gun •Two 
speed/temperature settings: 250°C (low)/ 350°C (high)

 MCM Part #
 21-9415 $20.99

4:1 Adhesive Lined  
Heat Shrink Tubing

•Thick wall adhesive melts and flows to seal components inside 
•Flexible, flame-retardant, heat-shrink is made of polyolefin 
•Operating temperature: -67°F~275°F •Shrink temperature: 230°F 
•Color: Black 

 MCM Part # Size
 21-10982 5⁄32" x 4' $3.79
 21-10984 15⁄64" x 4' 3.79
 21-10986 5⁄16" x 4' 4.19
 21-10988 15⁄32" x 4' 5.89
 21-10990 5⁄8" x 4' 8.19
 21-10992 25⁄32" x 4' 9.29
 21-10994 15⁄16" x 4' 11.39
 21-10996 11⁄4" x 4' 19.19
 21-10998 23⁄64" x 4' 23.59
 21-11000 5⁄32" x 16.4' 16.99
 21-11004 5⁄16" x 16.4' 31.29

Heat Shrink 
Tubing Kits 

•An assortment of 6" flexible 
polyolefin heat shrink tubing 
•Rated for continuous operation 
at -67°~275°C •Shrink ratio: 2:1 
•Black kit contains 102 pieces in six 
different sizes ranging from 3⁄16" to 
1" •Assorted color kit contains 133 pieces, in seven 
different colors: Black, red, white, yellow, blue, green and clear in 
sizes ranging from 3/32" to ½" 

 MCM Part # Description
 108-5310 102 piece black kit $61.19
 108-5315 133 piece assorted colors kit 61.19

#108-5315

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Self-Fusing Silicone  
Sealant and Repair Tape
•Electrically insulates up to 8000V per layer 
•Resists UV, oil, and chemicals •Wide usable 
temperature range of -65°F~500°F •Fix leaky 
hoses or insulate connectors •1" x 10' rolls 
with liner

 MCM Part # Color
 21-19400 Black $7.99
 21-19405 Clear 7.99
 21-19410 Red 7.99
 21-19415 White 7.99
 21-19420 Blue 7.99
 21-19425 Gray 7.99
 21-19430 Yellow 7.99
 21-19435 Green 7.99
 21-19440 Orange 7.99

VHB™ Tape
•Double-sided, pressure- 
sensitive foam tape with 
PE film liner •Excellent temperature resistance 
•Provides cushioning, damping and impact resistance 
•Color: Dark gray 

 MCM Part # Dimensions
 108-5245 ½" x 36 yards $41.33
 108-5250 ¾" x 36 yards 51.99
 108-5255 1" x 36 yards 61.19

Premium Grade Clear 
Sealing Tape 3750
Strong pressure sensitive tape sticks 
instantly without water or glue. Holds 
securely to form a consistent, uniform seal. 
Keeps out moisture and dirt, resists center 
seam sealing and meets U.S. Postal Regulations.

 MCM Part #
 108-3100 $6.09

Gaffer Tape
•Ideal for stage setup or general 
repairs •Stronger than duct tape 
and provides easy-on, easy-off 
adhesive •Leaves no residue 
•Tears easily by hand •Non-
reflective for minimal glare

 MCM Part # Color Width
 21-10190 Black 2" $21.00
 21-10192 Black 3" 28.50
 21-10194 Black 4" 37.95
 21-10196 White 2" 21.00
 21-10198 Safety Yellow 2" 21.00

Waterproof  
Matte Gaffer 
Tape
•Utility grade tape •Matte finish 
•Long lasting and strong adhesive •Can 
be written on and peels easily •Temperature range: 23°F~122°F 
•Dimensions: 2" x 54 yards 

 MCM Part # Color
 21-11105 Black $15.99
 21-11110 White 15.99

ScotchCode™ 
Wire Labeler
•These compact ScotchCode 
dispensers provide fast, convenient 
labeling of wire and cable •Resistant 
to flagging, dirt, oil and heat •Dispensers available with ten rolls of 
numbered tape (one each of 0~9), or ten rolls of different colored 
tape •8' per roll 

 MCM Part # Description
 108-030 Number labeler $38.69
 108-035 Colored labeler 38.69
 108-040 “0” refill 3.09
 108-045 “1” refill 3.09
 108-050 “2” refill 3.09
 108-055 “3” refill 3.09
 108-060 “4” refill 3.09
 108-065 “5” refill 3.09
 108-070 “6” refill 3.09
 108-075 “7” refill 3.09
 108-080 “8” 3.09
 108-085 “9” 3.09

Gorilla Tape
•Incredibly strong, all-purpose 
adhesive tape •Sticks to rough 
and uneven surfaces •Double 
thick adhesive fills in gaps for a 
super-strong grip •Tough, all-weather shell 

 MCM Part # Size
 21-15515 2" x 36' $5.99
 21-15520 2" x 105' 9.99
 21-15525 3" x 88' 16.99

Copper Foil Tape
•Made of pure copper with an 
electrically conductive adhesive 
•Easily solder onto the top of 
the tape •Great for projects, EMI 
shielding, capacitive touch pads, 
ultra-thin wiring, etc. •3 mil thickness 
•15m length (49.2’)

 MCM Part # Mfr. # Description
 21-14620 1128 ¼" x 15m $5.99
 21-14625 1127 1" x 15m 19.99

Dual Lock®  
Reclosable Fasteners 
•High tensile strength for jobs where 
light-duty hook-and-loops fasteners 
won’t work •High performance 
VHB adhesive backing will bond 
plastics, cloth, wood, metal, glass, 
or paper •Closure life: 1000 at 180°F 
•1,000+ hour UV resistance •.27" 
engaged thickness •Two 1" x 15' rolls in a 
dispenser box 

 MCM Part #
 108-3980 $131.59

Command™ 
Refill 
Mounting 
Strips
•Refill mounting strips 
for Command™ hooks 
and picture hangers 
•Removes cleanly and 
leaves no surface damage •Works on a wide range of surfaces

 MCM Part # Description Color
 108-5220 6 large refill strips White $2.69
 108-5235 9 medium refill strips Clear 2.69

Scotchmate™  
Hook and Loop  
Fastening System
•Ideal for automotive, electrical, 
and electronic applications •1" wide 
material adheres to most materials including 
metal, glass, wood, plastics and more •System 
contains 4.9 yards each of hook material and loop material

 MCM Part # Color
 108-3965 Black $53.99
 108-3970 White 53.99

Dual Lock 
Reclosable 
Fasteners
•Open/close life of 1000 
(#108-4365, #108-4375, 
108-4492) or 100 (#108-
4360) •Dimensions: 1" x 10' 
•Black

 Surfaces 
 MCM Part # Temperature Environment
 Metals, glass, plastics, powder coated paints, 
 medium to low energy surface materials
 108-4360 Low to medium Indoor $17.19
 Many Plastics, powder coated paints, low surface 
 energy materials
 108-4365 Low Indoor 36.99
 Metals, glass, medium to high surface energy 
 plastics and paints
 108-4375 High Indoor/outdoor 34.99
 108-4492 High Indoor/outdoor 36.79

Scan to watch 
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Electrical Tape Super 
33+™
•Ultra high quality electrical tape •Hot/
cold weather resistant

 MCM Part # Size Rolls per package
 108-3375 3⁄4" x 52' 1 $4.29
 108-140 3⁄4" x 66' 1 4.99
 108-950 3⁄4" x 20' 1 2.19
 SUPER33 3⁄4" x 52' 10 39.99

Temflex™ 1700 
Vinyl Electrical 
Tape
•PVC insulating electricians tape •7 mil x 3⁄4" •60' roll •UL listed, 
CSA certified for 176°F

 MCM Part #
 108-145 $1.49

Vinyl Electrical Tape 
Super 88
•Premium-grade heavy-duty electrical 
tape •8.5 mil thickness •Flame retardant 
•Cold and weather resistant tape with 
superior cold weather handling features 
•Available in two popular lengths

 MCM Part # Description
 108-3880 3⁄4" x 44' $4.39
 108-3882 3⁄4" x 66' 6.69

Color Coding 
Tape 35 Five 
Pack
•Ideal for phase 
identification, color coding, 
marking and harnessing 
•Protects against weather, 
water, solvent splashes and 
chemicals •Each roll is 1⁄2" 
x 20' •Temperature rating: 
220° F •Colors included: Blue, green, red, yellow and white

 MCM Part #
 108-4490 $7.49

Electricians 
Tape
•PVC insulating tape •7 
mil x 3⁄4" •60' roll 

 MCM Part # Color
 21-095 Red $0.99
 21-090 Black 0.99
 21-985 White 0.99
 21-995 Blue 0.99
 21-990 Yellow 0.99

Electrical Tape
•Provides electrical and mechanical protection •Electrical 
grade tape available in a variety of sizes and colors •Operating 
temperature: 32°F~176°F 

 MCM Part # Color Size
 21-11008 Green 3⁄4" x 21.8 yards $0.89
 21-11010 Grey 3⁄4" x 21.8 yards 0.89
 21-11012 Brown 3⁄4" x 21.8 yards 0.89
 21-11014 Green/Yellow 3⁄4" x 21.8 yards 0.89
 21-11018 Red 3⁄4" x 36 yards 1.39
 21-11020 Yellow 3⁄4" x 36 yards 1.29
 21-11022 Blue 3⁄4" x 36 yards 1.29
 21-11024 Green 3⁄4" x 36 yards 1.39
 21-11026 White 3⁄4" x 36 yards 1.29
 21-11028 Grey 3⁄4" x 36 yards 1.29
 21-11030 Brown 3⁄4" x 36 yards 1.29
 21-11032 Green/Yellow 3⁄4" x 36 yards 1.29
 21-11034 Black 11⁄2" x 21.8 yards 1.59
 21-11036 Red 11⁄2" x 21.8 yards 1.39
 21-11038 Yellow 11⁄2" x 21.8 yards 1.49
 21-11040 Blue 11⁄2" x 21.8 yards 1.39
 21-11042 White 11⁄2" x 21.8 yards 1.49
 21-11046 Green/Yellow 11⁄2" x 21.8 yards 1.59
 21-11048 Black 2" x 36 yards 3.69
 21-11050 Red 2" x 36 yards 3.69
 21-11052 Blue 2" x 36 yards 3.69
 21-11054 White 2" x 36 yards 3.69
 21-11058 Grey 2" x 36 yards 3.69
 21-11060 Green 2" x 36 yards 3.69
 21-11062 Brown 2" x 36 yards 3.69
 21-11064 Yellow 2" x 36 yards 3.69

Five Color Pack  
of Electrical Tape
•Used for color coding, insulating, 
terminating and protecting wires and circuits 
•Resistant to abrasion, UV rays, weather, 
solvents and many acids •Includes black, 
red, yellow, green and blue rolls •Size: ¾" 
x 30'

 MCM Part #
 21-11805 $4.89

Self Fusing Tape
•Chemically fuses to itself to 
provide moisture-tight insulation 
for wire and cable •High tensile 
strength, excellent elasticity and high 
voltage tolerance •Long lasting, corrosion 
resistant •Dimensions: 3⁄4" x 10m 

 MCM Part #
 21-11100 $5.99

#35 Vinyl Electrical Color 
Coding Tape
•Ideal for phase identification, color coding, 
marking and harnessing •UV, abrasion, corrosion, 
alkali and acid resistant •Protects against weather, 
water, solvent splashes and chemicals •Thickness: 
7 mil, Temperature rating: 220°F •Five pack (MCM 
#108-4490) includes ½" x 20' rolls of blue, green, 
red, yellow and white

 MCM Part # Color Size
 108-4954 Brown 1⁄2" x 20' $1.69
 108-4956 Gray 1⁄2" x 20' 1.59
 108-4958 Green 1⁄2" x 20' 1.59
 108-4960 Orange 1⁄2" x 20' 1.59
 108-4962 Red 1⁄2" x 20' 1.59
 108-4963 Violet 1⁄2" x 20' 1.69
 108-4965 White 1⁄2" x 20' 1.69
 108-4967 Yellow 1⁄2" x 20' 1.59
 108-952 Blue 3⁄4" x 66' 5.49
 108-954 Brown 3⁄4" x 66' 5.49
 108-956 Gray 3⁄4" x 66' 5.49
 108-958 Green 3⁄4" x 66' 5.49
 108-960 Orange 3⁄4" x 66' 5.49
 108-962 Red 3⁄4" x 66' 5.49
 108-963 Violet 3⁄4" x 66' 5.49
 108-965 White 3⁄4" x 66' 5.49
 108-967 Yellow 3⁄4" x 66' 5.49
 108-4490 Multi-color 5 pack 1⁄2" x 20' 7.49

Weatherproof  
Electrical Boxes
•Portable weatherproof connection box 
•Locking clamps •Four silicone sealed cable 
connections •IP55 rated for outdoor use

 MCM Dimensions 
 Part # (W) x (H) x (D) Color
 21-11145 15.75" x 5.9" x 13" Black $19.99
 21-11150 15.75" x 5.9" x 13" Green 19.99
 21-11155 11" x 4.7" x 7.5" Black 17.99
 21-11160 11" x 4.7" x 7.5" Green 17.99

#21-11160 #21-11145
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Our customers have found hundreds of ways to use these cases. 
They are great for action and GoPro™ cameras, photography 
equipment, RC cars and planes, drones, test meters, firearms, 
RPG miniatures, baseball cards, watches, microphones, 
saddlebags, and so much more!

What will you use yours for? Let us know on our Facebook page or send us a Tweet!
facebook.com/MCMElectronics • twitter.com/mcmelectronics • mcmelectronics.com

FIND YOUR USE!

Tactical Weatherproof Equipment Cases
•Outstanding weather and shock protection •Customizable cubed foam insert •Twin padlock holes •Pressure release valve •Built-in O-ring 
prevents water and moisture from entering the case 

#22-24125 #22-24140 #22-25850#22-25835

Mini Weatherproof Equipment Cases
•Protect your small electronics and instruments •Rubber gasket and liner 
•Strong latch •Manual pressure relief valve •Integrated strap slot 

 MCM Interior Dimensions Case 
 Part # (L x W x D) Price
 22-25855 4½" x 2¾" x 1¼" $2.99
 22-25860 6¼" x 2½" x 1¾" 3.99
 22-25865 6¼" x 3½" x 1¼" 4.99
 22-25870 5" x 3¼" x 1¼" 3.99
 22-25875 6¼" x 3½" x 2¼" 5.99
 22-25880 8" x 4" x 2" 7.49

#22-25860#22-25855

 Case Replacement  Interior Dimensions    Case Foam 
 Part # Foam Part # Style (L x W x D) Latches Wheels Color Price Price
 22-24125 22-24185 Box 9" x 7" x 4" 2 No Black $16.49 $3.19
 22-24140 22-24185 Box 9" x 7" x 4" 2 No Yellow 16.49 3.19
 22-24150 22-24195 Box 9" x 7" x 6" 2 No Black 18.49 3.99
 22-24145 22-24190 Box 12" x 9" x 5" 2 No Black 31.99 5.99
 22-25835 – File Box 14" x 6" x 11¼" 2 No Black 38.49 –
 22-24135 22-24180 Box 14½" x 10½" x 6" 2 No Black 38.49 7.99
 22-24115 22-24165 Box 17" x 11½" x 6" 2 No Black 41.99 7.99
 22-24130 22-24175 Rolling Box 19½" x 12½" x 7½" 2 Yes Black 84.99 12.49
 22-24120 22-24170 Box 19½" x 13½" x 7½" 2 No Black 59.99 14.99
 22-24160 22-24205 Box 21½" x 14" x 10½" 4 No Black 84.99 24.99
 22-25845 – Box 18½" x 14" x 7½" 4 No Black 66.99 –
 22-24155 22-24200 Box 25" x 13" x 6½" 5 No Black 67.49 14.99
 22-25850 – Long Rifle 50" x 13½" x 5" 4 Yes Black 139.00 –

NEW
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CASES 
READY TO 
PROTECT

CUSTOMIZABLE FOAM
Superior shock protection starts from the inside. Your cargo is 

supported with at least 1/2" of base layer foam, 3"+ of layer cubed foam, 
and up to two additional layers of regular foam that can be cut to 

customize. 1" of egg crate foam in the lid will keep valuables planted.

A built-in 5⁄16" seamless rubber o-ring seals  
contents in and the elements out.

Injection molded latches and hinges pivot on solid 1⁄8" metal dowels. 
Each latch partners with a 3⁄8" lock throughway.

Each case features a pressure equalization valve;  
air-tight sealed when closed with an 1⁄8" o-ring.

MIGHTY TIGHT

WEATHER RESISTANT

ALTITUDE APPROVED

Made from lightweight, durable, and chemical resistant high-density  
ABS polymer, these cases offer incredible durability at an unmatched value.
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